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EUROOAN PIOKETTED 
Production at Eurocan in Kitimat was in- 
terrupted Thursday when picket, lines were 
formed outside the gaes by striking Pacific 
Northern Gas workers. 
A spokesman for the PNG unio:, the .In- 
temationsl Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 
(IBEW) said the picket lines went up at 6 a.m. 
because Euroean broke an agreement with the 
union. 
IBEW went on strike June 5 in offices fro~ 
Prince Rupert to Fort  St. James and in Van- 
cunvor after first-centract negotiations broke 
down. 
Since then, the union signed an agreement 
with the mEW stating they would 
Since then, the union signed separate 
agreements with Alcan, Canadian Cellulose in 
Prince Rupert and Eureean which stated that 
the three companies would not maintain or 
operate or allow PNG personnel to maintain or 
PNG gas, making up an estimated 85 percent of 
PNG's revenue. 
Alcan also signed an agreement with the 
IBEW stating they would switch to oil to operate 
their ennting furnaces for the duration of the 
strike. 
Pa~t of the original agreement with Eurocan 
was to allow periodic inspections by union 
workers to ensure that the company" was 
following the agreement. 
During a recent inspection, the IBEW learned 
that Eurocan had relighted a line heater, the 
union spokesman said, which was in con- 
tradietion to the agreement. 
~ Picket lines were then set up, and Eurocan 
workers, members of two locals of the Canadian 
Paperwerkers Union, honoured the pickets and 
Stayed off the job. 
The IBEW spokesman said a meeting would be 
~::' overate natural gas equipment at their plants, held that afternoon (Thursday) between union 
~:~i . The three companies are the m~ijor users of representatives and Eurocan lawyers. 
" . PSYP Public meetings apathetic 
cording to the release, "...Is an attempt by the media, Wednesday, Forestry Service officials in 
the Skeena area have expressed their diasp- 
pointment at the poor public response to the 
Skeena Public Sustained Yield forestry plan. 
Only 18 perseus turned eut to the Hazelton 
meeting,and Kitwanga drew only 16 
The "Skeena Unit Plan", in which the Publ/c 
New bank un ion  
20 ~ 
forest service to inventory the supply of forest 
resourees and to identify the demands for each 
"Once the supply and demand has been 
determined." the statement continues, "policy 
and plans will be developed to ensure a perpetual 
supply of forest resources and to minimize the 
conflicts between different users of the 
resources." 
Accordingly, starting next week, the first 
meetings of the Public Advisory Committees will. 
begin. 
Wants  
Ministers' 
Expenses 
Controlled 
VICTORIA (CP) - Graham "
Lea NDP-Prince Rupert 
.called on the provincial 
government Tuesday to set 
up guidelines to control 
cabinet ministers' expenses. 
Lea made the..statement 
following a meeting of the 
public acoounte committee 
of the British Columbia 
legislature during which it 
was disclosed that 
Provincial Secretary Grace 
McCarthy claimed about 
~250 in expensee for tek~g 
civil servants and fellow 
MIAS to lunch. 
Harold Price, the comp- 
troller in McCarthy's 
ministry, told the committee. 
there are no guidelines 
outlining what a minister 
can submit for expenses. 
Price said the matter is 
left up to the conscience of 
the individual minister. 
Lea said that, while 
technically it'may not have 
been wrung for McCarthy to 
have claimed off the lunces, 
it was morally questionable. 
He said no other cabinet 
melnister would want to get 
reimbursed for the lunches. 
"When this governmunt 
.alks about there not being a 
h'ee lunch for people in this 
life, they mean others," Lea 
said. 
"They mean the erdinary 
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the woatho.r: . 
More sun ruth hgh temperatures 
light wi s Mowing stronger m 
the ovonml  
FRIDAY, JUNE 30, 1W8 Have  a n ice  weekend,  
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may call str ike  or ,n. p.m. Tuesday, July 4; at the Northwest Com- Wovince who pay thebills. SestedonherS-yroldthoroughbrodgelding"InnHorse",NlnaCavamughtakesaneusy 
munity College;, Kitwanga, at the Community They consider it quite all IcoklngJumpatherstablesattheCopperRlverRidlngArena. DeUghtodwlthherrecent 
. right to have' free lunch for purchase, Nine Intrude to use him as a Jumper ather than a racer. With the addition d
..TheUnited Bank Workers mecUnge with the Bank of Ceatre7:30WednesdayJu ly5,und,  for Terrace, themselves and for  their InnHorse,Nimnowhasflverldinghorsesofherown, i cludlngthestamonAmlrFeralk, SecUonofSORWUC (aervlce Commerce and the federal • ,, . . 
Office and Retail Workers w-~...."'-"---m---..,~, w..-...  a t the  RungerStatlon,7:30p.m.Thursday July 6 .  . . friends, the mares CustlHe and Blaze and an as yet ummmod colt, bomJustacoupleofwceks ago . .  
Union of Canada) held a ~-~. ,  ,,.-, ,~ . . . .  .,-,,-- Disreaarrl|nu the exiremelvn,~at iveshowlna Lea said there should be NinalsthedanghterofErieBrarup, who teok the above pleturo. 
• . . uu J~|Ua sgUSv,  mU q . l t~ lav~al l~Mt~ ~ ~ ,7  ~ ,v  M ~ !  - - t -~- -~. - - t  ~ .z . I - - sS  . . . . .  • U - -  to  " " ' " ' ' 
speeinl :meetlng' in:  Van- Woceeswll lbeabletaavert the Forest Service officials feel all i snot  lost , ,~ ,~ts~,~, ,m~,  ~, . ~ ~ ... . . . . . .  ~ : , ~ ~ . . . . . .  ._. 
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Banks in B.C. Present were ~~oilectJve I/greement and meeungs, reuec .r~ a g..ooct cr.oss-secuon ~ me . .,, d~_[ f )  ~J f¢~ "e~,ra~f  e '~ ,so l ,a  .(~_ora .~ol~,~c,  tT~,~, 
membert, from various, are tired of'the stalling commumues ann ptmue fluvmory cormmttees , s .~- J J . ,~-  , , v  oV. . , ,wu,  o~, ,~, ,~,  ~. lug~,  ~, .~,u~,g , ,~ ,v~ 
organlzlng ' ' commit tees  'tactics of the Bank. We have were  f romed from representatives of Industry, 
throughonttheProvluce, beenmectlngwlthtbeBank labour, outdoor groupsandindividual  citizens, students to  skare our  summer  sun  
, . I t  was decided at the since December ef last year The. committees (therefore) will now begin the 
mectl~q~ to conduct strike ~nd are etili in the proccoe ~ 
.votes in the Canadian Ira- clarifying the Un ion  task of providing inputto the poHey and planni~g by DonnaVallleres' become part of the ex- 
perinl Bank of Commerce proposals. There Lavebeon .for the economic recreational and en-  Seven young people from patience," he said. 
union branches. The Union no serious negotiations to virunmental future of the forests in the Skeena SenSalvudoruedsevmfrom For the other five weeks, ! Is Certified in five branches date." River region,  across Canada will be living the entire group will be 
of, the/Commerce in B.C. and : Desp i too f i ie ia lopt imism,  the proposed Publ ic  und working in Terrace this living together as a group. 
thestrikevotcowl]~lbetnken ..The Unl~ will hold s summer under the Canada. CanadaWorld Youth flint 
over the next twp'wenks. Special Conferonco July Z3, Susta ined Yield Plan for B.C. Forests has World Yunth'program. began seven years ago and 
. .Char lo t te  Johnson, 78ofUBW members from aii received considerable opposition and outspoken SpensoredbytheCaeadisn has grown to include all the 
President of the UBW, said: Banks to plan the strike and criticism from individuals and groups in the area International Devcigpmmt provinces In Canada s well- 
"We are presmtly awaiting boycott strategy. - some of who see it as  a dire threat o the future Agency and purtielpatin8 as 13 countries in Africa, 
countries, CWY i6 811 ex- A~in fllul Latin A~leries. r Eskimos want liMl£-- of the forest industry in British Columbia. change program that allows Four months of the 
, peoplebetweentheageaof17" program takes place in 
B 0 eoonomio • Canadian city and 10 weeks each regiun get tegether with ki l l  more  whales  , , , .  oou  . 
fu ture  br ight  
LONDON lAP) -, An The17-country body begun to give the psrt ict lz t~ in the'exchange country. 
Alaskan Eskimo delegation a five-day meeting meeting youths a chance to get to . Terrace was chases as a" 
walked out of " the In- hero Monday to decide hew know each oth~'s culture host site partly because it is 
ternational Whaling Com- many whales may be ., . . . .  and language, but at.the the ri~ht size and has enou~h 
mission's (IWC) meeting slaughtered in the world's VANCOUVER (CP) - -  matur ing  indust r ia l  same time "a lot of personal opportunities .and services 
today inadisputeover the oceans in the ecmin~ saason. British Columbia will con- relations climate in the development goes on," for working, "but also 
nun~bor of ~whced whales The IWC has few An- flnno to be ons of the leaders wovineeundthatacontin- ~/ccording to Jean ~arc  because the CWY "had.a 
the Eskim0s' may kill. . forcemmt powers and it8 in national economic growth, nation of this increasing Grogoir, group leader for desire to do oomething in tbe 
The Alaskan Esk imo meetings are always om. the Employers Council ef willingness to work together CWY. northwest," Gregoire said. 
Whaling Commission, far- ~oiisd in controversy and B.C.' said today. " to solve Joint problems is While in Terrace, silof the While the 14 youths are 
mad to lobby the IWC for a nationalism. Council president William both desirable' and youths.will be staying with here, they will be doing 
higher quota of bowheads, Hamilton said in the court- necee~ry. '• hestfamili~forflveweehe, volunteer work on projects 
bad proposed to the corn- The dozen Alaskan oil's mid-year economic The counell said that, nsof Grogoiro said he is still with various community Rcoa Rivins, from San Salvador, and Jean Marc 
mluimtlmttheybeullowed Eskimos lobbying here are outlook that there will be May 31,. the increase in looking for host famillee groups. Gregolre, ofVancouver, are groupleaders for the Cansda 
to take 37 to 45of the whalea flghtlagtokcopalivea4,000- contlnuedgraduaienonomic wages and benefiis for more where preferrably two For the first two weeks World Youth group coming to Terrace in July. 
in the season beginning this year-old tradition ef growth in B.C. than 40 per cent of B.C.'s youths can stay for the they will help build an ad- 
bowhead hunting. They '  Hamilton said that while unionized labor force who summer, venture playground at Guest Home,. Child In one Canadian youth and 
fal~anlWCtecimieatcom- represent about 4,000. ~the outlook for Canada 'is have already settled The families will recelvo Copper Mountain school Devciopment Centre and the one youth from San 
mittec 'voted seven to. Six Eskimos in nine Yupik and much improved over 1977,, collective agreements for ~ a week for e~ch youth, along with workers from the district recreation depart. Salvador. 
Wedneadey torecommend a Inupiat Eskimo villages on' economic growth will sti l l  1978 is 5.3 per cent., and the youths will be ex- youth Incentive Program in meat. 
quntaofZ4bowheadsforthe. Alaska's Arctic rim who nctl~hlgheaoughtoroduce I tu ld  that for 1978 eaz  . pacted to become part of tbe Terrace. After that hey will Tlze Canadian l)roJect Anyonewhe can help with 
Eskimos. The. reeom- consider whale meat a current high levels of whole, the uvorage total household in terms of be involved in small groups leader said the most im- accommodation or wants 
mendetion would have to be dietary staple and a cur- unemployment, compensation i crease is helping out with chores, in various recreation portent aspect o organize more information on the ,  
s~pproved by •a plenary nerstene of their subsistence He 8aid thee is con- expected to be less than six Grogoire said. projects at Kermede right now is getting heat program can call 638-1287 
~ee~,iun of the IWC. lifestyle, aiderable evidence of a per cent. "This way the families Friendship Centre, Osboum families to volunteer to take evenings. 
~-%~55~::~;:;:~-v~-~r~-~-~-~-%~v~-~-~-~-~-~-v . . . . . . . . .  , - , -  .~, . , - , - ,~,~,-_ , - , -  - - , -  • ~, - , . , . , - . - , - , . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  
One 'Part of Knmst Since the Begim~is~, presented keys to ross talr northern community, eald he was preen to present he gives to mayor 'and emlies and a gracious "~anlt you". 11zom 81so took the 
KIUmet wlth ire effldal birthday gil~(s)/w-hen on Wed. council because he had seen what • "wonderful Job" they opportunity othank Mean for being such a large part 
neoday Alcan Werks manager Bill Rich p~'eseeted May~ . .Alean'e Neenuko Lodge on Alhatron Street wee the host had done. and are doisg. 
of RiUmat, George Thorn,. Md Council:with the first of thepreseetatism where RIch nddreseed the group of the cete~.at~o~s and helping out where they can . '  
. m~orsink'alnof~flco, indlvld~|modki~k~andtwelve ,alderman, eouncll members sod offlckl personnel. RIch ..MsyorTbomwaercolz0ndodtotheglflwlthpleuurable ..Thec0m~yws~|ltdtobepartofit.sasamcn, 
t . 
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Two New N,)rthern Power Sites Eyed By B.C.. Hydro 
• .B.C. Hydro will begin fldd 
investigations this year of 
hydro-electric patmtini in 
the Uard and lskut-Stikine 
r iver basins in northern 
British Columbia. 
• .Preliminary examinations 
conducted by Hydro last 
year, combined with a 
revfew of existing in- 
formation about the areas, 
indicate that development of 
the two river basins for 
power" parposeso could be 
ecoanmieally feasible for the 
early 1990s. 
..Because the lead time 
required to bring any such 
development into service 
would be at least 12 years, 
Hydro directors have 
authorized investigations of 
the en~ineeriag feasibility 
and environmental impact of 
various possible develop- 
meet alternatives. 
..No decision has been made 
by Hydro to seek govern- 
ment approval for 
development of any project 
in the Liard or lskat-Silkine 
basins. Such decisions will 
not have to be made until the 
early 1980s, and will depend 
on results of eegineering and 
environmental studle~. 
• .Field work to be un- 
dertaken will include 
foundation drilling and 
seismic refraction surveys to 
determine depth to bedrock 
and characteristics of 
overburden and bedrock at 
potential project sites. 
Explorations to confirm 
adequate supplies of con- 
struction materials also will 
be eurrled out. 
• .Concurrently, detailed 
physical and biological 
studies will be performed to 
predict the onvironmontal 
Impacts of possible 
developments onaquatic and 
terrestrial ecologies, and the 
resultant social . and 
economic impacts. Impacts 
on scenic and wildlife 
.resources also will be 
studied. 
..Meanwhile, office studies 
will be conducted in[o 
en~Incoriag and economie 
aspects including 
arrangement of structures, 
ios ta l led  capac i t ies ,  
maximum and minimum 
reservoir  levels and 
estimates of capital oust and 
energy production. 
• .At the same time, related 
transmission studies will be 
carried out. These will in- 
clude analyses te determine 
the economic and en- 
vironmentally acceptable 
transmission route or routes 
to be followed if either or 
both river basins eventually 
are developed for power 
generation. These studies 
will include both field and 
office work, 
• .Field personne~ involved in 
because of severe winter 
weather in the study areas. 
Only a few months each year 
are suitable for this work• 
..The Liard River rises in 
the summer months because 
of severe winter weather in 
the study areas. Only a few 
months , each year are 
suitable for this work. 
. .The Liard River rises in 
the Yukon Territory and 
enters B.C• near Watson 
Lake, Y.T. It flows about 300 
' mJlee, through B.C. and a 
fut~tet~ 230 miles through the 
the various investigations Northwest Territories to 
wlll be taken into study areas • Fort~,Simpson, where it 
in the Linrd and Iskut-, discharges into the 
Dtikine river basins by ~ Mackenzie River. ' The  
aircraft. No access rends drainage area of the Liard at 
will be constructed for the its mouth Is t05,000 square 
studies. :miles. The total fall in the 
• •Most field work must be B.C. portion of the river is 
done in the summer months 1.230 feet. 
Allthe 
am 
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The Board of School Trustees regret that 
summer school wi l l  not be held this year. 
n., --.n, o, , .  --r' w"' "" 
on Wednesday, July 5, 1978 at 8 p.m. a a t  
Members of the public are most welcome. ~ T E ~ ! i : ~ L :  E S 
• .School District No. 80 MM 
.•i515 King Fisher Avenue . . 
•. Kitimat, B.C. HONDA Dealer Llcence Number 02066A ' i 
. .The lskut and Sfikine river seven miles upstream from border, then follows a . .The lskut has its source in 
the B.C..Alaska border, westerly course for 20 miles the highlands above - Ed- 
• .The Stikine rises on the through Alaska to its estuary dontenajon Lake. In Its 
Stikine plateau and and the Pacific Ocean. Its upper reaches the river Is 
surrounding mountain drainage area in British primarlly.a series of lakes. 
ranges to the east. The river Columbia is about 1~,000 Between the lakes and its 
flows approximately 300 square miles, which includes confluence with the Stikine it 
miles to the B.C.-Alaska the Iskut basin. Rows about 120 miles. 
Service Pastor Paul Mohnlnger 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible Office 635.2407 
Study Home 635.5309. 
Weds. 8:00 Home Bible i
Studies I 
"You are Welcome at I 
Uplands" ' . I 
basins are located in nor- 
thwestern B.C., near the 
Alaska panhandle and im- 
mediately north and east of 
Wrangell, Alaska. The lskut 
is the largest ributary of the 
Stiklne and enters the latter 
Carpet &Drapery Service 
• Sheers - Lined Drapes 
• Insulated rapes -Drape rods 
T, 
i Indoor-Outdoor 
Shags, Loops, Twist,  
Sculptured 
Ready-made drape: 
in all popular sizes 
m m m ~  
Carload 8 cu. fl• $279• 
Freezer 12 cu. ft. $299. 
Sale 16 cu. ft. S319 
19 cu• ft. $355 ~'  S ~ ~coatch Guarded 
Carpet ing  33 cu• fl• S389 /~~.ED TRASK J Factory Service 
" - ~ ~ ~  ioclu~ed 
~ ~  ~o~e ~ FREE 
~ Y ~Fu~ishings ~  DE'EVER 
~:~::i::~ '' ! IN  
~ TERRACE & I When quality matters• ~ - -  
KITIMAT 
Box 70, Smithers ~ ~ ~ ~  AREA 
1073 Main St• Ph. 847-4485 
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JtTTENO I s=""  I 
THE I HBRT II TOOVEY 
I " 's" It SERVICE ' CHURCH , 4830 Straume Ave. Terrace l OF l. nc, CANAVEITURE ' '  - -  I P~ne:3"2312 i BY {boats) TAMAHA 
UPENDS , Sunday Masses in DOLMAR • :!!i! ,0. 10315 a.m. I BAPTIST : [lO:15 a.m. I I ,motors) (chain saws) ::" . . . .  ~HURCH |11:30 am. i | * Hours: Mon•-~t .  6.t; : 17:30 p.m. " i" I . . . . . . .  Dealer' Llcence o,~e ennn )ast~:rnl~ebLel~:~;wG:f1432' I ~.~1~ ureIg Number 02013A @O-O~I&D 
9:45 ;~'n dNl) T: ~emaacSh i ng CHOICE UEH01UTE Sunday School 
,,:OOamMorn,noWorsh,. Cur . Xsith Terraoe Electronic Repa,rs Ud. 
Sunday School 9:¢5 a.m 
Morning Worship 11:0( 
a.m. 
KNOX CHURCH 
UNITED OF 
GOD 
CHURCH 3341 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 638-1561 
Minister Re,. Re,. R.L. White 
Dave Martyn Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Win'ship .11:00 
unday School a.m. 
senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m ; EvenlngWorshlpl:30 p.m. 
Under 12 - 11:00 a.m. Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 
Worship Service Ih00 a.m v,m. 
THIS 
SUNDAY 
CHRIST 
LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 
Cur• Sparks St. 
& Park Ave• 
Rev. Roll Nosterud 
635.5882 • / 
Aorning Service 11:00a.m 
Church School 9:45 a•m. 
Sunday School, Con- 
firmation 
Youth and Adult Classes i 
BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street 635.301S 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
10:00 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship 
Service 
ST. MATTHEW'S 
•ANGLICAN 
LCHURCH 
4726 Lazelle Ave. 
635.9019 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Informal Service 
Church School & Adult 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
~ e  MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON. - SAT. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
4908 Graham . 635.4543 
30 Ton Truck - Hydraulic Cranes - 20 Ton R,T. 
BOB N I ESH. 624-6283 Prince Rupert 
SKEENA CRANE 
SERVICES. LTD, 
"rERRACE 638-1555 
DIRECTORY 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS,,, 
. .. C0Ni :\~ ~Yt~' ;D~,• .  •I~v~ AL . T R M O A ~ A  ;Ng ;tRA;Y~ 'U  S " 
KITCHEN CA:IINMET:UL:ED VANu~;EFERTO~S IN TALLATION 
BRAD REESE 
AREA MANAGER 
869.STHAVENUE 
PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. V2~ 3K5 
BUS. UeA.14ea 
RES. 562.2281 
K ~ A  COD 
EN 
BINETS 
(NORTHEIH) LTD. 
FREE ESTIMATES 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-6195 
ANSWERING, 
• PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE  
4603.0 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG IV5 
_ an 
Discussion , , 
11:00 a.m. Holy Com- 
-,.m,.,' munich for family Motorcycles 
. , . ,  ' ~ Ministers: 
/ ' j . '  ~ '~ Rev. Lance Stephens-635- accessor ies in stock NOW! R ,  BUS INESSMAN!  
14" - 'N~\ 5o55 " 
k ' / ~ ~  Jl Rev. Stephen ,noue- 635-  ~ S 
, JR E e l  t ,,16 ~;: , Th is  pace  is Reserved 
rerri©e Equipment Sales Ltd, r yo Ad. / 
4441 Lakelse 635.6304 . . . . . . . .  
Dealer No. 01249A SUZUKI GOES THE DISTANt F- 
' FJH - ,  111:00 o,m. Fatally Worship iServlce ~/~ 
CHRIST IAN ITues.l~ivnt'" ,:3o p.m. N ight '  MeMlng Evangllstic co~'mxT~ L, .! • + ~  e~E ~I~I~ " ~  :'~' ~flSOUAh~.ml -Ad~ ~Sr~ ro~cU~m 6' Ready-Mxx ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :  
REFORMED I ' : "  p•m: Bible Study & 
Wednesday 
1:30 p~m. Ladies Homo TERRACE, B.C. GLENN CARSON 
League, Fellowship 3092 HWY. t6 EAST. WALLY LE F E BV R E 
~aturday CUSTOM CONCRETE PROD, TERRACE, B.C. PHONE(604) 635.3063 
r: 30 p.~.. Youth Group VOG 3N5 
Christi~dn Counselling Sand, Gravel, Drain Rook 
Emergency Welfare 
CHURCH , 
Sparks St• & 
Straumn Ave. 
Re,. S. Van Dealed 
Sunday School • Terrace 1( 
s.m. 
Sunday School • Rome 1:00 
p.m. 
11:00a.m. Worship Service 
S:00 p.m. Worshrp Service 
Spiritual Resources 
635.5446 or 635.2626 
Call us at 636-6367 9 to 6 
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Clash on human 
rights violators 
By DOUG LONG 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Govern- 
meat and opposition parties 
dashed Wednesday over the 
thorny question of com- 
mercial dealings with 
regimes that violate human 
r l~ts,  
Progressive Conservatives 
and New Democrats said in 
the Commons that the 
governmentowned Export 
Developmeat eorporatinn 
(EDC) should not lend 
money to conatrins which 
violate human rights even 
thoogh Canadian trade may 
be affected. 
Andrew Brewin (NDP-- 
Greenwood) moved an 
amendment that would have 
returned the legislation to 
committee for further study. 
He charged the government 
was backing systematic 
terror through EDC fi- 
nancial support to the 
Chilean Junta. 
Bet the Liberal majority, 
ba~ed by five Social Credit 
MPs, turned back the Con- 
sorvatives and New 
Democrats by a vote of 93 to 
47. 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
' has adopted the position that 
Canada's views on human 
rl~te should not interfere 
with normal trade, even if it 
invol~ea the government. 
The only exception to this 
policy has involved South 
;MS'Lea where the govern- 
meat cur tailed EDC dealin@ 
to protest that country's 
apartheid practices. 
BACKED NDP 
Conservative House 
Leader Walter Baker said 
his party backed,the NDP 
and would extend the view to 
all countdns which violate 
human rights. Earlier, 
Conservative MPs singled 
out Cuba as a major of. 
feeder. 
The comments came 
during debate of a bill, later 
approved, that would in- 
crease the EDC's operating 
caning to 126 billion from 
18.85 billion. 
Nickel Belt)said the EDC 
should invest its money 
rofurbisblng Canadian in- 
dustries instead of exporting 
Jobs to other countries. 
HELP8 CANADA 
But Industry Minister 
Jack Homer said expansion 
of international trade Will 
aid domestic manufacturers 
and help support the 
Canadian economy. 
"Argentilda, Brazil, Chile, 
Ve=te=uela and other South 
American countries are 
establishing very sound 
economic festive," Hot'nor 
said. 
Passage of the bill has 
cleared the way for the Com- 
moss tobqin a three-month 
summer recess Friday. The 
EDC bill was the last major 
piece of legislation that 
government wanted up- 
proved before a4Jooroing the 
I - Ionse.  
The bill now'goes to ~e 
Stoats for approval followed 
by royal assent before 
beosmi~ law. 
Conservatives Woposed a 
number oI amendments 
aimed at placing restrietlms 
on the EDC's ability to lend 
money abroad. Conservative 
finance critic Sinclair 
Stevens has predicted that 
one-quarter of the cor- 
poration's loam will never 
be repaid and will bare to ha 
wr i t~  off within the next lO 
years. 
The Conservatives also 
caged for an annual ac- 
counting to Parliament by 
EDC offleials. 
But all of their amend- 
meats were defeated by the 
government. 
The Senate is not expected 
to delay passage of the bill 
which the government said 
had to be passed in order for 
the EDC to continue its 
opora tioos by nddsun-ner. 
The Senatela lso studying 
the controversial sales tax 
legislation that dominated 
Commons proceedings for 
nearly tiros months. 
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Clark promises information law if. elected 
By VIC PARSONS 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Progressive Conservative 
Leader Joe Clark promised 
Wednesday to introduce a 
budget, • a froedomof; 
infm'matinn law and perils- 
mastery reform within two 
months ff he forms the next 
goviernment. 
Juv law 
meeting 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  Dis- 
cussion at the osnference of
attemeys-general begineing 
today in Edmonton will 
centre on inw's concerning 
Juveniles and prostitution, 
Garde Gardom, British 
Columbia's attomeygeneral, 
said today. 
Gardom said B.C. wants to 
assume full responsibility 
for the laws concerning 
Juveniles because present 
federal laws are cum- 
bersome, outdated and 
enforcement is too ex- 
pensive, 
The provinces should have 
the full responaiblity of 
drawing up their own laws to 
deal with juveniles, he said. 
B.C. passed abill last year 
eaHi~ for incarceration of
hard-core Juvenile offenders, 
but the law has been 
challenged in the courts. 
Gardam also said he wants 
the federal government to 
act on proposed amend- 
monte to the Criminal Code 
which would help police deal 
with prostitution. 
He said Vancouver has be- 
come a prostitute's paradise 
in recent months, and the 
dry and Wovince have been 
powerless to deal with the 
problem. 
The conference will also 
deal with rape and por- 
nography, as well as a now 
RCMP contract between the 
provinces and the federal 
government, Gardom said. 
He said the provinces want 
Ottawa to pay a iar~er share 
RCMP costs. 
The EDC lends money to 
foreign purchasers of I I l t t . _~ 
Canadian goods and aids o ~V~J ] [~U,  ~ - -  
Canadian exporters through 
~nauras~. l - -  .dot.her. ~ a 
= apnce  makes .  4 ch.arged i . w.h. I 
kidnapping 
SHERBROOKE, Que. 
(CJP) - -  Four people were 
charged Wednesday With the See  ~ y o ~ ~  at  
abduction of Sherbrooke 
credit union employee TERRACE X 
Charlas Marinn"he]d for 8~ ~ :;-26~I~Yo "r4"3S ~3::ZS ~e~A/e~L;C;¢Ve ~ 
days last year in the longest 
kidnap for ransom in 
Canadian history. H(~N-DA Test drives Hondatodz 
~ult~laude and Jeanne 
ence, both in their 40s, 
VgG 1LO 
e 0~0~A 
l ay. 
Clark told a gathering of 
party supporters that they 
should be getting ready now 
for the next election--a 
campaign he said could 
change the direction of the 
country. 
Surrounded on a stage by 
Toronto area candidates, 
Clark asld the quality of 
government leadership in 
the last 10 years-- it is a 
decade since Prime Minister 
Trudeau took office--has Toronto's historic Old Fort 
disastrously eroded con- York, Clark said within two 
fidmce in the "country. months of an election, 
It is essential to demon- Parliament would be 
strate to potential recalled for a short session 
separatists, in Quebec or that would see the in- 
elsewhere, that a new truduction of a budget aimed 
government with a fresh ap at encouraging the private 
preach can work effectively sector of the economy. 
with the provinces, Clark The parliamentary 
said. committee system would he 
ENVISAGES BUDGET changed to allow the public 
At a party pie=tic at to initiate investigations and 
M]Ps would be given more 
latitude in in~edudng their 
own legislation, Clark added. 
He said there were three 
other urgent issues to be 
faced: Government must 
trim its waste; the federal 
government • and the 
provinces must cut out 
duplication of services and 
sort out jurisdictional 
conflicts and a national 
industrial strategy must be 
prepared. 
Clark said he believed the 
Conservatives could restore 
confidence in the country. 
But party workers would 
have to get ready now for a 
campa!gn, whenever it 
comes.. 
Clark was on the tint day 
of a six-day trip to Toronto 
and the West. He is to ad- 
dress a party gathering in 
Beastown, Sask., today. 
NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I. 
(Reduces the frictional wear-and-tear that causes you to "lrade in" every few years). 
NEW T.M.T. HOT"PLATES" THE INSIDES OF YOUR ENGINE 
WITH A 50.000 MILE PROTECTIVE De Pont 
Teflon*COATING! 
WHAT IS TMT? 
TMT is a superconcentrated liquid for- 
mulation incorporating Du Pont TEFLON'. 
• the same chemical compound that went to 
the Moon in the lunar vehicle engines When 
TMT is added to an engine crankcase, this 
key ingredient instantly goes to work against 
the No. One Cause of poor gas mileage. 
. s lugg ish  performance, high operating tem- 
peratures:and mechanical breakdown: frlC. 
tional drag, 
But unless you're a chemical engineer. 
right now you're more interested in what TMT 
does than how it does it. So here it is. in a 
nutshell: 
TMT IS FAST! There's nothing complicaled 
about using TMT--a 12-year-old kid could do 
it in less than 60seconds... and not even get 
his hands dirty! 
TMT IS PERMANENT! It's an engine treat-. 
ment. not an od treatment. Just one single 
application rs all it takes to Dermanently pro- 
tect your engine, for as long as you own your 
car! 
TMT IS SAFEr We've put our money where 
our mouth is on this . .. with a S1.000.0O0 
Product Liability Policy issued by a nabonally 
famous insurance company! 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE! Elfectwe for eny car. 
truck, or other vehicle--whether H'S thrs 
year's model or one that's 15 years old= Pro- 
tectsand preservesnewengmes . 'tightens 
up" and rejuvenates old ones~ 
TMT IS GUARANTEED! Every TMT Treat- 
ment sold c~ries w:th ,t the strongest, most 
iron-clad Guarantee we could think ole-  
o GUARANTEED: Better gas mdeage 
more miles from every tank fu l . ,  or 
money back m lull' 
m GUARANTEED Lessod burning long- 
er periods before "toPl~lqg off'  . or 
money back m full' 
• GUARANTEED: Smoother engine perfor- 
mance.., less stalhng and rough ~dhng 
or money back ~n full' ' 
• GUARANTEED: Increased horsepower 
and higher compress,on more zip and 
accelerahon., or money back in full J
• GUARANTEED' Longer engine life . 
fewer repmr bdls (especmlly for costly 
ring and piston lobs) ' for money back m 
full! 
• GUARANTEED:. All these important, 
money-saving benefits no matter how 
long you own your veh,cle or money 
back m full! 
In view of the many possible savings and 
benefits cited above, what do you suppose 
any vehicle owner or operator would gladly 
pay for a one-time, permaneqt treatment of 
TMT? $50.00? $100.007 MORE? 
Well. listen to th,s: The estabhshed retad 
price of TMT is only $14 951 That's right, only 
$14.95--a tiny investment hat could'possibly 
pay dself back dozens of t,mes over.'in say. 
enos on gas, oil, and repair bdls Fantastic. 
• Reg. U.S, Pat. Office for 
Ou Punt's fluorcarbon resins, 
FACT The cost of  owning end operating any vehicle--car,  bus, truck, you 
name it - -has gone straight through tha cel l lngl  The cost o f  gasoline and o11? UPI 
The payments demanded by skilled (and not-so-ski l led) mechanics? UPI The 
pricetags on new cars and trucks? UP! It's positively s ickening--and it's going to gel 
worse before II gets any better! 
EO ALMGUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T,M.T. TEFLON TREATMENT. 
"The active Chemical ingredient in "T,M.T." has "And once "T.M,T." has been added to an in. 
e speca aft nit)' for metal which causes it to sine-positive results can be seen through the 
"p ate" and adhere to all,exposed friction sur- experienced and tra ned eyes of even the moat 
faces. Polymers attract more polymers to a micro skilled of mechanics. They will notice a decided 
thickness which means a "controlled" build.up increase in compression readings-which ladS. 
occurs around worn surfaces which accounts for cates that piston and rin~. seal have Improved, 
the numerous user.reports o~ reduced "blow-by" An ncrease in Idle r,p.m.s will also be detect. 
increased compression readings, and reduced oil able due to the reduced fr ellen after a few 
consumption! hundred miles of "T.M.T." "plating". 
"And in order to effect a permanent treatment, "CONCLUSION: Not only is "T.M.T." easy to use 
you simply add "T,M.T." to the crankcase oil ( t should take 30:seconds at the most for adding 
through the oil filler hole (so,easy-that even a permanent trearment)-but its results can be 
a child can do It) - preferably after the engine seen even under the careful scrutiny of any 
has reached normal operating temperature. The mechanic! The benefits that can be expected with 
engine should then be run for a minimum of "T.M,T," in the engine-are as follows: In. 
thirty minutes in order to make sure that all creased Gas Mileage-increased Horsepower-Less 
friction surfaces are "plated". Only eight ounces Oil Consumption - Less Wear On Internal P|rts.- 
are required for the average passenger car or Reduced Emissions- Lower Operating Tempera. 
small truck engine, tures - Easier Cold Weather Starts!" 
New liras seu've beard from the expert . . .  listan'ta She raves el ordins~ drivers, 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE NAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM, THAT'S 
WHY WE'VE "BLEEPEO" TNEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS.., 
(Once you've put T.M.T, in your vehicle, you'll be filling in the figures yourself). 
Motorcycle Racer 
gets morn power. =
"As an engineering student and 
racer, I was interested in what 
T.M.T would do in e tenth mile 
speed test. 
A series of runs from a standlna 
start showed that our E.T. (Elapsed 
Time) was reduced by XX a second 
after T.M.T was added to the fuel 
mix (n my )25 c,c. Kawasakl Mo- 
torcross racing motorcyce. 
As a student of engineering this 
proved that T.M-T reduced friction 
and ,ncreased power." 
K.B.~- Racer 
"Bad Deal" becomes 
"Good Deal" with "T.M.T." 
"i've tried gas savers, pills, new 
filters, engine treatments, etc. My 
friend told me aboul a product 
that his father had just tested for 
his fleet of truck~ and I'm sure 
you guessed it wa¢. T.M.T. 
My mileage has 8one from XX to 
an unbellevaoly astounding ](X. My 
father, who is a car mechanic 
told me it'e.impossible but I've 
kept enact records on my last four 
tankfuls and have proven the old 
saying that even tatneis can be 
wrong. Of course he probably 
won't admit it until he uses the 
?MT in his car that I'm giving him 
as a present." --I.W. 
Auto Mseklmic 
recommends "r.M.T"! 
"1 am an Auto Mechanic and I 
drive a '67 Caddy and it was us. 
lag a lot of gas in the city end 
on the highways. I was gettln S 14 
miles to the gallon but now, since 
I've been using"T-M.T" I pick up 
XX gallons in the city-and xg p l .  
Ions on the highway, so I know 
you peDDle have a good.product 
and I will recommend Itilt. C.T.g, ~ 
F ILL  OUT AND MAIL  NOXRIb*K COUPON'TODAY!  ~ 
ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER• DUE TO OVERWHELMiNg DEMAND. (FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE). 
Enclosed is ["1 cheque or [ ]  money order 
I-i one at $14.95 [ ]  twoat $26.95 
Name: 
Address: 
CiW: Prov.: P.C, 
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 550, Station J, Calgary, Alberta. T2A 4X8 
along with Michel 
Devarenne, 38, and louise 
Beauhien, 28, all pleaded not 
&~dlty in sessions court to 
charges of conspiracy, 
kidnapping and 
sequeatratiop. 
Beanblm has also been 
charged with illegal 
possession of a firearm. 
The four have opted for 
trial by judge and jury. 
Judge Jacques Page set 
preliminary hearing for 
Devarenne for July 4 and 
denied him ball because he 
was wanted for a jag break 
in 1975. No date was set for 
preliminary hearing for the 
others, and Judge Page was 
expected to rule today 
whether the three will be 
allowed hail. 
There were reporti that 
another warrant had been 
issued for the arrest of a fifth 
atmpoet, but police would not 
confirm the reports. 
On~ offiesr testified at the 
arraignment hat marked 
bills, believed to be part of a 
SS0,000 ransom paid for 
Marian's release, had been 
recovered. But there was no 
Indication how much of the 
money had been found. 
'CHAINED IN CELLAR 
Marion, a 58-year-old loons 
manager at the Calase Popu- 
lake de Sherbr~ke Est, was 
abducted from ~ his cottage 
near Sherbrooke Aug. 6, 
19T/. He has said that he was 
chained in a dark, rat- 
infested cellar for 82 days, 
The  kidooppera had 
orginally demanded $1 
million for his release but, 
after numerous message 
exchanges and aborted 
ransom drop-eta, they 
settled for L~0,000 raised by 
the family. 
Marion was not in eourt 
Wednesdays but his daughter 
! ~  was in attendance. 
Her father has been on leave 
'of ahmmce from his Job since 
hk release from captivity 
Oct. =7, aud has underg~e 
psychiatric treatment for  • 
trntana. 
x 
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When a mine like 
Endako profits, 
B.C. benefits. 
When the Endako Mine opened in 1965, the nearby community of Fraser 
Lake was revitalized. Formerly a tiny village, Fraser Lake today is a 
modern town of 1,500 people...and it's happening because.the mine is 
a well-run, profitable operation. 
"Profit" is a ke.y word when assessing a mine. When an operation is 
profitable, there's money for expansion, for replacing worn-out equipment 
...and of course, for repaying the shareholders whose investment made the 
mine possible. Profits also aid the environment, by helping to pay for the 
reclamation work carried out by a mine like Endako. Equally important, 
profits help to finance exploration, which leads to new mines and new jobs. 
The most obvious benefits from a profitable mine are found in towns 
which depend directly on mining. Towns such as Fraser Lake, Trail, 
Kimberley, Granisle and Peachland. In every case, the proximity of a viable 
mining operation has led to growth and prosperity. But apart from the 
people who benefit directly through jobs in mining, there's a tremendous 
indirect benefit to many more people. That's because for every job 
in mining, there are an estimated three more jobs in B.C. that depend on 
mining-jobs in service industries and supply companies. 
Considering the enormous capital investment needed to put a mine Into 
operation, realizing a profit is no simple task. It requires sound planning, 
efficient management and a skilled wo'rk force. Dedicated people have 
he pod Endako become Canada's largest producer of molybdenum, pro- 
vidi~g direct employment for nearly 650 people and indirectly supporting 
roughly three times that number. Endako is one of many B.C. mines 
utilizing a natural resource in a way that benefits our whole province. 
MINING 
"B.C's second largest industrY" 
The Mining Association of British Columbia 
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EDITORIAL 
With the long weekend coming up, few of our 
readers will prohably be in the mood for 
anything "heavy" in the way of editorials. 
The record run of exceptionally fine weather - 
weather that, if it was any better, we probably 
couldn't stand it, (as the Irish would say) - has 
put most of us in the holiday frame of mind. 
So it might come as a pleasant "shock" to 
know there is quite a lot of good news to write 
about. In the (delayed) marl, today, came a copy 
of "Trade And Commerce" magazine, - (last 
month's issue of course' but that is better than 
no marl at all.~ The May issue was devoted to a 
market survey of British Columbia, and in it 
were special features on "Greater Terrace" and 
;Prince Rupert, plus a four page article on 
Abacus Cities Ltd., the tax shelter type cor- 
poration that is building the nine million dollar 
shopping mall in Terrace. 
Now the type of good news I am talking about, 
of course - apart from the weather and the im- 
pending holiday - is the "dollars and cents" type. 
However, I didn't spend agood portion of my life 
with my head in the sand. I know, certainly, that 
"money isn't everything". All the money in tl~ 
world is not 'good news' to the person who has no 
one to love them; or who has loved ones in the 
hospital - and the door opens and the doctor 
walks out of the loved one's room shaking his 
Jim Fulton sa),o 
Stewart situation an 
"Unnooossary disaster" 
"An intolerable addition to the already high 
unemployment rate in Skeena," was the way 
Jim Fulton, federal NDP candidate for the riding 
described the new move of layoffs in Stewart. 
Since 1975 the Granduc mine has laid off 
almost 700 workers, with further cutbacks ex- 
pectod this fall. 
"The town of Stewart is destined for economic 
disaster as the spin-off rom the mine closure 
'spells the loss of jobs to small busineesmen, 
service workers, teachers as well as the miners 
themselves," Fulton went on to state. 
"The taxpayers will be left with an enormous 
investment in schools, roads, housing, the new 
hydro plant and the hospital. 
It's an unnecessary disaster, it's been taking 
place for over three years while the MP for 
Skeena nd the federal government have done 
nothing to stabilize the economy of this area." 
"The fact of the matter is that there are tons of  
proven ore still in the mine, ye~ ~e fede~'~ 
government is actively promoting ah 'd~f 'n /a~ ~ 
the  development of mines in Chile and 
elsewhere." 
"Some of these millions should be redirected 
into towns like Stewart for the immediate and 
adequate funding of industrial diversification 
and nother less from the government will do," 
Fulton concluded. 
Boom and Bust 
6 
For Kitimat and Terrace 
head. All the financial prosperity here - or just 
around the corner - will be meaningless to the old 
age pensioner, racked with pain, gasping and 
fighting for each breath through the long days 
and the interminable night-times. 
For the many, many, unemployed - some of 
them in the apartment right next to us, 
separated by a five-eighths inch sheet of 
wallboard, sometimes - the fact that a 75 million 
dollar grain elevator may be going up in the next 
town, and a couple of hundred million dollars 
worth of jobs might be created'pvbr the next ten 
years at Kitimat and Prince Rupert - good as it 
sounds, - is just another pipe dream. 
Did I suggest I was going to concentrate onthe 
good things in this editorial? Hold on a moment, 
we'll get to that, yet! 
we, who are old, and who have watched the 
shiny-smooth exture of our young bodies grow 
veined, wrinkled and old; have, in despair, seen 
our vision grow dimmer, heard our loved ones 
voices grow fainter and indistinct, and noticed 
the stairs getting harder to climb, the hills 
steeper, and many foods loose their taste, as the 
years have sped by; - we, whom some of the 
younger generation may feel - and tell us - have 
, ,  ' ,  * been around too long still have treasures to 
share with those who may be rich in finances - 
but (as Scripture puts it) are poor in spirit. 
And, at a holiday time, such as this - when the 
young in heart can hardly wait to try out that 
new boat. and to haul it to the lake behind that 
--good news for the holiday weekend 
new car, then don the skimpiest runks and 
bikinis while the other kids experiment with the 
latest camping ear - as they listen to the latest 
tapes, or plunge into the shockingly icy-cold lake 
- we can draw from our storehouse of treasures, 
as the days draw to a close and the nights begin, 
and, in the flickering low from the campfires of 
our mind, share those riches with them. 
In case the word has not gotten around yet - 
Canada is a great country to live in - whether we 
were born here, or had the sense to come here to 
li(,e. 
Never mind those who would tell us how much 
better life is where ever it was they came from. 
We shall not be vulgar enough to ask them why - 
if things there were that great- they preferred to 
leave it all behind and spend their lives with us] 
The fact that they have "voted with their feet" 
for the best country in the world, is proof enough 
- no matter what their lips may suggest. 
Another bit of good news. Regardless of the. 
crime rate - there is still a lot of goodness, kind- 
ness and love left in the world. I know this will 
sound "corny" - but we, who have been around a
• little longer than the others; we who may have 
lived in a number of other lands, and been in and 
out of prisons, hospitals, schools, universities, - 
and visited most types of institutions - not 
necessarily as inmates, - but sometimes as 
counsellors, teachers, attendants, upervisors, 
clegy and wardens - know that in almost every 
human, no matter how degenerate - there is a 
capability for good, and a capacity for love. 
And, - joy of joys, there is SO much beauty left 
to see, to feel, - and to. experience. 
Drive along the Skeena in the morning return 
along the • Skeena at night. The scenery - the 
combination of cloud, mist, light and shadow, 
colour tones- will never be twice the same. Each 
journey can be an exciting kaleidoscope ofsigi~, t 
and sound and silence, storing up memories m 
our brain-bank that we can draw from' when we 
need them, or when we are lonely or scared. 
Those times when we suffer the greatest ad- 
versity - when we feel we cannot ake another 
day of living in this "rat race"- we still can, on 
nights such as we are experiencing during this 
balmy spell of weather look up, through the dark, 
at the panoply of the amazing sky above us - and 
reach out to the sfars in the heavenly firmament 
that is free for all of us who have vision, to 
equally share. Then, no matter how dark the 
night of our soul may be; no matter how deep the 
depression that would seek to smother us, 
somewhere. - through it all, will be heard that 
still, small voice, assuring us: 
God is Great. God is Good. To which, in 
reverence, we will find ourselves giving silent 
assent. Or - as some would say - Amen! 
• Happy Holiday. 
Ottawa Offbeat 
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. . . . . .  "'Think I'll go inside and get a breath o/fresh air. '" 
Between 1912 and 1915 Stewart's population 
dropped from a growing 5,000 to only 17! 
by Richard Jackson 
Ottawa,- Conservative Leader Joe Clark is 
keeping his head down. 
Nobody has to tell him that he's the target he 
Liberals have to Imli's-eye to'win re-eleetion. 
So he's giving them as little to shoot a t  as 
possible. 
Others along the Conservative benches- front, 
middle and hack - are taking the leadoff in the 
Daffy QuestionPeriod. 
Joe lets the troops test the floor of the Com- 
mons each day for political land mines that could 
be exploded by some ili-considered Conservative 
question. 
So far, while it doesn't exactly make for bold 
and fiery leadership, it has been working. 
And it bothers the poll-worried Liberals. 
At the same time, Pierre Trudeau, a 
strongman who leeks like a strongman, talks like 
a strougman, and sometimes acts ~ like a 
strongman, still remains their trump card in the 
re-election game. 
. q~.udeau~,soundslike a:leader. ......... 
:,:;And ialthough many Of they ,e~. things:be says 
~d~tl0~ h0~ ~''a's Ifd has  been'saying and doing 
through 10 years of power - account for the 
damaging backlash, that charismatic quality of 
leadership is what so obviously sets him apart 
from Joe Clark. 
So Clark is careful, seldom colorful. 
His leadership has a quiet quality. 
Lacking any real power, he's realistic enough 
to avoid going head to head with Trudeau if he 
isn't reasonably sure he'll come out of it looking 
good, or at least even. 
Clark does no posing. 
He is what he is - a young challenger 
measuring the champion while keeping well out 
of reach. 
If he says little, Trudeau can't shoot him down 
for something he didn't say. 
On June 30, the Granduc COl~per ~ mine at 
Stewart will close; a closure due to continued 
depression i world copper prices - currently at 
59 cents per pound (U.S.). The company 
estimates a price of over 70 cents per pound is 
necessary for the mine to break even, andthey 
would need over $1.00 per pound to justify any 
further long-term investments. 
Of the 340 Granduc employees when the 
decision to close the mine was announc~i in 
February, close to 100 have since left Stewart o 
take other jobs, in places including Lynn Lake, 
Yeliowknife, Trail and Tungsten. 121 people will 
be laid off on June 30, with the remaining 100 
leaving at varying times between then and 
October. 
At its peak, Granduc had 900 employees, but 
500 were laid off in 1974 as a result of declining 
copper prices, increased operating costs, and the 
mining taxation policies of the NDP provincial 
government. 
To assist in finding jobs for laid-off employees 
the Canada Employment Commission (Man- 
power) has entered into a special $560,000 em- 
ployee relocation contract with the company, 
and is sending a team of officials to Stewart next 
week to aid in the relocation vroeesa. In ad- 
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dition, residents of Stewart affected by the "long-distance decision-making." 
shutdown, but not direct employees ofGranduc, A major step toward this, she adds, was 
are eligibleforthestandard C.E.C. employment designation of northern B.C. last year for 
mobility assistance, assistance under the Regional Development 
To• aid Stewart's efforts to diversify its Incentives Act, which aids businesses in- 
economy, the federal-provincial Industrial troducing "value-added" industry to our area. 
Development Committee has undertaken a In the past month 3 RDIA grants, worth $808,000 
$106,000 timber inventory and mill feasibility have created 97 new northern jobs, including 60 
• study, which should be completed this summer, in Prince Ruvert. 
Granduc's closure is not the first time Stewart 
has received such a sethaclL At one point it went 
in three years from a population of5,000 (1912) to 
only 17 (1915). The history of Canada's north is  
filled with examples of the tragic, boom and bust 
cycle of isolated, single resource communitos 
(Alice Arm, Atlin, Dawson City, to name just 
three). 
"My objective"i says Skeena M.P. Iona 
Campagnelo, "and as the first •ever northern 
Cabinet Ninister, has been to break this cycle, 
diversify our northern economy,.~iand create 
broader-based communities w i th l~ reliance on 
mmanum mni, . 
.Also important in this respect.has been the 
$.!~009,000 put forward by Ottawa to upgrade the 
Stewart-Cassiar Highway. Already this has paid 
off, with Cassiar Asbestos' decision to ship its 
product hrough Stewart (instead of Alaska), 
thus creating 75 new jobs. 
Other federal government assistance to 
Stewart in  recent years includes airstrip 
upgrading ($70,000), a new customs office 
The number of  Canada's poor is steadily 
decreasing.Statistics Canada reports that as 'of 
1976, 10.5 per cent of our population lived below 
the poverty line, down from 19.8 per cent in 1967. 
103 west coast fishermen, due to be retired 
from the salmon industry at the end of the year 
when their "B" category licences expire, have 
been given another five years to fish. Fisheries 
Minister Romeo LeBlanc has, after consultation 
with the industry, granted the extensions to 
persons who were involuntarily given "B" 
licences (which expire after a 10 year period) 
under ~e 1968 Salmon Vessel Management 
Program. Other, voluntary "B" licence holders 
are not affected by this extension. 
1978 figures released by the International 
Organization for Economic Co,operation and 
Developmentshow that Canada's per capita 
income is $8,410, ahead of the U.S.'s $7,910. 
In an innovative project, combining funds 
from the federal Department of Fisheries and 
Young Cana~ Works, a high school class in 
Prince Rupert is conducting their own Salmonid 
Enhancement project. They are building and 
If he offers only broad, generalities in 
presenting policies of the alternative govern- 
meet he hopes to head -- being careful to avoid 
specifics - he deprives Trudeau of a target. 
No government can stand on its record for the 
very practical reason that the voters tend to 
forget the credits but usually remember the 
debits. 
So to ask the electors to look hack is to invite 
defeat. 
"Getting" the Opposition leader is fair game, 
and election after election has shown how deadly 
Liberal marksmanship can be. 
But with Joe Clark - keeping his head down 
and his mouth shut-  what's to shoot at? 
The best he Liberals so far have been able to 
do is admit with a 'self-deprecating shrug that, 
sure, they're awful, but just think how much 
worde the Conservatives would be. 
($27,000), wharf improvements ($390,000), and But where's the proof? 
$80,000 in Canada Works and similar job creation Clark's giving them no evidence for their lame 
programs, " joke. Nothing to go on. 
Liberal, Labour and Socred 
. managing a fish-rearing pond on Hays CreelS, Johnston ,refused to disclose the amount of 
and hope to greatly increase the number of f ish money the council had deposited in the hank 
in the creek's spawning cycle, account, but stated the money was transferredt0 
Legislation has been introduced in Parliament 
revising the Canada Student Loans Act. Major 
changes are an increase in loan limits, lowering 
of eligible course length, and tougher penalties 
for abusers of the Student' Loan plan. 
qUOTE... B.C. miners supporting the NDP 
makes as much sense as chickens voting for 
Colonel Sanders... UNQUOTE, B.C. Liberal 
Leader and MLA Gordon Gibson. 
At the request~of a coalition group concerned 
with South Africa, the Kitimat, Terrace & 
District Labour Council withdrew its account 
with the Bank of Nova Scotia this week because 
the bank Was reportedly investing in South 
Africa. 
Paul Johnston, a spokesman for the 'labour 
council, said the council met with the coalition 
two weeks ago and learned that he Bank of Nova 
Scotia was one of several banks who lend money 
to corporations investing in South Africa. 
another 1o~1 financial institution. 
Labour and other groups across the country 
are withdrawing money from hanks w~o are 
involved in South African interests. 
~."'~ . ' . '" . .; ~:~.°..~..~....~......~...~...~°~..~...°.~...~.~..~:...~*~.~.~.~.*~...~.°~:.:~:~X~:~X~ ~.:.~:.~.:~Z.~. ~.~;:.Z.:~.:.~:~..:~:,:.:.:.:...:~:,:,:,~:.:.:,:.:. :.:,:,:. P ~:.'.:.:,:~;,, .......,,,.F,:, 
Letters 
To the Editor resident, i  seems as though 
Sirs: this resident has a monopoly 
, Recent ly  a road Job was on all fill in the area. 
done on the Thornhlll Rood. The Dept. fo highways 
As there was considerable expcapiated a right of way 
fill to dispose of, I felt that I across my property known 
should set a share, as I sure as Millers Roaclfar which I
as hell need it. never received a penny, so I 
Instead, it was hauled onto figure they owe me, 
thor property of. a local C.P. Dunphy 
r: . ~ - .~.. 
• .....-.........................,~ ..*.............................................,'.:.:.:.:.....;*...........................,..... 
~°~?~¢.~.*~.~?~?~?.~.~°~°~.*~:~:.;~:~.~:.:~.~.~**.~:°:~`~°~;.~°~°~°~..~*~..~;~*. 
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Dial Ottawa for Montreal win 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Whenever Montreal 
Alouettee need a convincing 
win they just dial Ottawa--or 
so it seems.. 
• Wednesday night Ottawa 
and Montreal dashed for the 
first time in 1978. However, 
the results were all too 
familiar as Montreal coasted 
to a 2.5.4 victory in the third 
exhibition game for both 
teams. 
The victory was Man- 
trcal's eighth consecutive 
victory over Ottawa since 
1976. The win skein includes 
all four regularseanon 
By MEL SUFRIN 
CP Sports Editor 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Leo 
Cahill is quoted as saying a 
successful football team "in 
based om putting the pieces 
together and having a little 
luck." 
But as the start of the 1978 
Canadian Football League 
season approaches, the head 
coach of Toronto Argonauts 
can report hat the luck has, 
beast mostly bad. 
gcomot Burley, the top 
defensive lineman last 
season, will miss most of the 
season with a torn Achilles 
tendon. Lorne Richardson, 
an all-star with Saskat- 
chewan Roughriders bofere 
moving to Toronto last sea- 
son, has been forced into 
retirement by a back 
ailment. 
Alvin Whiter who showed 
promise as a quarterback 
candidate, had to ha released 
• after breaking his throwing 
bend in a 26-14 exhibition loss 
to Edmonton Eskimos. 
Veteran quarterback 
Chuck Ealey, who was  
almost released before the 
Argonauts realized they 
didn't have anyone clearly 
better, is living with the 
uncertainty of realizing that 
the team would still replace 
him ifit could. Hehas balked 
at signing .a one-year con- 
tract, optilig for some 
security for a change. 
RETURNS RELUCTANTLY 
Mike Wilson, the six-foot- 
games last year, the 1977 tars sidelined with injuries, out~mg when they scored four 
Eastern Conference final 
and two victories at the eed 
of the 1976 season. 
While Montreal was giving 
Ottawa a rough ride, Win- 
nipeg Blue Bombers were 
defeating Calgary Stam- 
peders 21-10 in a game where 
both offences proved to be 
highly offensive to the 33,196 
fans in attendance. 
In  tonight's pre.season 
act ion ,  Saskatchewan 
Roughriders will limp into 
Empire Stadium against 
British Columbia Lions with 
an 0-2 record and six regu- 
' .  
Bad luck plagues 
Argo line-up 
season, primarily on the 
stnmgth of a tight defenos. 
By themselves they might be 
expected to consign the 
Argonauts to third or fourth 
in the Eastern Conference 
this season. 
But there are some bright 
notes. Not the least of them 
is the acquisition of Terry 
Metcalf, a running back who 
established himself as a 
legitimate NFL star before 
abandoning St. Louis Car- 
dinala in a dieagreammt 
over money. 
Metcalf has been known as 
a player who fumbles more 
than a little but ha has been 
impressive in pre-season 
play, eape any retum  
punts and kickoffs. 
SHOWS PROMISE 
Quarterback Rodney 
Allison, who starred at 
Texas Teck, has shown signs 
that ha may be at least part 
of the answer to the team's 
biggest problem. His work in 
a 35-4 win over Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers showed that 
ha has the one talent any 
good quarterback needs--he 
can throw the boll quickly 
and accurately. 
Eves without Burley, the 
defensive line is likely to be a 
mainstay with the likes of 
J im Corrigall, Granny 
Liggina and the Smith boys, 
Wayne and Bruce. 
Linebacking candidates 
include Rick Sowieta, 
Richard Lewis, Rnn Foxx, 
five, 285-pound offensive Cord Knowlton and Larry 
tackle who came to Toronto' Brame. And while 
from the Univeraity. of.  Rinhardson,wilf ,be.missed, 
witb-Jimmate Joel,Parrlsh,., with~tlle ucca ox ~ 
Ike Thomas, Jim Marshall b a reluctant returnee. He 
Wanted to break his five-ycar 
contract and join Cindnnati 
Bengals of the National 
Football League but the 
Argos wouldn't agree and 
sued the Bengals for alleged 
tampering. 
Cahill signed Mike Harris, 
a promisin~ sletback who 
bad played out his option 
with Hamll~n Tiger-Cats, 
but had to give ,up com- 
pensation. That tuimed out to 
be Ray Nettles, a mainstay 
cf the defensive team at 
middle linehacker. And that 
in"turn forced a wholesale 
revision of the linebacking 
corps. 
The woes are more than 
'mough for a team that 
struggled to third place last 
and Paul Bennett. 
Canadians Mark 
Bragagnola and Neff 
Lumsden should provide the 
inside running to com- 
plement Metcalf. Kelvin 
Kirk has shown im- 
provement as a wide 
receiver and will get com- 
l~urristition from Bob Farnham. 
appears et at clot- 
back and Peter Muller is 
back at tight und. 
Aside from Parrish and 
Wilson, the offensive line is 
far from set. Cahlll.la toying 
with the idea of moving 
Stewart Francis to tackle 
and using an import-- 
unusual in Canadian rout- 
bal l -at  centre. 
U.S. players show 
B.C. Open upset 
VICTORIA (CP) --  Three Third-seed Llnda 
of the four seeds were Siegelman of the U.S. 
eliminated Wednesday in the defeatod Nancy Harris, also 
first round of mens' doubles of the U.S., 6-4, 6-4, while 
at the British Columbia Open fourth-seed Kate Glancy of 
tennis tournament. Great Britain advanced over 
In the day's closest con- Heleae Pelletier of Charles- 
test, tl~ fourth-seeded team haurge, que., 6.2, 6-3. 
of Jorge Andrew of The only Canadian to 
Venem/ala nd Dale Power advance was Line ~mn of 
of Toronto was eliminated 6- Toronto, who defeated 
4, 5-7, 7-6 oa a tiebreaker by Brmda Perry of New 
Bruce Kleege and Joe Zealand 6-4, 6.3. 
Garda, both of the United Strongest showing of the 
States. In the major upset, top- day was by 14-year-nld Kate Brashar of Great Britain, 
seeded Bill Lloyd and Alvin who demolished Lynn Vogel 
Go,diner, both of Australia, of the U.S. 6-0. 6.1. 
were ousted by Dave Parker 
and Ree]WMnguire, both of The B.C. ()port at the 
the U.S., 64, 6-4. Victoria Racquet Club b the 
Thethied.seededpairingof first step on this year's ix- 
Emilio Montano of Mexico ,city Canadian. Challengers 
and Phil Davies of Australia circuit, with total prize 
was beaten 6-3, 6-4 by GUy money of $I00,000. 
Fritz and Ted Williams, both 
of the U.S. 
The  elimination of the 
three seeds leaves the 
number two seeded team of 
Brad Coleman and Glen 
Holro~l, both of the U.S., as 
the favorites in the $15,000 
American Express tour- 
nament. 
PAIR BEATEN 
Coleman and Holroyd dis- 
posed of Rob Casey of 
Australia and Peter Hamp- 
ton of New Zealand, 6-3, 6.2. 
In first-round womens' 
singleS, all seeds advanced 
easily, Top-seeded zenda 
Llaos of. the U.S. ousted 
Suzanne Bakeweli of Great 
Brtialn 6.2, 6-2, while second. 
seed ~eida Spex of the U,S, 
eliminated Lilli Bell, also of 
the U.S., 6-1, 6-4. 
while Hamilton Tiger-Cats and 12 points respectively in 
play the Araga in Toronto. losing causes. 
DEFENCE DOMINANT RECOVERS FUMBLE 
Mont rea l ' s  defence Winnipegrs opening touch- 
dominated the Riders, down was scored by one of 
coming up with three suc- the specialty teams when 
eensful goal.lino stands in linebacker Duncan 
the first half--all from inside MacKinley recovered a 
the two-yard line--to fumble in the end zone after 
preserve a 10-1 lead. 
Ottawa, which averaged 22 
ints in its previous two 
bition games, scored all 
its points via the foot of J.T. 
Hay who hitnn a single and a 
field goal. 
Montreal got its three 
touchdowns through the air. 
Sonny Wade hit Chuck 
McMana from 15 yards, 
Gerry Dattllin connected 
with Larry Smith for 48 
yards and Larry Lawrence 
threw a 43-yard touchdown 
to Craig Labhett. 
Don Sweet added three 
converts, a field goal and a 
single. 
In Calgary, neither club 
was  able to execute of- 
feneively--a problem that 
hampered the Blue Bombers 
and Stampeders in their last 
a misplayed punt. 
Richard Crump scored on 
a one-yard run for the 
Bombers while Bernie Ruoff 
hit on two converts, a field 
goal and two singles. Win- 
nipogrs defence scored the 
other two points when 
Calgary quarterback Mat- 
thcw Read was nailed in the 
end zone for a safety. 
The Stamps lone major 
was scored by Willie. Arm- 
stead who hauled in a John 
Hofnngel pass. Cyril McFall 
added a field goal. 
Winnipeg quarterbacks 
Ralph Brock and Harry 
Knight had a miserable 
evenings hitting on only 12 of 
28 passes. Calgary didn't 
fare much better as Huf- 
nagei and Reed connected on 
just 12 of 28 passes. 
 !HA comes away 
'empty handed' 
By GLENN COLE 
DETROIT (CP) - -  For the 
second time in as many 
years, World Hockey 
Association teams hoping to 
become part of the National 
Hockey League have come 
away empty-handed. 
The NHL's board Of gover- 
nors completed three dlqrs of 
deliberations We~lgesday 
without even taking avbte on 
a plan to admit to the NHL. 
four WHA taams.~ 
w.dmontea Oilers, Winnipeg ~ 
Jets, New England Whalers. 
and Quebec Nordiques. 
And while NI-IL president 
John Ziegler says the issue'is 
dead, the feeling after a 
news conference Wednesday 
was that some WHA teams 
will be back knocking at the 
door again next year. 
'"]['here are no plans to 
continue meeting," isaid 
Ziegler. "As of this fib 
terneonr our position is that 
we put our best effort into 
this and it isn't going to 
work." 
Howard Baldwin, 
president of the WHA, said 
the "efforts of both leagues 
were 100 per cent in trying to 
achieve the goal." 
Asked if the WHA might 
make another try next year, 
Baldwin said: 
"I really can't comment on 
that at this time. We are 
going to concentrate on 
building a strong foundation 
in the WHA." 
MORE OPTIMISTIC 
Peter Pecklington, owner 
of the Oilers, was more 
optimistic about the WHA 
coming back next year. 
"For the good of hockey, 
an expansion or a merger is 
inevitable. 
"I am quite happy things 
got as far as they did. Of 
course we will try again 
some time." 
Five NHL teams-. 
Vancouver  Canucks,  
Montrea l  Canadiens ,  
Toronto Maple Leafs, Boston 
Bruins and Los Angeles 
Kings-- were thought o be 
opposed to any expansion 
plans. The main concern of 
the three Canadianhasec 
teams was the lucrative 
television contract wit~ 
Canadian Sports Network 
which produces llockey 
Night in Canada. 
"That was a non- 
Kicks two points up on Dallas 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
When "The Dodgerr' is 
moving, so are Minnesota 
Kicks. 
Alan (Dodger) Willey was 
on the move Wenesday night 
scoring his 16th goal of the 
season to help lead Min- 
nesota to a 2-9 victory over 
Houston Hurdosne. 
Willey's goal moved him 
over the 106-point plateau 
during his three year stint 
with the Kicks. 
The victory snapped a 
fourgame losing streak for 
Minnesota and moved the 
Kicks two points ahead of 
Dallas in the Central 
Division of the NASL 
National Cnnfereace. 
Willey, the Kicks' leading 
scorer the past two seasons 
The goal gave Willey 33 fromdeserangeferhlasixth .to give New York Cosmos 
points for the season and a goal of the year. their 22nd consecutive win at 
career total of 101. 
In other NASL games New 
England Tea Men defeated 
Philadelphia Fury 2-1, 
Tampa Bay Rowdies downed 
Toronto Metros-Croatia 2-1, 
New York Cosmos topped 
Los Angeles Aztecs 2-1, 
Oakland Stompers surprised 
Detroit Express 4-3, 
Washington Diplomats beat 
San Diego Sockers 3-2, Fort 
Lauderdale Strikers edged 
Memphis Rogues 3.1, 
Chicago Sting blanked 
California Surf 1.0, Van- 
couver Whitecaps stopped 
San Jose Earthquakes 1-0 
and Portland Timbers 
defeated Rochester Lancers 
1-0. 
with 16 and 14 goals respec- The Kicks, 11-8, held the 
tivelyr put in a header oftera onegoal margin until Rou 
perfect crossing pass by Futeher fed midftelder Ace 
Alan West at 9:32 to give Ninoeleagou in front of the 
Minnesota 1-0 lead before Houston net at 59:54. Nt- 
33,015 fans. soefengea punched the ball in 
IMPRESSIVE DEBUT 
Reserve goaltmder Gino 
Lettieri recorded the shutout 
for Minnesota in his first 
start at Metropolitan 
Stadium. 
Forward Kevin Welsh 
scored the winning goal with 
2:47 remaining in the second 
overtime to lift the Tea Mm 
to victory. 
Gerry Daly opened the 
scoring for New England 
while Pat Byrne replied for 
the Fury. 
Midfielders Joe Finks and 
Steve Wegerie ach scored a
goal Wednesday night o lead 
Tampa Bay. 
The win gave the Rowdies 
100 points in the Eastern 
Division of the American 
Conference on an 11-9 
record. 
Vladlmir Smolcic scored 
for Toronto. 
Steve Hunt sealed at 78:17 
Giants Stadium. 
Busi Bess 
• ' • . .  • . 
=: ::,Notlmtedmour. 
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Hunt took a pass from for- 
ward Gary Etherington six 
yards out on the left side and 
fired a shot that beat Aztec 
goalkeeper Bob Righy 
cleanly. Hunt, who was 
booed in his last Giants 
Stadium appearance, re- 
ceived fi standing ovation 
from the 42,131-fans after 
scoring his eighth goal of the 
season .  
Giorgio Chinaglia opened 
the scoring for Cosmos. The 
Aztecs tied the score on a 
goal by John McGrane. 
negotiable item," said one of 
the NHL executives. "The 
television question is very 
important to them." 
There was also a problem 
regarding players' rights. It 
was indicated that one 
proposal would have had 
some players on .WHA 
rosters going to the original 
NHL clubs that held their 
rights. 
Gulls pull twin win 
I I 
Knights of Columbus 
.b~ ) . 
"'GIANT BINGO" ,i 
[,: 
$1,000,00 MAll PRIZE ,t ,  
Bingo Everl First Saturdal of Eaoh Month 
$10UO Door Prize at Eaeh Dingo 
10111 Game SSO0.O0 if won in SO numbers or less, decreasing $100.00 a 
number to $100.00. 
8:00 p,m. at Yeritas Hall - July 1, 1978 
I I I I I I 
By THE ASSOCIATED terfield fence for a home run. 
PRESS In the nine-inning 
Salt Lake City Gulls are scheduled game, the Gulls 
back in first place in the overcame a 3-2 disadvantage 
Eastern Division of the with runs in the eighth and 
Pacific Coast  League, ninth inning. Gil Flores 
following a pair of 4-3 vic- drove in the winning run with 
turiea over the Phoenix Gi- a single. 
ants and an assist from the Jack Pierce's two-run 
weather, homer and Manny Estrada's 
The two victories Wed- two-run double keyed a six- 
neaday night boosted the run rally for San Jose in the 
Gulls into a two-percentage- seventh inning. Nel:~on 
paint lead over Albuquerque Norman led a four-run 
Dukes, idled by rain in Tuczonuprising in the eighth 
Spokane. with a two-run single. 
Tucson is 1½ games Rob Ellis's 14th home run 
behind the leaders in the of the season accounted for 
East after losing to San Jose three runs in the third inning 
Missions 11-9, and Portland and put Portland ahead to 
Beavers cut down Van- stay. Dan Briggs also 
couver Canadians 8-6. Ta- homered for the Beavers, 
coma Yankees, top team in while Larry Murray hit a 
the West, were rained out in four-hagger for the Cana- 
Hawaii. dlaas. 
Salt Lake's first victory 
came in the completion of a 
game that had been 
suspendedby curfew April 
22. The Gulls won it in the 
bottom of the sewnth and 
final regulation inning--the 
game had been the second in 
a doubleheader--when Steve 
Stroughter slammed the first 
pitch from Phoenix's Don 
Can'ithers over the con- Today a 2 year old Datsun 280Z 
Wagon Days 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. VBG 1L8 
| I / /  635.6571 or 635-4325 
',1 "a I/ Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
Z-mNOA Test drivea Honda today. 
is worth mere than its original 
price. It's o fuel-injected invest- 
ment. We sell mere Zeds then 
Vancouver Dealers cenbined 
{over 2000 Zeds over the 
years). That's because we offer 
mere: Belier Selection, Goiter 
Deab, Setter Zed Service. Our 
Salesmen are Zed experts. 
Choose from the widest selec- 
lien in Canada. All models and 
celours available. (The best 
lelection of used Datsun Zeds in 
the country lee). T,ades ef all 
makes welcome. Low down 
payment financing" & im- 
mediate deliver. 
Call C0!lect No.w...  
988'~|.7.2 ..., .... -%- ! ,  ? . . .  
JUNE.28 
;ERIES NO. II TICKET NUMBER 
If the last five, four or three digits on your ticl~et are identical to and in 
the same order as these winfiing numbers above, your ticket is eligible 
to win the corresponding prize. 
last 5 digits WIN $1,000 
last 4 digits WIN $100 
last 3 digits WIN $25 
NOTE: Twenty-five dollar ($25) winners may claim their winnings by 
presenting their ticket to any branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Comrt, erce only in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba 
and the Yukon. 
In the event of discrepancy between this list and the official winning 
numbers list as certified by the auditors of the Foundation, the latter 
shall prevail. 
DON'T THROW YOUR 
NON-WINNING TICKETS AWAY! 
They now have a chance to win in the Express Encore 
SEND ONE SET OF THREE TICKETS SPELLING W,I.N 
TO: EXPRESS ENCORE DRAW ' 
P.O. BOX 300, STAT ION T 
' CALGARY,  ALBERTA T2H 2K9 
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? 
Ron Cey mays two 3 run homers in two nights 
to be commended for his fielding --- batting 
bases-loaded foul pop to end 
the inning, 
And with two out in the 
ninth and the tying run co 
third, Cey charged a Mow 
chopper by Gary Matthews 
and fired to Garvey to get the 
fleet outfielder for the final 
out. 
"Againsl us, he looks like 
Brooks Robinson and Cleto 
Buyer put together," Atlanta 
manager Bobby Cox said of 
Cec~y's homer, his 10th of 
the season, came in the third 
and was off a high 
knuckleball, one of Niekro's 
few mistakes of the game. 
The homer scored Bill 
Russell, who bounced a 
single up the middle, and 
Garvey, who walked. After 
the third, Niekro limited the 
Dodgers to Dave Lopes' 
single. 
In other games, St. Louis 
Cardinals haded Pittsbursh 
Pirates 7-5 in 11 ilmtngs, 
Chicago Cubs nipped New 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
Ran Coy had just hit his 
~ecoud three-ran homer in 
two nights, both of them 
game-winners for Los 
Angeles Dodgers-- but 
everyone was talking about 
his flekUng. 
Cey had a tough play to 
help keep Atlanta Braves 
from scoring in the fourth 
inning and an even tougher 
play to get the final out of the 
game in the Dodgers' 3-2 
National League baseball 
Wednesday night. 
"That's why he's been an 
allstar third baseman," said 
imuckleballer Phil Niekro, 8- 
9, who lost another tough one 
as he wmt the mute for the 
Braves and gave up three 
hits. 
in the fourth, Coy ridded a 
grounder in foul territory be- 
hind third and forced Biff 
Poenroba t second before 
Steve Garvey made an over- 
the-shoulder catch of a 
• returned $8. The'time forthe 
mile was 1:57 2-5. 
• York Mets 9-8 in 10, Phillies v Expos 5 with a bases-loaded sacrifice on Dave Winfield's two-run 
Phi ladelphia  Phi l l is :  Garry Maddox drove in bunt in the second inning, homer in the first inn|n~. 
dawned Montreal Expos 7-5, three runs, two with a San Diego salvaged a svlit" 
Houston Astros blanked homer, in Philadelphia'~ .... 
Cincinnati Reds 3.0 and San five-run seventh, to make LONDON (Reuler) - Kitty Miliaaire, a eelf-confeased 
Francisco split a twinbill Jim Lonborg, 7-5, a winner," obsessive gambler with debts of almost -1 million, was 
with San Diego Padres, the Maddox also singledin a run acquitted Wednesday of stealing $400,000 worth of jewelry 
Giants winning the opener 4. in the eighth, from Carrier's, the renowned jewelers. Milinaire, a " " 
2and losing the nightcap 4-1. daughter-in-law of the Duchess of Bedford, was accused of ~ ***,~***********************i,~ _ ~,: 
Astros 3 Reds 0 keeping two rings,' cuff links and a locoe diamond she was 
Cards 7 Pirates 5 T~'-Dixon, 4-3, hurled a given on approval by Carrier's • 
.St.. Louis extended its fou~itteranddidnotallewa q*****************************Vkqi 
~l~nAngm:;~/n~iA°lotn~ Cin~n,  ti runner past ~ ~ 
. _ . ,  second Joe Morgan had two ~ I ~ l  ~ 4~ 
of the season, on t~en ttcitz s o ° the ~'-- ' . . . . . . . . .  • x liens tour nits, a pair .K 4~ 
two, run double ]n the llth . . . . . . .  ": of doubles Bob Watson 4~ I i I ~,  TH~TRE. 
The ao~nle grove m Ten "" " : " " * ' . i  • prowaea all Ot ttOUs[ons ~K 
Simmons and Keth Her- offence with a ,h . . . . .  * ~ ~m~ [ ~ ~ IPA~I~ 4c 
,,..a., who scored three . . . .  . ' . " . ' " "  ~ ~ a '~ i n In~v lv  _..naz, . .  . . . . . .  namer in me sevens lnr~ng .Ic ~ i 
runs xor me uaromats, in- off Fred Norman 8-5 " ' '~ ~" rv .~ , , • . .  .. 
eluding one on a solo homer ' • ~ I I k moaen somewnexe m me 
in the second. 
"Cubs 9 Mets 8 Giants 4-1 Padres 24 
• Ray Burris, 5-5, normally San Francisco made a 
:a starter, quelled a ninth- loser of Randy ,Tones, 5-7, in 
inning rally by the Mets and the first game as Larry 
got the victory in. the 10th Herndon had four hits and 
when Mick Kelleher's bases- scored two runs. Jim Burr, 4- 
loaded • suicide squeeze 4, gave up six hits in 7 2-3 
scored Dave Kingman. innings and drove in a mn 
Augustine pitches 5-0 
and 7-2 over Yankees 
smashed a two-ran homer to 
lead Toronto past Baltimore 
and a sweep of their four- 
game series. The loss was 
Baltimore's eventh in a 
row.. The Orioles had won 18 
20 games going into last 
Friday night's game in 
l~ton, where they started 
their lesing Streak. 
" ~' Angels 9 Royals. 5
' Dave Chalk collected four 
hits and drove in a pair of 
rmm to lead California over 
Karmas City in a game 
delayed 40 minutes by a 
rower failure. 
BEATS GREE$ SPEED 
EAST RUTHERFORD, 
N.J. (AP) -- Green Speed 
was upset Monday in the 
opening of the $185,000 HITS $1 MILLION 
Hiram Woodruff Trotting YONKERS, N.Y. (CPi -- 
Series at the Mendowlands, Harness horseman John 
finishing second, four -Kopas of Ilderton, Ont., hit 
lengths behind ~ stablemate theSX million mark in career 
Cold Comfort. Cold Comfort earnings when he drove the 
returned $47.20, $9.20 and pacerTrentLchelitoa$4,~00 
$5.40. Green Speed paid $2.40 victory at Yonkers Raceway 
and $2.20, while Calvert Monday: 
and._c_~nted,"Augiel Augiet Joe WalUs on a fly 10all De- 
~el  The cheering and fern Edwards ingled to.loft 
chanting continued until the to md the fear-hour and two- 
laat Brewer had walked off minute marathon. 
the fldd into the dugout. Tigers 4-1 Indians ~S 
Brewer fans certainly Run LeFlore cracked a 
bavehad something tocheer pak of RBI shales to lead 
aboutthis season, with their Detroit over cleveland inthe 
team in second place in the first . game of their 
American League East, lZ doub leheader .  Andre 
gdmes ovor the .500 mark. Thornton dril!e~ a tie- 
Before this year, the best breaking RBI sm~e ~ 
they could do was seven sixth ~ to give the In:, 
games over the break-even dians 'thenr secona-pme 
level. That was last year. victory. . ~ 
~: °anther American League .White Sex:4 Mariners 2, ;:: 
games, Oakland A's,edged. : Jorgu ;Orta hit ,his ;.IOtla 
~zns  Rangers ~l,  in ~ ,b~ homer ofthe season, a~mree- 
ninga; Detroit Tigers beat run binst in the Mxth, to lud  
Cleveland Indians 4-3 in the Chicago ver Seattle. Orta s 
first game of a double- homer w iped out a 2-0 Seattle 
header before losing the lead, scoring Ralph Garr and 
nightcap 3.1; Chicago Wldto Bob Molinam ahead of him:, 
Sex stopped Seattle Gar r  and Molinaro had 
Mariners 4-3; Toronto Blue singled with ene out .off[ 
Jays beat Baltimore Orioles Seattlelc~e~ Glmn Abbott, 3- 
3-2 and. Culifornia Angels 5. 
th~nsd back Kansas City Blue Jays 3 Orioles Z 
Royala 9-5. . Jim Ciancy and' Tom 
Ben O~llvie smashed a Murphy combined on a five- 
threerun homer, in the hitter and Rico Catty 
seventh inning and Mike ' 
Caldwell hurled a sixhitter to ' " 
lead Milwaukee's flrstgume r 1 
Marlin will remain as , • . • - ~ , 
manager of New York / ,~.nJ .  ' .d ,  ' 
Yankees this year, owner ~ L  ~' .  
George Steinbrenner an- • 
cotmcod Monday prior to the t'~.~,al~/.,~.,~J 
eponing of a crucial two-  ~f-~r..,,~wm,z~,,,., 
game American League , 
baseball series with Boston ~:~.~q~._.. ._/~ 
Red Sex. ~4~.'. ~ 
his~v~-bltter, moat-of the en a sacrifice. Barker thm . ..--. 
fans in ~nn~,,S~d~um s~d walked Glenn Bur~ and g~ --" ~ -- -~-  . . . . . . . . . .  : - "  . . . . .  . . . .  ," 
~iel" li m m tom~.'owams to i •  xec / ]:' ' • g 
zntingcentlnnedtmtiltho ou  ~. .  " ' ' J[ . . . . . . .  n ,v  TUC DECT,, 
st I ~ ~ ~ VRUD/ADL I  .u I~ U e l  i l  
e  out. ?  ~n~s 3-3 | " i mi u 
s ~ ~tainly .R  l re er ~, ' . |  : " . . . .  ~ i - -  i ~ - , - , - - -  ~ ' I :~ ~ i ~ ' ~ ~ i ~ a i ~  ~ 
t  had i   ir P, m am~es ma t' 1 H 1 H H w  II m M - . n l l a  14;~ II 
muttl~ season, the~ Ik~.oitovercleveland~e W' " . J i • i mm• • J fl IWI J i , l " l I F I J IdL IAd l l~"  fl 
am • m . .~  : .  • mm n mm i i • ~ i i  - - - - rob.  ~--A  - -  ~ ; 
o le a ,  a a .I i • • • • • ~ ~ ~[ 
a s OVer t  .  rk. rnton rill a  t i - J '  . InD l l iD  an iH i~Di imH i i i t  ~ i L  I I  HI 
l   ~ ~ - i ~ - II . , , . , . . , /  .~ / , A #l  
es r  -even ' t l r  cono-gam~ | • ~[~O ~ ~  ~,~, ,  '11| 
. . . . ~C~ " " " " - - "  " . . . . . . .  " . . . .  " "  ,~e, "xant  l  . ry. . | . " . .. I I  , l i e  
tnother rican gue i~-g ; m4z~ e3 :. : " ~, , " ";',. L,i:, I I  , . r, . . . . . . .  " o ; .~  ,', ""; ' 
es, land '. ,edged  arts  . l lls . ' . .  / , " , " - ~ . . . .  ' .......... : " . . . . .  "~ f l  .' "! "~f  ', ,.'-'"" , .= . : " .~~,~ d35-~$~1 JJ 
~a~ns orsJ-l,m 15,ix~ th " " " . . . . .  :!" "/ .... ~"  '~"~' : : ' "  : "t " " '  ~:':~ " .~':-',~" ~'~l ' .  
; etroft  b ain , I I  ~ ~ ~  =~,~, ,o~ II 
l ttle. s . " II lWllJl~effUIJ[]~i~ " ' -~ '~" ' -  II 
r le- b i 3. l  ~ -~ .  ;~ ..  , ~, . ,  . ~ . . . .  - .It 
r 'smringRalphGarraed I I "  . • ., • . . . . .  x 
I t  2- ; i  hit~  li   f i : ~ ~ ,4  ' J f Char-Broiled Steak . :~;S.~Y "it 
o  il e o ~ ~i I I  Including BAKED POTATO I I  
-s; mto !.  ~.ed. i _  ~ .~ II ..~'."~" H ~ CHOICE OF SALADS and ' $ 
ysbaat i m ~eatt le GlennAbhott,~ II ' (~ . -~ H m A.ccc,~c_< ~,A~n r TnAST' 
• . calif i d~ s II. ' ~ ~ II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  II 
p 'nsd ck sas lt~ 0H l s  ~ ~l.~:v~" ,~ IJ . . . . . . . .  J[ 
I ls  en [j.. ~ .J[ King.~ize bteaK uinner ,:).uy 
gl vi  e ined " ~' " " e ~J 
r r  r, i  t ( itt r  i  Carty f t .  Tenderloin Steak Dlnn r $5.49 'l~ 
~el l  hmb~a :~ ' t~ . " ~ l i ' ]~ I  t I [  ' Steak & Shrimp Co1115o. $4.99 ' [  
~adMilwaakee'sflrstgam, ~ JJ ~ ;  i ~ J umboShr impDinner  $339 ~ 
l , ,~v ~o~ ( ,~)  - ,  S~ I ~ . ~  ~ I ~ m~._: ~'%'~' 1i~ l i  " II 
[a t ain J " - - " r 'T : ' l - '~n  m "" "" ; ;  ;~ ~' .~  ~ k~'~ v" g JJ Chopped Beef Dinner $1.79 IJ 
~ sger f  r  1 ~.n~.  ~ ,  IN  g ll RE"T  . . . . . . . .  - f l  ~ ~ 
 is our, ner  I ~ ~ :  I l L  n I H O i n # D  J [[ ~} A U K A H I  1 ~ TheMikeburger ' $1.59 II  
orge  te inbrenner  -  [ " ~' " [ ~ [ O J i L ~ i  ~ ~ II ' " 
)uncod eday rior,  e . g H g t l m g i  , ~ ~ |~ ~(  & CANADIAN FOOD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
 ead  ial o- [ q " "  I l l  __ II g ] II ,¢ , ;; :, 
~ gue i ; J L U A W i M  ~ II  lO a .m.  to I a .m.  Monday - ~mmay It 
m al  ~ 1 Sei ld l l  
. ,  .,o. ' I I f n mus. ] r , ,  . . , , .  ,o o , .m. , . ! 
, THE PLA.CE ?R PHONE 636'6111 J i g .hnr  J 
I i . . , . - .  , . . , , , s  II [ 4643 LazoH, West of 0"K 
I I!,  BZNQO'ET$ ' "  ' ~ ~ , ~ , ' ~  : 
I . . . . . . . . . .  I [ CATERING I I  . , , , . . . . .  I - . I 
I fl ] t ' " . . . . . .  ' " I Z~,,~ak,pear,n ILeum I 
sannman INN , , . . . . . . . , o . . . . . , s , . .  
. MON-SAT.  $ PM - I1 PM ' 
].elcoz~eWago~ho~tesa, I It. [ ~ ~" .': I' VANCOUVER I11 1 m°.n.'Lnu.r'.°a'ms"~'m' . I 
, . ' . . 180 West Gears ~reet ' I~,.n.l.,m,..,,~,, :~  ae.em r • I I Pn-sal-oa.m~-Im,m; I 
I Lois M o h n i ~ .  4~.S~ , 3 l a [ i td~ n - -LA i  . ,~  i t _  - - - - . A  I I  I ~e~,~'~,o .  I I I  I ~ _  CLm~n ~u. . , t ]~ ,  I 
I U ~ ~ g t ~  amvumi~ fl  I Pmleet,s~+ I I I  I 93M P iTT  r .Tg .  -~,~;,-- MMP.3Ul3HB I 
BE'YOURFAULTI • " : to  :" ; :  :r :: " ~  ~ . I m~x:~'"0 I~  . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• . . . ~-~y. ~,~.~, ~,~ . . . .  . 
I I  . 1~ _ j~- '~ ,~n I I  - - - _ -  - -  .. 
.w  . _ _ .o  , _ . , ,  :i 
intornaaonai|roomor i[ " li gggT I gg l lUO -/ 
o lq~i~0,mi l  n ~ ~'~-~'"  ! :bo"t~,~o ~:  i presents mS .UO11FUL r 
I.- II FRIDAY SH0~BSS~OI~ l i  " ' -  " 
: ' " , , , ,  . • " • J t- gk3 - _o I 
l . " DRIVE  SAFELY  I . 
1755 Da~de Steeet. Vm~o~ V6G IWS. ~ 604.4Hi~-Ie.ql 
Telex" 04-51161 
4c dg 4c 
-k 4~ 
JULY 2-8 :~ 
The Dotty • 
l DIN6 CATS DOGS ~ ,,~ LilT! 4 . .  
Al l  Breeds ~ ~g~_ "~,~4~" .  636- |1DI  ~ Reservstlons. at the T ,o r ,  p until,. 'p . .m 
WED.-SUN. 01ippinl, 6roominl, Fie•baths, J[ ~ . . . . . . .  J[ . . 
- - - . I , .  za. ~ ~ ~ nwy, IO w,,~ o a,m.-1 a~,  
| l r lp  g~Oip WallOp m~u. I I  ~ '~ - - - - -  '. ' ' 
• , ~ Torraoo 1,0, ~' k l46  0 i ly  0tr, ~ , U I | . I~  
~~1 ~= ,. '2~. ;  ;. ~'  ,. a " ~- - -  
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
One of the largest home 
crowds in Milwaukee 
Brewers h~story--39,283-- 
cheered lustily and with 
enthusiasm Wednesday 
~ght as the Brewers wept a
double-header over New 
York Yankees. 
And pitcher Jerry 
Augustine, specially, came 
in for some of the ap- 
preelaUon siaca he pitched 
the 7-2 clincher after the 5-O 
openL~-~ame victory. 
• As ~ wrapped up 
victory. The Brewers wen 
the nightcap as Sal Bando 
singled home the tie- 
breaking run in the seventh 
inning, helping the Brewers 
overtake the Yankeas for 
second ~ca  in ~ ~ East. 
A's 2 Rahgere 1 
Mike Edwards' 15th.inning 
si~le scored pinch-runner 
Rob Picciolo from second 
base to lead Oakland over 
Texas. Wayne Gross opened 
the 15th by drawing a walk 
off losing pitcher Len 
Barker, I~S. Pleci01o ran for 
him and advanced to second 
wgi  
Jv 
4c _~A 4c 
4c 4c 
,.,~A wAV~,LS E AVE PHONE 6384111 .It "IK ql/G~ J.~.'l,l'lkL~, * " I I .~ 
SHOWING AT 8 P.M. ~ 
. . . . . . . .  • * ~ JULY I . • . 
, ~ afls m me entermuunen[  • ~ @te, Mk"m lnuae,nna "K 
"J~ J ' ~  . "  * m ,~ ~ t lleM l IIDillP e Illllllep gu i le  .J~ 
, ~-_ . -  secuon are  ~wo ter race  , ~ 
• k I~  .k ~ 4c 
I IE phone numbers.  ~ ~ JULY 2-8 
-k ~ Findthem, and'if one is yours yod've ~ ~ IDelamn on Witch Mountain 
~ won t" , " " "  . . . . .  
. I L Pick up your tickets at the Herald ~ ~ i 
,k ~ office, 3212 Kalum St. 4, ~ .ll 
Slarship Invasnons 
i JULY I i 
. o . . .  5 ,~,, .  r . ,  . , - .  , . ,o, ,o , .  --~.d ,~ . ,  ~k  *o., --~ -Uatoy's Shadow 
.Jw 
beach. English Bay and Stanley IPmk. near downtov~, shopping wflhin 2 
bloclm. 125 aHrac~e~ appointed ahr-con~4ianed rooms, audSo~ 
umits and wiles -- eoch with p~e ~h.  ~ W and ~ . ' D ~  
Room and (Coffee ,Shop. Lounge with mnteytismem Sample and Heeang 
Rooms. I~lve-ln ~ and bee ~ .  
Job opportunities 
..Further details on the 
*following lobs are to be 
obtained by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 63S- 
7134. 
Hook Tender - IWA rate. 
Kloanza. Permanent full 
time. Must be experienced. 
Tra~port from town pro. 
Baker.- ~.00 per hour to 
start. Terrace. Permanent 
full time. Must ~ have ex- 
perience. 
Dising Room Waitress - $3.75 
per hour. Terrace. Per- 
manent, full time. Ex-. 
per ience  pre fer red ,  
Clerk Typist- Terrace. $893 
+ 52.80 per too. Permanent 
full time. 4O wpm typing 
essential. Some experience 
required. 
H.D. Mechanic  - I .W.A.  
rates. Juskntla. Permanent 
fullUme. TQ or fully ex- 
Waltor-Waitres. - $3.~ per 
hour. Terrace. Permanent 
full.time. Over 19 years of 
age. Stock work, cash 
register and balancing 
miering. 
Rigging Slinger - I.W.A. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. Working on tower. 
Must be experienced, 
Pdgging Slinger- IWA rates. 
Kleanza. Permanent 
fulltime. Must be ex- 
perienced. Afternoon shift. 
tmmport from town W. 
Wultress - DOE. Terrace. 
Must be experienced in 
~eneral waitressing duties. 
General Line Painter - $7.26 
hour. Terrace. Permanent 
fulltime. - Excellent op. 
portunity to energetic 
person. Some background 
and knowledge of heavy 
• eqnipmoat. 
Millwright ~ - IWA rate. 
Terrace. i.Permanoat full 
time. General'duties n local 
mill- shift work involved. 
Heavy Duty Mechanic - 
110.51 honer. Terrace.' 
..Temporary full time (2 
• months). .'.. Certified HI) 
Registered Nurse - $1124 
month. Terrace, Care of 
patients in ICU maintenance 
of equipment. Responsible 
to head nurse. Shift work 8 
percent VP. Room and 
Board provided at cost. 
Executive Secretary - $1,000 
month. Terrace. Typing 60 
wpm, filing, transcribing, 
shorthand month end 
reports, exp with public. 
Cook- $3.00 hour. Terrace. 
Cooking and some clean-up. 
Shift work. 
D8 Tractor Operator - Union. 
Nass& Stewart Cuasiar.. 
Permanent full time. 
Looking for experience in 
road building. Room and 
board included. 
Live in Housekeeper - ~0 
per month + R&B. Port 
Edward. To care for t" 
children age 7 and 2 - some 
housekeeping, cooking 
childcare. 
Faflers - I.W.A. Queen 
Charlotte. Permanent full 
time. Coast experience. 
Camp job. 
Clerk 'l~plst - $8~.00 per 
month. Terrace. Per- 
manent full time. Must have 
40 wpm typing. Must have 
office experience. 
Radiator Repairman - • 
Stokes family pull .up roots 
by Donna Vallieres 
After seven years inTerrace, Rev. John Stokes 
Negotiable salary DOE. "it Terrace. Permanent - full admits will be hard to pull up ro~ts," when 
time. Must have xperience he, his wife Flora, and their daughter Margie 
or .related radiator ex- w i ] ]be  mov ing  to Smithers. 
perience. Some l ight Rev. Stokes was, up until a short while ago, 
mechanic work. l i s son  officer for the Anglican Northwest 
TV & Radio Rep,Jrper,ca - Development Committee and has continued tD be 
;8OO 1~ month to start, active in both church and community affairs. 
Prince Rupert. Permenant The family has become "deeply involved" in 
full time. Good knowledge of Ter race ,  Rev. ~tokes said. He is a director at St. 
repairs especially radio. Drivers licence preferred. Matthew's Church, former chairman and 
director of Skeenaview Society, helped form the 
Manager-Suprv. - Stereo Community Services Society and the Northwest 
Dept. DOE. Permanent full 
time. Must have retail sales Study Confernce on Development. 
Along with Mrs. Stokes, he has been a part of 
the Mothers Time Off group, the Christian 
Welfare CDUnCfl, school beard parenting courses 
and the Lazelle/'re School. 
While in Smithers, Rev. Stokes will have the 
duel role of coordinator-consultant of Camp 
Caledonia, a Christian camp for all ages. 
The camp is currently used mainly for sum- 
mer  children's programs, but w'fil expand to a 
year-round camp for other purposes uch as 
retreats and marriage ncounters. 
Although the Stokes will be leaving town, they 
will still be ayaflable to all the groups and in- 
dividuals who want to get in touh with them. 
Their new address will be 1379 Babine Crescent 
(or Box 2848), Smithers. 
exper ience  knowledgab le  • : 
about stereo equipment, gift Guide claims he gave s to management skills. 
Pump Jockey- , .50heur .  Vanderhoof conservation officer Terrace. Perman nt full 
time. Drivers liconce Class 
S..Front end service work. Counter work and deliveries. VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A shotgun to Mr. Balcombe ... desk, he said, out of".., half- Asked why he issued a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..,.,,.. a---  :, n~in l  ~rmit  whp.n the arP~ 
northern guide outfitter said 
Wednesday he gave three 
gifts to a eoaservation of- 
ricer of the provindai fish 
and wildlife branch after a 
request fron~ that officer. 
John Holmes told an 
inquiry into the licensing of 
guides and outfitters that he 
gave an expensive shotgun, 
antique snowshoes and a 
writing desk to _Art 
it was very subtly done ... it 
was loaned and never re- 
turned," Holmes said. 
' Holmes told the inquiry, 
headed by provincial court 
Judge J. L. McCarthy, that 
the shotgun was worth ap- 
proximately $400, and that 
subsequent attempts to 
retrieve ithad failed. He also 
said the snowshoes, "a 150- 
year.old family heirloom," 
were hanging in Baloomhe's 
home. 
Holmes aid the steel work 
deskwas  worth ap- 
pro~imately $25. 
He gave Balcomhe the 
Balcombe, former Van- 
Registered Nurse - Clink - " derhoofconservation officer, 
$5.50 hour. Terrace. On call. after Balcombe expressed 
only - for relief and for an interest in them. '., 
emergencies. To assist in ".  "l was persanally asked to 
clinic. . make a gift of a 12-gauge 
) .  *• 
"Mnehanic Heavy Equipment Some heavy work - lifUng. 
'  ,00o y= .ii 
wrk Typist - ;x31_por time ~-  dictaphone": 
I~0onth. Terrace. 'rem- ,~ o~,~o-;,~,~'~a ,,,;,I, r.,bli c 
perary (2 - 3 months) could ,.~ -., . . . . . . . .  r -  .: 
he extoadad. Must have 40 
~n~ reception work General Office Clerk - DOE 
"~"  "~"~'  " ' ~.50 hour. Terrace. Per- 
invoices, manent full time. Invoicing 
Chambermaid - $3.75 hour. 'through a cardex inventory 
Terrace. Permanent part system. Accurate typing. 
Read his own 
obituary 
he is "a pretty hard-line 
contractor," but doubts the 
death notice has any serious 
intent. 
"But I'll make sure I spend 
July 24 in bed." 
The notice gave Steeves' 
correct address, although 
the names of his wife and 
daughter were wrong. 
A spokesman for the 
morning newspaper's ad- 
vertising department said 
the notice was verified with 
the person who placed it, 
although it was later dis- 
covered that the telephone 
number given was that of a 
pay telephone. 
pity, I believe. He had a 
broken down old desk he was 
ulways.complaining about." 
: Askedby Judge McCarthy 
ff Holmes thought he had' 
ever eceived any favoritism 
concerning uide outfitting 
licences because of his gifts 
to Balcomhe, Holmes aid he 
felt that the excellence ofhis 
camp facilities rather than 
the gifts placed him in a good 
pesiUon with the branch 
because his was a toprato 
outfit and a credit to local 
conservation authorities. 
• GIVEN PERMISSION 
Holmes, and his partner, 
'Albert Fowlie, had earlier 
threatened to  expose 
manipulation of guiding 
territories by branch of- 
ficinla when they learned 
that another guide outfitter, 
Doug Roberlson, had been 
given permission from 
Balcombe and Lea Cox, a 
local conservation fficer, to 
bring hunters into their area. 
They claimed the officers 
were overstepping their 
authority. 
Under examination from 
inquiry counsel Ace Hen- 
derson, Balcembe testified 
that he issued a "sundry 
permit" to Rohertsan for the 
1967-68 hupting season, 
which gave Robertson 
special access to Fowlie's 
and Holmes' hunting area. It 
was, he said, the only sundry 
permit he ever had the 
chance to issue while he was 
with the branch. 
special permit e  t  rea 
• was already b~ing used. by. 
two other .... ouQitters,~ 
Balcombe said he concluded! 
fr~m'gdide reportg'"at hi~ ~ 
disposal that Fowlie's and 
Holmes' area wasn't being 
used to any extent. 
Balcombe said later that' 
these guide reports'he took 
his conclusions from could 
not be located. 
He also said that he did not 
contact Fowlie or Holmes 
before he issued the sundry 
permit. 
Balonmhe also said that 
"perhaps we shouldn't have 
issued the licenco ff it wasn't 
land under our jurisdiction" 
and that he had made the 
error. 
However, he denied trying• 
to transfer hunting territory. 
from Fowlie and Holmes to 
Rohertson without the 
branch's knowledge. 
The inquiry continues. 
Stand Tenders- DOE. Uak. • ' 
Temporary full time. ~. 6 
months experience in saw 
work. Must have own chain 
saw. Hard hat, boots ctc 
requked. 
Child Care Supervisor - $160 1 
week. Torraco. Permanmt 
fulltime. Must be registered i 
nurse or have successfully 
completed toearly childhood 
education cou. 
Siock Clerk - ~.00 hour DOE, 
Terrace.: Permanunt full 
time. Clerical position. 
Office experience would be 
helpful. Shipping and 
time. Afternoon shi l l  
F..xperienee preferred. 
Pump Jockey - ~00 hour. 
Terrace. Permanoat part 
t ime,  Counter sales - 
cashiar. Some heavy work 
inv#lv~. .... 
8~eetmetal worker- Union 
rate. Terrace. Permanent 
full time. Cutting and in. 
atalling~ sheet metal for 
plumbing and heating - Must 
he JM and prefers some 
enperioace. 
Keypunch Operator - ~40 
month .DOE. . . .  Terrace. 
Permanent full time. Ex. 
~r len~ ~ v;tth' "IBM equip 
inoat!~f~erred. ' 
Cldldcare Workek ~ 140 week. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time,:. Experience working 
with children and ability to receiving, p pricing, " f f  i f ' so  joke; it's very 
deal with public, warranty claims, sick. If it's a warning, then 
l'm not worried. I can take 
BOOM EXPLAINED BUGS DESTROY BUGS care of myself." 
ST.JOHN'S, Nfld.(CP)-- GUELPH, Ont. (CP) - -  Stneven is in the con- 
A loud boom that blew albert Damage to cat~ harley and. struction business "and says 
a shed and knocke~, out whent erope caused by the 
electrical power at sov~al creal leaf beetle has been 
homes on Bell Island, 15 brought under control in 
kflometres north of St. Oniado, a professur-from 
Jdm'a~ has been attributed University ofnGuelph says; 
to an '• exiremely low- AwaspparasitehuskllledS0 
VANCOUVER (QP) - -  
Robert  Steeves, 53; was 
~tuuned to see his own 
obitum'y Wednesday mar- 
ning in the Province, but was 
eva  more worried when he 
Saw the date of his death-- 
July 24;:W/8. 
"l 'm v~y much alive," 
Sleeves said Wednesday 
night. "But it has caused me 
and my family a groat deal 
d anguish." 
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Strike end 
in Trail 
By RON SUDLOW Fred Pyke, negotiator for 
TRAIL, B.C. (CP) - -  Civic theCanadian UnienofPubllc 
workers plan to meet onight Employees', aid Wednesday 
to discuss ratification of an night that be will recom- 
industrial inquiry corn- mend acceptance of the 
misaioner'a report hat could report to the negotiating 
end their strike which began committee for CUPE Local 
Feb. 16. 2O87. 
A toour 
customers, it's the 
best deal in . 
 Test drive a Honda today a
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
• 4842 Hwy. 16 West 
• Terrace, B.C. VSG 1L0 
635-4571 or 635-4325 , 
M-][Ol%TX)A Dealer Licence Number 02046A 
Babine 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
BABIHE FOREST PRODUCTS L IM ITED,  A 
MODERN. SAWMILLING COMPLEX UT IL IZ ING 
240;000,¢UNITS ANNUALLY HAS OPENINGS IN 
TJ4EIR'..,WOODS DEPARTMENT FOR THE 
FOLLOWI NG: 
CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISOR: 
The successful applicaiff must be able to plan and 
implement all road construction and maintenance 
programs and to ensure that all construction standards 
:*n:~ schedules are met. In addition, the supervision 
,.,;< co-ordinetion of all phases of main road con- 
~tion and maintenance programs, specifically 
~' .. ,! ¢ ".,kt~f.way logging, she preparation, grade 
~ s t r l ,~n ,  Installation of drainage structures, 
.... p~r,/,.:m of gravel pits and application of surfacing 
• , ~:~,,. ~ will come within the scope @f duty. A 
~,i,~i,. m .J five years in road condruction and 
:.ggh - ~tl; ,,upervisory experience'is mandatory. 
AREA "~J P ERVISOR: 
The ~.,;~e~ful applicant would preferably be 
regi~ePed or be eligibtafor egidrstion inthe k~B:C.~= 
," P.F:- h~ing~b~th bxteosive :operationol-~d~resl~ 
~"~t~l~itdd~dlt[setidhL'e GVdt'~ ;rl&i ~f aT las~stf/~f'year~ "x'
"l~e abilitY'to plan and hnptement log production, road 
construction, budgeting, and overall management of a 
defined operational area is required. 
A~EA TECHNOLOGIST: 
Tlte successful applicant will assld the Area Super. 
visor in log production, road construction, and forestry 
related work in a defined operational area. Interior 
operational and forestry experience with • minimum 
of twoyears road and cut block layout experience is 
reqdred. 
r " : ~ n 
SALARY FOR EACH POSITION COMMENSURATE 
WITH QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE. 
FULLC@MPANY BENEFITS AVAILABLE. 
"APPLY IN CONFIDENCE TO: 
;. WOOqS M~NAGER 
..BAI~INE FOREST PRODUCTS 
.. BOX:4~ - ' 
B.C. 
.. V0J lEO 
• : :-~ 
Garner Ted 
Armstrong 
SPEAKS 
. o , ,o ,  OUT! frequmcy-,radio wave from to 80 per cent of the beetle ,~= ~..- , ~ . the Soviet Union. larvae in the last few years. MeMarlin Maohineq Ltd. 
1004 Park Ave!", . . . . . . .  
Pr inoe  George, D,G. V2L 4TT  IN OBSERVANCE OF DOMINION DAY,  SATURDAY,  JULY  1, ~ ~ o f  Garner Ted Armstrong come m i  a N e w ,  th  provocative pro rams 
; 1978, THE D ISTR ICT  OF TERRACE MUNIC IPAL  OFF ICES WILL  , 
• Box 56 P to your radio listening area. One 
::ii 563'1111 lroJex 041-HS ~p BE CLOSED ON MONDAY,  JuLY  3, 1978. THE FOLLOWING of the world's most dynamic 
: :  ~ commentators. Garner Ted Arm- 
. . . .  CHANGE IN REFUSE PICKUP IS INTRODUCED: • : '~ strong will hold your attention as . 
never before as he tellsthe I~ain 1011, 0del TD20O Angle dozer and ~ truth about cdme. divorce, povaP 
winok, Has new undercarriage and ~ ty, loneliness, war and dozens of 
motor  $56 00, GARBAGE NORMALLY COLLECTED ON MONDAY Wl LL~E:~;~' day.lema°ther 10 rtinentthatTunefaCein_theseeVeryone topics andofexctting.unWOb-to. 
PICKED UP ON TUESDAY, JULY 4, 1976; i~ ~'~:'~ " stimulating, half-hour programs 
1966 Model 7E |rigid dozer  and  ,il]~ ''~,. willweekbeon broadcastthis st tion.five days, a 
winoh.tkorouihl| oheoked over . 
THE SANITARy LANDFILL IS OPEN AT ALL TIMES TO : 
~llw000, VEHICLES OF iESS THAN ONE ONE. ~'':' / '~  
" " FRIDAY ~41so in stock, assortment ' 11:30 R M, MONDAY TO 
• of  Clearing Blades  and ; - DISTRICTOF TER'RACE ' : 
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adjustable wrench or pliers 
by removing the shower- 
head and inserting the 
restrictor between the water 
Home Improvement, Safety & Economy 
DON'T WASTE WATER 
In recent years, we have water daily. A special disc 
all become aware of our called a water-flow restric- 
diminishing natural re.- tor, available at building 
sources. Although covering supply stores, can easily be 
three-fourths of the earth's installed at the showerhead 
surface, water supplies too to reduce the flow of water. 
pipe and the coupling nut. 
This will limit the flow of 
water by as much as 60%, 
but will maintain pressure 
for comfortable showering. 
Two other alternatives are 
to take quicker showers or, 
as one printed shower cur- 
tain suggests: "Save Water: 
Benjamin Franklin wrote in 1738 that: "There are three- 
faithful friends-an old wife, and old dog, and ready 
money." At the University of Pennsylvania, founded ' 
by Franklin, a friend may be good to have. An official 
recently acknowledged that some candidates for 
admission are given "a measure of preference." 
>.- ..~_..=~. ,,-~, ~ . 
Mound builder birds of Australia are fully feathered when 
hatched and can fly immediately. 
are being threatened by ex- It is easily installed with an Shower With A Friend." 
travagant waste. Here are a Q - • • • • e ~ • • • • ~ • • ~ • ~  
few easy tasks that can 
save energy an'd money as 
well. ~ CHANNEL '-' • ~-_-., m-  ~-~ -~..~ 
Repairing a common fan- •"  REALTY ~ • 
cet leak takes only a few LTD, 
4126 Skoglund Avenue moments and can save ul) to • 
700 gallons of water a year. • / ' .~ l~f f ,  " i~: ~, • IEARLY NEW- AGAR '"  :~J.:";~.~!i 
Take a close l0ok at #hls attractive family home. lt is located in a good nelgbborhood There are four basic faucet • 632-4721 • This one year old house ~' 
with all new homesin that area. The lot measures 70'x132' and is nicely landscaped types--washer, washer-leas, • • priced right for the family APPLE STREET 
wlthtreesinthebackyardanddozensofrosebushesallareund. This house features 3 single handle and swing ~ i ~  looking in the mid forties. This 2 bedroom family 
faucets--and with each, • • Feature fireplace up and home on quiet residential 
bedroomson the main floor plus an additional large bedroom in the basement. An disassembly and a part re- I I 1 ~ ~ ; ~  • down. Wall to wall car- street has basement 
exceptional extra feature of this house is the large family - type kitchen with built-in placement is easy with a O DAVE $ERRY ~= petlng. Bright cheerful converted to revenue suite. 
dishwasher. An attractive brick fireplace nhances the living room and sliding glass screwdriver and 'adjustable • G32.4426 • Suite rents at $165 per 
doorsleadtothesundeckoffthediningreem. There also is a family, wifh fireplace in wrench or pliers, rooms. 2 bedrooms up. 
: : Full basement with outside month. House Is 6 years old 
the basement plus a small den. Heat and water supply is by Natural Gas . an Since many home repairs OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DEALERS entrance. Very nice family and located on 70'x120 ' lot. 
economical feature, call for the same tools, ' KITIMAT Asking $43,000. 
another way of saving isto d~ ~ home. 
Asking price $59,900.00. invest in quality tools like ; ; r -  
Crescent serewdrivem with ' "The Performers" ~,/, acre parcel on Graham Avenue. Excellent sub- 
Call Horstor Chrlstelat Park Avenue Realty Ltd. large cushionedeasy turning, andhandleSadjust-f°r : " For Hom?s division potential. Return onlnvestment could be well 
worth while. Excellent opportunity with the demand 
...... . ~~~;~;~;~;~;~:~:~.~;~;~;~;~;~;~e;~.~..~:~:~.-~:~.-~.:~:~:~:~:~;~ .:.:.:.:.:.:.:...:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.....v.r...,.r........v... ... .. .. .. . . ..  . . ......-. . ....................................................... ab]es that fit many nut and our area Is experiencing for serviced lots. 
• ~p•IDlii•I•IIIIIIIIIIIHIIIII•IIIIHI•lliHIIIIII~• pipe s z S.wayinLOWeringthetotoiletcutthetankwaterWateris anotherusage.level :. 0urr n y Lmsted .: 
• Most homes have five-gallon 
• flush toilets, an amount un- 
• ** Oontaot Our Offioe : • necessary for efficlent flush- • ing. Bending the float arm 
• down will lower the water ...... 
• level, but it may also result ~ e This nice 3 bedroom home [ RURAL STARTER 
es in incomplete bowl action. • DOUGLASCHANNEL"PERFORMS" • fac(~s Pear Street. Has I 2 bedroom - full basement 
• Better, partially close the WE OFFER SERVICES IN some Interesting interior | home on large lot on River 
• tank valve t0 rednce the : : finishings. LargestoragelDrlve. Good well water • . . . . . . . .  APPRAISALS- PROPERTY MANAGEMENT • . . . . .  • inflow of water. Another shed. Nicely landscaped. I source. Lowtaxes. Full oil 
alternative is to displace LOT SALES-- DEVELOPMENT Chimneyfor auxilaryheat. | furnace. Owner anxious =--3'/, in town I Asking $30,000. acres on paved ~,~: . t~ ~!'~'~J~:?:;'i~:~ll~'~;:~:~i~:;~:~':;i~~ • water by placing weighted • ~road - one block from Asking $28,000. 
i Skeena Secondary School. ~IF(~;:~ ~ • plastic bottles, full of water, • CANADAWIDE REFERRAL SERVICE • 
• Creek running 'through ~ ~,,,,._,~:,i,;~:~.~!~. ~  • in the tank out of the way  of t mechanism. • MORTGAGE ADVICE • Excellent 13 acre parcel on South Side Graham 
• property. Priced to s e l l "  ; . .  i i • Cheek laundw and dish- • : • Avenue. Located between presently operating 
vlew. repairs. Asking $50,000 'open to offers." 
$25,000. Call us lo i,~ • washing machines for loose. ~ . . .811( I  ,,,,, agriculture holdings. Older house in need of major 
or broken hose clamps, and ~ . ,A~Ib iARh~ 
• B U S I N E S S O P-  ~ ] u l l e r  S~- 5127 AGAR AVENUE~ replace worn w~hem Run, ~ ' , : 
=PORTUNITIES Reduced in priceto $31,500 reduced fo $29,000 is fhls• ning these applianees 0nl~ '72" .  ......... ':' 'D0htFoolAroundWithHalfAService . . . . . . . .  O;  ~ 
when fully loaded ~ an"~ . . . . .  Talk To A Full Service Real Estate Office 
effortless way tosave water • WeAreHereToHelpYou.Professionaliy •_  ' _ :R~nn;~ ~h~w RRR-Rq7fl . . I 
NightPhones  
:~Bonnie Shaw 635-6970 : | 
• Bud  MCColI  635:2662 1 ~ : 1 
• Nasa, Valley Tire Service from $40,000 to sell qulckly, three bedroom home on•  
2 bedrooms each, spacious half acre. White stucco• 
• with 2 acres, excellent kitchen living.room areas, finish, shake roof. Partial • plus energy and money. ~ • 
• v i increase in business o er ----past 5 years, good 35x40' Ranges, frldge. Drilled basement with washer m Showers take about half • CAN WE SELL YOURS? - -  JUST TRY US • 
i fu l l y  equipped metal shop well and good septic tank. connection. Large 18x2O • as much water as tub baths. • 0000000000000000000 
• building, includes lovely Inquire quick on this one. ,ivingroom. i ~Jl '~  (~ ' - '~ '~1 
• fully landscaped 1,400 sq. 
• ft. 4 bedroom residence, 
= d0uble plumbing, carpeted, ~ / 1 ~  
• plus nice greenhouse. 
==Price Includes $8,000 to ~ ~ l ~  
• $10,000 stock, office 
iequlpment,  fulN line of :< . . . .  
=-compressors, fools and Two story low price duplex 
Pine Street. 2 bedrooms necessary machinery, on 
• Ford '1 ton Service truck each, separate laundry 1300 sq. ft. on half acre a f t  Estimates are that a typical 
me¢lulpped for road work, area, I.arge living rooms Welsh and Eby. Four i  shower takes five minutes. 
land  20x12 warehouse, andcompact kltchenswith bedrooms, f i rep lace , :  and the average family of 
~$170,000Bmway asking price °f ° n l y "  i Located o  the Nas H igh-•va lue .MLSindicates,998. good ~ E 5 0 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~  ;~appllcances. Asklng only d°uble carp°rt' natural gas i f i l t e r  heat with electronic airI i k e  newnd condi ion.htJmidifler' Two•In: four uses. 40 gallons of ~ ~ ~ i  ~ ~  "~: " - - i  ,~~i~:  i~':~'" - "  ~ : ~ ' : ~ •  .... . . . . . . . r 'N  '~! .~ ~ ~ ~;~it ~'t ~ ~l:~i~ii II I''I ~ I . . . . . . .  " i i  
• baths, rec room. Must be :  t ~  ~;~.~ ' , ,~ ,~m 
mYellowhead Feed and seen. Asking $75°000. And ~ i~ I ii I~!~j~, J J I I  ~;~ . . . . . . .  ,~;~t:t~;! 
• Grain sales premises on has subdivision potential I f :  ~:° ;~: :  
Clarke Drive. Successful ( If you're a pool owner, .. Want a house close to ~;<~:~;,~#~i~:~<.,~;.:'~:i..!.;,:. 
family owned business, you'll want to make sure :~!:; ,:, schools? We have a family ' . . -~-  
increasing continually. LAKELSE LAKE on lust H0me on acreage with type home listed to sell thal your pantry shelves are For the large family. Over Large lot with garden area, 
m Large two story main under one acre, sunshine well-stocked with Arm & subdivision possibilities, qualifies for ceotral 1300 sq. ft. of living space• frult treesand landscaping 
• building with 2 bedroom setting year round Hammer Baking Soda. It'a a Has 3 bedrooms, fireplace, lee•Lien, close to most of plus basement suite in a help to highlight his 2008 
residence with own power safe and inexpensive pH ad- Iull basement. A second the community amenities, full basement. Fully sq. ft. home. Located cony. =. I housing for operators. mall types of animal foods plant, ninety eight feet juster that helps keep pool smaller home on same 3bedreems, 1150sq. ft. landscaped lot, close te nlently to school and down 
----plus sal eof chicks, frontage, wharf, three water clean and clear, iroperty rented. 2V4 acres finished baselhent. Askihg school. Reasonable taxes, town, you must view this 
iduckllngs, goslings. Office bedroom home, full Reseamh by the Arm & :ould provide 10 building only $49,900. Call Horst or Well construded home and property to appreciate its 
• area, large stock areas, basement, spacious living QUALITY EXECUTIVE• Hammer Division has shown ilMs" For more details call Chrlstel. priced 1at $53,800. Call many assets..Call Kelly 
• sales area, new addition to room w'Ith heatllator residence on Scoff Avenuem that baking soda maintains ltorst or Chrlstel. Horst or Christel. today and see it on "Re 
m ~i~ ~i ,.,f-~ .:~ ii~ ~: i.~!~:~i :~ ;:L'~:::<, ii "_care for expansion, hay fireplace and excellent with superior construction pool pH at an idealrangeof 
:barn ,  incubator and easterly view. 1175 SOl. ft. features beyond normal 7.8 to 8.2, whichhelps keep ~~:~i~T~:~:~i~!~i  ~ :
• brooder also present, living area. Many other requirements. Two fu l ly :  leaveseyes skinfr°m feellngbUrning'comfort-and . -~m~- '~-~- - - -~ . .~  ~ ~-, 
i Opportunity for asking .. ~ -.L'- features. Asking $60,000. finished floors with six m '. able. Water is clear, and the 
• ]price of $95,000. MLS 2952. Open to offers. MLS No. bedrooms, two bathrooms == potential for corrosion and ~ Ti.~. ~ . . . . .  
• ~. 2917. completed in all respects: hard-water scale is reduced. ~ ~; , .~ '~ i  ~t~;  
Northwest Trading dealing by the owner. Heavily: You can butterfly and back- " . '~ 
Insulated for electric heat. stroke to your heart's Exceptionally attractive ' ° ' 
mln sale of used furniture, 13803q. ff. eachfloor, largem delight. A well constructed home. Largeyard. It gardening is 
appliances, scrap metal patio with garage. Asklngm For easy pool malnte- Rural setting. 4 year old family house in Thornhill 
and beer bottles. Price of $75,000. • nance, evewday during the mobile home on Scotton area. 3 bedrooms up and 2 located on a nice lot close to your pleasure, we have,a 2 
• $9,500 included signs and Road. Has two bedrooms downstairs, 2 fireplaces, shopping, school and year old 3 bedroom house 
mstock. Located on Old • active pool, eeason, test church. It has 1101) sq. ft. with lull basement, priced 
B_ Lakelse Lake Road near water for pH and chlorine plus extra room in ad- sliding glass doors off 
level. TbepH should he Ilition,..oll heat. Big dining . and master on the main floor, 3 to sell at $44,508.. This 
Hwy 16. Low investment BEAUTIFUL between 7.8 and 8.2; free 120'x132'treed lot. A place bedrooms onto sundeck, bedrooms, wall to wall property comprises el 
large patio and many more carpeting, and a modern approximately one-third 
mshowlnggrowth. Excl. 855. R E S I D E N C E O N residual (available) chlorine Df your own for only special features. Asking kitchen. Finished acre on Debts St. i ,  
• RESIDENCES HALLIWELL AT BEN. should be 1.0 ppm (parts $18,500. Call Horst or - $5&$00. Call Horst or .  basement with 2 exlra Thornhill. Phone Frank. 
NER. Two large 87' lots per million) or more. Add Cbristel to arrange for Chrlsfol. bedreems, andablgfamlly , , 
included for $64,500 or will chlorine, according to vlowing. ~ i ~ l l ~ i ~ f ~ l l  
sell with one lot for $57,000. manufacturer's directions room. Asking $55,000. To 
,., . . . .  , view, call Horsier Christel. 
~.,, ,.: Rural residence located on 
BB 
Soundly built, newly and once a week add one m 
redecorated, 4 bedrooms, pound of Arm & Hammer I 
two fireplaces, two Baking Soda per 10,000 gal- 
bathrooms, carport, family full basement, 4 bedrooms,m Ions of water; do not use 
, acid. Normally baking soda, 
• full basement, Rec room room with built in redvlnyl two bathroom residence. • 
• drilled well, priced low at series and liquor cabinet. Lots of storage, stucco~ when coupled with a disin- 
• $47,500. Nice main floor Lots of nice features and exterior. Full basement, i fectant, is all that Is needed to maintain the proper pH. 2 bedroom residence for .Country living. Three quiet street. A'Ii- 
B_ plan In newsubdlvlslon. To should be viewed to be Only $46,500. Listed .ex.• If pH reaches 8.2, discon- basement, on a paved sale on Hanson St. Has bedroom on half acre lot. proximatel~ half acre lot 
ibe  viewed by appointment, appreciated, elusively, street. Close to schools and large lot and additional Connected to good water wilh three bedroom home im. tinue weekly, use of bakings 
soda and.use only as nece - 
[] ' A.E. Le Page Limited Coast Coast Real Estate Service sar~ to., maintain a pH downtown, asking $$6,000. small self contained cabin system. Asking $47,000. on Flrecreek Road. Owner 
within ~'t8 to 8.27 If you Call Kelly for your home on properly: Call Horst or Try your oiler. Phone anxioustosell. Asklngonly 
• face a 'p'ooI problem you requirements. Christel. Frank for further details. $27,900. Call Frank. 
" don't understand, call a 
635=6361 . . . .  I • AFTER OFFICE HOURS Harry .Smith . ~"~ ~35.7826 :." assistance, For e more care- 
• 461:1, LAKELSE AVE. -  Stan Parker - .  635T4.031 free summer, enelose 25~ 
• . . . . . .  Helen G'ilberlson ; . ~ 63~ 3609 - for postage and handling TERRACE; 6 C . , and write for: "The Baking , , .  : , . Bob R prneester~ '  . . . .  : ' ' ' Soda Common Sense 
' '  . . . .  O-TH-I= -L-[Si;I " M E-H-OME t Guide to ~wimming Pool ; ASK US Ai~O-0Y-b-UR R NGSOF OB/-I.- LOTS Care," ARM & HAMMER 
B AND RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES. IB DIVISION, Church & Dwight Co., Inc., Two Pennsylvania 
~il•miillliliilliiiillllilililillillllliililil Plaza, New York, N,Y. 10001, 
13, 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to  
set rates therefore and to 
determine page Iocatlon. 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 ,per 
insertion, over 20 words 5 
The Herald reserves the cents per word. 
right to revise, edit, classify 3 or more consecutive in. 
or reject any advertisement sertlons $1.$0 pel" insertion. 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box rel~llles on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
withln 1Odays of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Or ig inals  of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ed. 
vertlser requesting space 
'that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event of an error 
appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greeter 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. ." 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents ~01ck up. 
• $1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD. 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
pebllcatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
h00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of 55.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 43. ROOMS 
FOR REHT years, unless the condition is TIONS: 
Justified by a bona fide No charge provided news 
requirement fo r  the w~k sub~!ffed within one month. 
.... ~r ~ ~ wedding and-or engagement 
:~. er ng u sers . pictures. News of weddings 
;~:~. (write-ups) received on= 
Publ ished at  Ter race  
B.C. 5 days a week  
Mon.-Frl. mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Laur ie  Ma l le f f  
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
E f fec t ive  October  1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  mth  3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
Unffed States of America ] 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVER,Y 
Terrace& District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
1'COMING EVENTS 
June 2.8...Last meeting 
before Summer break to be 
held at Watson and Florle 
Bailey's home. All Rebekah, 
Oddfellows and the Spouse 
welcome. " 
August 26...Rummage. Sale 
at Elks Hall from lOtll 2 p.m. 
Sept. :13...First mentlng of 
Fall session. Presidents 
*Visit. 
November .4...Elks Hall Fall 
Bazaar. r Licence HL 
• 00391A The .Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday In 
October, at Verltas Hall. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
• Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30-3350 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00- 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it onreferral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sonifation 
problems. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
month or mereafter event 
$10.00 charge, with or Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
without picture. Subiect to Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
condensation. Payable in Assessment and planning for 
advance, those ellglble for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
CLASSIFIED AN- Office at No. 205-4721 
NOUNCEMENTS: Lazelle. Te l  635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
Births 5.50 for vocatlenal and s()clal 
Funerals 5.50 rehabilitation done by 
Cards of Thanks . 5.50 consultant. 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
The following Neigh- 
hourhood Watch Meetings 
have been scheduled. Please 
note specific areas for whlch 
the,as meetings are Intended. 
Meetings wi l l  be held 
throughout the summer and 
Itouseholders are en- 
couraged to attend meetings 
arranged for their respective 
areas. 
Thursday, June 29, 1978 
• 7:30 p.m. 
At Clarence Mlchlel School 
3430 Sparks Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
For 4700 block Hamer and 
4700 block Straume 
Tuesday, July 4, 1970 
8:00 p.m. 
At the Home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Marchand 
4706 Scott Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
For 4700 block Scoff and 4700 
block Olson 
Wednesday, Juiy 5, 1978 
0:00 p.m. 
At the Home of Mrs. Barbara 
Nelson 
4837 Olson Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
For 4800 block Scott and 4800 
block Olsq.n 
Thursday, JulY 6, 1970 
7:30 p.m, 
At the home of Mr. end Mrs. 
R. Maddlson 
4824 Hamer Avenue 
AWAY TO ~JTORE Terrace, B.~. 
i~ACONS]L~EI~I, Que. For 4800 block Straume and 
(CP) - -  A night watdlman 4800 block Hamer 
' dbeovered an l l -year-old (lu28.[16) 
boy who had run away from ~ - 
bomoandepmt the weekend There will be an Important 
In Ute eim¢17 del~r~ent of a meeting of the Terrace Child 
de l~ment  store. 'fho~ boy minding Association on Wed. 
hid ~ a SOfa bete'e tile July S, 1978;at 6 p.m. In room 
etom~Joaed ~10hts, and aftc~, 204 Northwest Community 
w~'yo~e left he te candles College. (pSi2) 
and watched television. 
Is your son Interested in 
Scouts. If so the Ist Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking pre 
reglstratlon for September. 
Max number will be 24. If 
Interested call Mrs; Wardrop 
at 635-3553. Fees wlll be 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone In•. 
terested In helplng with 
Scouts please cal l .  
"INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find It hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structive parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquiries absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4619 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
Call 635-7558 
or 
635-7735 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
Mi l ls  Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop In on Saturdays 
from 11:00.4:30 p.m. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
| * 
PARTTIME 
We require a represen 
taflveto service our EASY 
OFF carpet care equip~ 
ment In the Terrace 
Kltlmat and Prince Rupert 
area. Thls position will 
appeal to shift workers or 
anyone wlth 5 or 6 week 
days free each month. 
Must ha~e reliable 
t ransporat lon .  
Remuneration is by 
commission plus gas 
allowance. 
To arrange an Interview 
write to Mr. G. Soong, 
Household Rental Systems, 
2106 Front St., N. Van 
couver, B.C. 
~-22 t 
Help wanted: Child care 
supervisor qualified in early 
childhood education and.or 
experience in pre-school 
methods of child care. Call 
638-8211 (pS-4) 
Full or port-time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Training Is available. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) 
Chambermaid work. $3.50 
per hour. Good working 
conditions. Accomodation 
provided. Call Alpine 
Village at 403.852-3295 or 
write B¢0¢ 610 Jasper Alberta 
TOE 1E0. (I)5.22) 
HELP WANTED 
Earn-2 hours aday-$200 a 
month commission plus 
prizes. For ~ details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver V6B 1H7, or Mr. T. 
Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C SK1. 
Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. __ _ . . . . .  
Hearing ests will.be done.by., ;L~',. L;.,,.Hays veterinary=an , 
by referral • from family mrmauy m =errace veT. 
dodor or community health Hospital Is now located at 
nurse. 630.1155. - . 4801 Highway 16 West next to 197;r Honda 750. Excellent 
LONG TERM CARE AI & Mac'for appointments shape. Best offer. Phone 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
call 635.2040 or 635-2544 (c20- 
17) 
635-5638 (p5-1) 
77 Suzuki TS 250 2500 miles, 
$1,000 phone 638-1472 (p3-22) 
For Sale: Yamaha 250 Twin. 
Good condition $350 B.S.A. 
250 single $100. 635.5903 after 
6 (p3-22) 
Lab puppies for sale: Pure 
bred. phone 798-2267 Lakelse 
Lake. P5.4) 
To give away 3 year old 
German Shepherd Lab cross 
. dog 635.5956 , (p3-22) 
Wanted: 4 - 14" cromb 
valient wheels and radial 
tires phone 638.1682 (p2-22) 
Wanted to Buy: 2nd Land 
bike, preferrably 3speed or 5 
phone 635-3016 (c5-4) 
Used boat trailer 635-9471 
(pl-22) 
24' boat, Inboard, CB, depth 
sounder, fishing gear. 
Commercial C Iicence. 
Price $5500. Phme 635-3395 
Will trade for pickup truck 
20' flbreglass over plywood 
hull for sale. Asking $500 
Phone 635-9488 (p20.15) 
For Sale: 40' displacement 
boat still in building stage. 
Motor diesel, V, drive and 
bearings, phone 635:6700 (p3- 
1) 
D4D Cat winch blade and 
canopy. Good condition. 849- 
5459 (p10-9) 
Room tar •rent: Private 
entrance near town with 
large sleeping room with 
kitchenet and bathroom for 
your convenience. Bedding 
and dishes supplled and 
furnished very reasonable. 
Phone 635.4013 or 2703 South 
Eby (ci.22) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies and Greenware, air brushing 1972 Norton 750 stored 4 For Rent: 2 bedroom house 
available- custom firing, years $1200 OBO 1938 in bench area. Available 
3936McNeil St. Woodsonla side car $50 Call July 1st. References 
635.9393 635.9052 after S (p3-1) required. Phone 635-3971 
(cff). 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System. . 
• Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
Call us at 635-2238 between PHONE 635.3939 / 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try SC.HMITT_ YS_EXCAVATING 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhll! area 
the following services - 
- Activity Centre for hon• 
dlcrafts 
Day Care for working 
people 
. Drop.in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 9-4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge 
635•2265 
Aluminum Canopy to f i t  
crewcab fully insulated with 
roof vent. Phone 635-3032 or 
635-5572 (p10-9) 
Girl guide cookies for sale . 
phone 635-3260 or 635-3294 or 
635.7762 We will deliver. 
(p10-9) 
4 AT Trackers on 1Sxl0 CDN 
rims, GM.Chev, Phone 635. 
S092 (ctf) 
For Sale: Hay shortage 
order now prime horse hay 
In the field or barn. Call 847- 
3165 .(c10.9) 
Hang Glider- Mev Ler • 20' 
span Delta Wing. New 
centre spar. Good conditlon. 
847-2739 (c10.6) 
Yamaha CA 1000 amp 
Yamaha Hpl Head phones 
Dual 1219 turnt~tple JBL 
Century 100 speakers. 
Pioneer 8 track recorder. 
Pioneer tbrner 300 L.P.'s 90 
tapes and .accessories.. 
phone 642.5922 (p5-2) 
Selling many Items that 
can't be used In trailer also 
copper table 6 chairs paid 
1050 Selling $700. 3 months 
old. Apply at Terrace 
Trnller Court No. 2 (p2.22) 
1000 sq, ft. Metal roofing or 
walls with caulking, ~d for 
hay shed, garage sh6p 4500 
sq. ft. flbregless Insdt~tlon. 
l 
2x4x2 steel to build Small 
trai ler channel, Angled 
squaretublng 638.192~cafter 6 
(p3-1) ' .,n~, 
Office Space for Rent: 2700 
sq. ft. on Grelg Ave., 
Reasonable rent. Lease 
available. Phone 635.7266. 
(ctf) 
WelgM Watchers meeting 
heldevery Tuesdayot7 p,m, 
at the Knox United Church 
Hail, 4~7 Lazetle Avenue, 
GOL'DEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the iob!ess. 
phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. * 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
.. Hourly & Contract 
635.3479anytime 
(A J12) 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and batteries. 
Location. Seal Cove" 
Open.till 5 p.m. Man. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5639. 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and  
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. ' 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
ABLE ELBCTR|C LTD. 
Electrical and Refrlgaratloe 
contract, 
~louse wiring. 
61541/4 
(ctf) 
'Lost from the 3300 Block of 
Thomas. Small black female 
Pregnant and in need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635-5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office NO. 2 • 4603, Scott. 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schcoh; and down. 
Itown. Clean, quiet, 
Ispaclous, security Iockul: 
and patrol. 
Full t ime manager in 
residence. 
635.5224 
(ctt) 
I 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Welsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New I, 2 and 3 bedroom 
su!tes for rent. Fridge 
stove, drapes, carpet, re( 
area, sauna end pool table, 
with security Interphene 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (ctf) 
I I  
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
;leeplng rooms, 
housekeeping units, cen- 
trally Iocat.ed. Fully 
furnished. Reasonab|( 
rates by dayor week. Non, 
:lrlnkers only. Phone 635. 
5611. (ctf) 
I • I 
I CEDAR GROVE APTS. I 
J 3 bedroom townhouse apts. I
Iwith fu l l  basements. No.I 
J118-4529 Straume. (eft) J 
For Sale: By owner. Duplex 
in town, close to schools, 2 
bedrooms, fireplace, full 
basement. Phone 635.5233 
after 5 p.m. (p4-22) 
For Sale by owner, Duplex, 
in town, close to schools, 
carport. 2 bedrooms up- 
stairs, 2 bedrooms down- 
stairs. 1V= bathrooms. 
Phone 635.5233 after S p.m. 
(p4.22) 
Abbotsford Area; $58,000 
fully furnished. 2 level home 
and paved carport. 
Fireplace, 3 bedrooms, 
living, dining, kitchen and 
covered patio area up. 
Lower level contains bar, 
fireplace, pool table, 
enlarged rec room, plus 
extra space fo r  bedroom, 
washing area and ample 
storage. Landscaped wltl~ 
bea~lng fruit trees. 2165 
Beaver St., Clearbrook, B.C. 
Phone E.W. (Pop) Mitchell 
853-0379 (c2.19.22) 
3 bedroom house for sale 
with basement suite. Price 
$40,000 Open to offer or trade 
in for down payment, phone 
635-2153 (p3.22) 
I 
For Sale: 3 bedroom spll~ 
level - bench area. "4 years i 
left at 10~A percent ! 
assumable mortgage. More~ 
information 635-3320 after 5J 
p.m. (p10-10) J 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There is help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Men.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs.orSat.O:30p.m. Mills 'cat with white spot under 
Memorial Hospital. chin. Wearing yellow collar 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. and goes by the name of 
10:00to noon. Lakelso Hotel. sarah. Rewardoffered. Call 
635.2148 or 638.1064. (ctf) 
A Heather.Tartan Society Is ~ . ~  
being formed with the In. Bled( male Cocker Spaniel 
terest of promoting Scottish peppy, 3 months old, lost on 
cultural interest and events. Gulf Course Road.,Thornhlll 
Interested persons should ~ June 17 call'635.9630 after 6 
contact Eleanor Halley at~-or collect 849.5427 reward 
635.2456 as soon as possible, offered. (c4.22) 
3 bedroom side by side 
duplex for rent Phone 639- 
1786 (pl.22) 
Clinton •Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securlt 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635-3521 
639-1032 
One bedroom duplex and 
suite furnlshed In town. 
Phone 635-5464 (p3-2) 
• 1969 
VOLKSWAGON 
2 dr. 
$1,100 
I I 
1073 DATSUN 
610 S W 
Low mileage. Very clean. 
=2,200 
1974 DODGE 
MONAGO 
4 Dr. H.T. 
82,995 
1976 MAXDA 
12 . ~C~ou p e 
UTILITIES & , 
RECOVERY SHIFT 
SURRVISOR 
Canadian Cellulose has immediate openings for 
Pipefifters, MillwrigMsand an Industrial Machinist 
with T.Q. at its northern pulp operations in Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The pulp mil l  complex includes a modern 700 metric 
tonnes per day bleached kraft mill in addition to the 
sulphite-to-kraft modification proJed which will 
increase total production to 1,100 tonnes per day 
upon completion in late 1978. 
Relocation assistance and excellent employee 
benefit programs are available including medical , 
and extended health, dental, insurance and pension 
plans in addition to a wage rate to $10.515 per hour. 
Prince Rupert is located a'pproximately 450 miles 
north of Vancouver on the B.C. coastline and is 
linked with major centers by road, rail and air 
services. 
Interested persons should apply in writing, 
outlining qualifications and experience to: 
J.J. Marteh Industrial Relations Assistant 
Canadian Cellulose Company, Limited 
P.O. Box 1000 
Prince Rupert, B.C. vaJ 3S2 
Canadian Cellulose Company, Umited 
Complete Seleotion of 
1978 MAZDA ,o. In Stook 
1974 1973.@RD 1974 MAZDA 
DATSUN PU 6nt~'~%~'tlHO eleoo PU 
Station Wagon With GEM 
With Box Liner top canopy 
$2,400 32,600 32 5N 
32,996 
I 
1971 FORD 1974 MAZDA 008 
F100 PICKUP; Station Wagon 
51,2§0 $2,300 
1962 WILLYS 
JEEP STATION WAGON 
As Is 
s9§o, 
1966 OLDS'S 
4 Door 
$200 
197~ 
DA~I~ ,, 10 
2 ~. H.T. 
'095 
i92o t~,~ DA 
"oT~ON 
$600 
1973 FORD 
EOONOLINE VAN 
All Radial Tires 
i '2 00 
1972 DATSUN 
2 dr. Auto 
$1,200 
1973 MA, XDA 
,x2~.~d,,., 
'Moo 
1974 DATSUN 
PUWith 
Canopy. 
Excellent cend, 
02,399 
1966 
PLYMOUTH 
4 Dr, 
$360 
1974 VALLIANT 
4 Dr. Scamp 
$212U 
1974 MAZDA PU 
Low mileage 
'2,29§ 
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3 bedroom home on 
Skoglund. Large garden 
area~ fully wired, party 
finished basement, enclosed 
ga'age~ frldge, stove, drapes 
Included. 635-9277 (p5-22) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house 
basement unflnbhed. Wood 
stoveplus electric heat. 5311 
Hepple 635.9488 (plm ju115) 
House for sale • 3 bedrooms 
on 1 acre of land 4832 Mills 
phone 635.9787 or 638.1394 
(pS.3) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house 
basement unfinished. Wood 
stove plus electrl(~ heat. 5211 
Hepple635-9488 (plm jul 10) 
3 bedroom house In town. 
Pheasant St., 6 years old. 
Asking 551,000. Full 
basement. Phme 635-7796 
(p5-22) 
For Sale: New 3 bedroom 
house. 4718 Hamer. Ready 
for occupancy in 2 weeks 
Phone 635.7458 (e5.4) 
Movi~ to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rmt  or 
lease, references, security 
deposit, mature fami ly of 
three. Refer Inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1128, Terrace, 
B.C. (eft) 
Couplewith small child wish 
to rent house, trailer or 
cabin. Phone Jack at 638- 
8101. Local 56 or leave 
message. (c6-22) 
Female, 22, wants to rent 
furnished apt. or basement 
suite or will share with 
same. Phone 635-3016 (p5.22) 
Furnished suite or apt. 
Required for single 
businessman call Glen 635- 
7281(p3-1) 
Wanted to Rent: A 
responsible couple seek a 
cabin' or house in country 
setting at reasonable rent. 
Phone Bill at 635.9487 (c3-1) 
69 El Camlno, good condition 
$1,500 638-8101 Loc. 12 or 635. 
4716 e~es. (pS.22) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asl~Ing $I000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaskl like new 
asking $I,000 638.1483 (cff) 
1975 Ford Elite 39,OO0 miles, 
p.s., p.b., p.w., 400 cu. In. 
engine 4 new Michelins 638. 
8421 before 3. (pl.22) 
Ford Van 1969 1 ton phone 
635.7421 (p5-4) 
Small station wagon (74 
Flat) good condition. Radial 
tires. Front wheel drive, AM 
radio. Asking $2,000 or best 
offer. Phone 635.9444 (p3.2) 
For Sale: 1973 Cellca. Bad 
condition. Phone 638-1258 
(pl.22) 
FOR SALE: 12'x68' Frontier 
REPOSSESSIONS 
We have a limited number of 
12', 14', and 24" wide In ex- 
cellent condition. 
NO DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Purchase includes delivery, 
set up and furniture. (On 
approved credit). 
if you qualify we will fly 
you In at our expense. 
Hurry I - These won't last ! 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 437-4311 
Tor.Star 
Mobile Homes 
835 Granville 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 1 K7 
(c10-6) 
..... +1 Br l t~h ~ Fores ts  
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be received 
by the District Forester, 
mobile home with 2 large Ministry of Forests, Prince 
additions. Built in fireplace, Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
raised living room. Will 
move and set up In Terrace 
• area. 635.4692 (eft-f) 
For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52', 
two Iqedroom semi-furnished 
Safeway trailers. Complete 
with axles, wheels, fuel 
tanks and blocking. Asking 
$6,000 each. Call 636-2660 J. 
Hutchlngs, Box 727, Stewart, 
B.C. (plm-10) 
56' Safeway doublewlde. 
Includes all major up. 
pllances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 2 
full bath, and fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted in 
cedar. View af No. 31-4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Tralter Park 
Phone 635.9429. (ctf) 
MOBILE HOMES 
~ew mobi le homes from 
as 10w as $100.00 down, 
O.A.C. 
Set up and  del ivered 
~ades  welcome 
Phone col lect 591-5105 
PRIME LOT-  Thornhlll 
Oistrld. Well and septic 
system $10,000 Call Ed 
Car¢ler -. 956-4110. or, write. • 
Box 820, Port McNeill, B.C. .N~b, }l.e ,H~ne.7-..,:,.:::.~;,.. 
V0N 7R0 (pg-may 12F)  Immediate Delivery 
To Your Location 
are now available on our 
lovely 14 wide and 
doublewlde mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, 
and we custom build to 
suit. Government grant ol 
$2500 applicable. Expense 
paid fare Vancouver - 
Return. For free credit 
check and approval please 
~hone collect 
Parker Homes of Canada 
Ltd. 
937-5447 
(c14-22) 
For Sale: 12x56 Duchess 
trailer partly furnished with 
10x20' lucy shack. 635-5100 
(p5-1) 
For Sale:" Mobile home 
extra large lot mobile home 
ready to build onto many 
extras for more information 
638-1507 (c4-22) 
Large mobile home lots for 
rent in rural treed sefllng 
within walking distance of 
downtown. Phone 635.6611 
for more information. (pl- 
22) 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhill. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635-7117 (ctf) 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted In 
trailer court In town. Will 
sell furnished' or un- 
furnished. Phone 635.9046 
even. (pl0.Jul) 
For Sale: 12x68 house 
trailer will also consider 
taking a smaller trailer as 
part payme.nt. For further 
Information please phone 
635.7878 (c10-1) 
For Sale: 1968 10x36 Im- 
perial trailer. Comes fur. 
nlshed and Is In good con- 
dltion. Asking price $3,000 
phone 635.7860 (c10-9) 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
635.3246 (elm-Ju 17) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
only left. One with creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. V9N 4134 phone 
3,19.4736 (cS0-julyl) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150)(210 Skesna St. Asking 
11,S00.00 Offers. phone 635- 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
For Sale: t/2 acre lot along 
Queensway In Thornhlll. 
Well treed on fertile land. 
Septic tank and wlel. Asking 
$8,500 638-1036 .(p10-1 ) 
For Sale Prime Tire 
Business with gas service 
etc. - 4 bedroom home, 
completely furnished, 1V2 
beth, many extras, situated 
68 miles north of Terrace. 
Apply C. Rifler, Box 183, 
Terrace, B.C. 633.2326 (ctf) 
1974, 350 Chevy Cheyenne V2 
ton, dual tanks, good con- 
ditlon. Also new flbreglase 
canopy with sliding windows 
phone 635.3241 (p3.1) 
For Sale: 1964 Plymouth 2 
door super stock stock car. 
Call 628.3384 (p2.22) 
1969 Ford Comet, good 
transportation lots of extras 
$7SO'OBO phone after 6 635. 
2072 or 635.7932 (p3-1) 
1974 Pontiac Fireblrd. 
Excellent condition. Tape 
deck, radio etc. Asking 
$3,500 638-1507 (C4-22) 
1974 Toyota Land Cruiser 
4x4, 38,000 miles. Very good 
condition. Phone 635.9219 
(c4-22) 
1974 Ford Window Van. 302 
vg, p.s., p.b., carpeted; 
drapes, new tires, passenger 
bench. Must sell phone 632. 
3872 (c5.1) 
1969 Dodge ~/~ T PU, V8, 4 
speed trans, posl trac dlf. 
ferentlal. New rear tires, 
spare paris, motor trans, 
etc. $1,000 or best offer. 635. 
5339 (ctf) 
1974 Ford 1/2 ton pickup 360 
motor auto, Radial tires, 
electronic Ignition. Phone 
635-9580 after 4 (c4-9) 
shown below. 
1. Contract ST 1031-10-3 JS 
Located Ski Hill Area No. 1 
Ranger District Tei'race 
Number of hectares 30.93 
Viewing date July 7 1978, 
leaving Ranger Station at 
2 bedroom trailer for sale or 
rent. Fully furnished. 
Skirted, low shack. Set up 
in ;Skeena Valley trai ler 
9:OO a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tending site prior to 
submitting a tender for this 
contract is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. July 13, 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub- 
miffed on the form and in the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) indicated, or 
from the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
(c5.1) 
Camper  1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C-W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone638-1121 (sff) 
For Sale: 1972 8' O.K. Truck 
Camper. Jacks and tie 
down. Like new condition 
$7200 or best offer. View lot 
18 Gosean Sub. DIv. or phone 
635~3595 (p10-7) "i 
For Sale: A leisure craft 
tent trailer sleeps five has 
light and storage only phone 
635.3142 (p3-22) 
For Sale: 1 tent trailer 
phone 635.3831 (p3-22) 
14' travel trailer 1 year old 
used only 3 times, 3 way 
fridge, furnace, 3 burner 
stove, 2 way light in separate 
toilet, like new condition. 
phone 635.9404 (c10-13) 
For Sale: 9V20kanagan 
Camper, fully equipped Will 
accept some household 
furnlture in good condition 
as part payment. Phone 635. 
2933 (p2-22) 
Lionel hardtop tent trailer in 
mint condition. Sleeps 8, C- 
W furnace, 3 way frldge, 
closet. Stove, canopy phone 
635-3436 (p2-22) 
R.V. for sale 16' travel 
trailer for sale View at 51 
Eagle (c3-1) 
1976 Starcraft tent trailer, 
stove, frldge, furnace, 
closeh Porta pottle, like 
new, phone 635.3741 (p3-1) 
MORTGAGE LOANS 
promptly arranged 
anywhere In B.C. In. 
forn~atlon and references on 
request. J.D. Phillips' 
Capital Corporation, 10673 
King George Highway, 
Surrey, B.C. V3T2X6. Phone 
588.0411 days, or 505.1603 
evenings. (f) 
Does your building need 
exterior painting? Call 635- 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
Centre. LEave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (stf) 
I 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENT WORK, 
PAIN.TING 
Phone after 6: 
635.4094 
• court. Phoneafler6635.6750 "No one has over died an 
(p5.2) atheist." Plato 
i 
A B ICENTENARY SPECIAL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
CHARTING NEW ZEALAND 
By Run Gadsby 
Was there a continent south 
of Tahiti and westward to blew 
Zealand. as many had inlagined? 
James Cook.and the scientists 
aboard the "Endeavour'" were 
determined to get the answer. 
After completing thetr work 
in Tahit i-the plotting of the 
transit of Venus. Cook prepared 
his crew to carry out the secret 
orders he had received before 
leaving England. 
The"Endeavour" was readied. 
provisions placed aboard, and 
on July 13, 1769, the expedilion" 
prepared to sail for the south in 
search of a Great Southern Con- 
tinent. 
But. two of the crew members 
were missing. 
They were Royal Marines. 
They had become so enchanted 
with the island of Tahiti and the 
beautiful native girls that they 
did not want to leave this 
paradise. 
However, they were rounded 
up and each received 24 lashes 
to bring them back to reality. 
There were .tearful adieus as 
the ship sailed with additions to 
her complement: a Tahitian 
Chief, Tupia, and a priest, Taiata. 
Many more had begged to go 
along but were refu'sed. 
For a month Cook and his 
crew explored the islands north- 
west of Tahiti. He named them 
Society Islands. 
It appears to have been a 
happy experience, but Cook's 
orders were to sail south to the 
40th.parallel and seek out the 
elusive southern continent. 
He did not find it. 
Finally, Cook headed west to 
New Zealand, discovered earlier 
by another great explorer. 
Tusman. 
Cook was to survey New 
Ze:dand's coastline :rod deter- 
"mine its size. 
Tasman had only seewl its 
eastern coast :rod h:ls proffered 
the theory that it was p.'lrt of the 
great unknown continent. 
Cook's surveys punclured this 
theory. 
When the"Endeavour'" turned 
westward after her fruitless 
search for a southern continent. 
Ttl pia could converse with them 
- they were unfriendly and were 
ilol about to be intimidated by 
the exploring "whites". 
it was not long before Cook 
received positive evidence that • 
they were c:mnibals too. and 
proud of it. 
This fact did not allow the ex- 
pedition ,numbers to sleep easily, 
as it can well be inu,t,.ined. 
However. after an initial skip 
mish--some bird shots were 
fired to bring the natives in line 
she sailed for five weeks before - there were no more serious 
spotting hind. incidents. 
Cook had promised a bottle The irrepressible Banks und 
of rum to the man who first his artist-colleague. Sydney 
sighted hind. He also promised Parkinson. made extensive sup 
he would name the place "ffter veys of the island's flora. 
him. 
It was 12-year-old Nicholus 
Young who won the honors after 
making the first sighting. Cook 
kept his word and named it 
Young Nick's Head in October 
1769. 
It is presumed thut young 
Nick did receive the bottle of 
rum and helped in its disposul! 
• From October to December 
Cook sailed around New Zea- 
land's North Island charting its 
coasts. 
In January 1770. the "En- 
deavour" underwent a refit in 
New Zeahmd's Queen Churlottc 
Sound. 
From February to April he 
charted "New Zealand's South 
Island thus proving that it was 
certainty no continent. 
Cook also discovered that the 
natives were far less friendly 
than the Tahitians. 
While they" had a similar 
language to theTahitians- Chief 
• , Parkinson's drawings were e~; 
'tremely beautiful. He was dis- 
appointed ut the lack of new 
vurielies of pl:mt life bt,I exuded 
excitement a the niere filet th;it 
they were there. 
With the job completed as 
directed. Cnok debated whether 
to sail east or west to England, 
He wanted to sail east. at a 
southern latitude, to determine 
once and for all if there was a 
southern continent. However, it 
was the wrong time of the year 
to lake on the wind-swept 
soulhern climes and the ,En- 
deavour" was due for some 
tender, loving care. 
By sailing westward, around 
the Cape of Good Hope. there 
would be'shelter, if required and 
places to refit, if necessary. 
The decision was made on 
April !. 1771h heud north- 
westerly. 
By following this course. Cook 
and his expedition also had the 
opportunity of visiting New 
Holhmd. today known as Aust- 
ralia. 
New Holhmd had already 
been partially explored but it 
still provided a great enigma. 
Cook. of course, could not 
turn his hack to this challenge. 
He had to I~ike a look. 
,Next: The New Holland Insult. 
Poh~t Venus. near Papeete. Tahiti ~'here Jame.~ Cook witoessed the tranMt 
of Veoll.~'. 
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SPATSIZI  
CANAD, S • 
SERENGETI 
by Erich Hoyt 
. . . . .  The Tahitan Indians called it 
'spat-zee=zee', Land' ~f;thCRetl' 
Goat. 
They had seen the mountain 
goats roll high up on the rabble 
slides of the Eaglenest Moun- 
tains in northwestern Briiish 
Columbia, their hair tinted by 
the red sandstone. Hence, 'spat- 
zee-zee'. 
This Indian name has been re- 
tained to this day: the Spatsizi 
• . • , I 
Rwer that winds through thts re- 
gion flows into the Stikine River; 
• *the large Spatsizi Plateau in the 
centre, headwaters of the Stikine. 
And now, since November 
1975, the Spatsizi Plateau Wil- 
derness Provincial Park. 
To fathom its beauty, imagine a 
high, wilderness country, home 
of the headwa~rs of four major 
British .Colu~ibia rivers, dotted 
with unto, dched,. 'sub-alpine 
meadows/had alpine mountain 
peaks, r~Olete with great, broad 
valleys/vith natural, open park- 
land, [(nd displaying one of the 
finest shows of Noah American 
wildlife left on the continent. 
Imagine large mammals in this 
primeval setting--at least 1,000 
caribou, large wolf packs, moose, 
and a rare, healthy grizzly bear 
population. 
Two large mammals, • found 
• nowhere lse in the world, roam 
this region: the Stone sheep, 
identifiable from their grayish- 
black bodies and striking, white, 
rump patches, belly and leg trim- 
mings; and the Osboru caribou, 
the largest race of mountain 
caribou. 
But it is the 500 or so mountain 
goats.that make this remote area 
i so special 
The Spatsizi Plateau--with its 
J 
,..'. many wide open valleys~stands 
""~ out amids't the dense British Col- 
umbia forest. 
Zoologists call it Canada's 
Serungeti because its wildlife 
parade is comparable to Africa's 
Serengeti plains, where the pre- 
dator.prey dramas of lions, 
hyenas, jackals and gazelles con- 
tinue undisturbed in an unbroken 
link from earliest imes. 
fimdaWeek 
,i 
Discover British Columbia 
A TRAVEL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Canada's dnspbil~n,3ttaa!'hf,0~ ,i: r ,~ 0~ 
age ~qr~l)e,~uture.,a.nd a l'.s.0. ¢;nsu~',~:; .~~.~,. 
the per~tuati~)n of large in'ammal 
ecosystems that are an intrinsic 
part of life's web. 
Towards this end, the Spatsizi 
Association for Biological Re- 
search, a non-profit organization 
in Vancouver. has been formed to 
raise funds for ecological studies 
and research programs on the 
Spatsizi. 
Several books have been writ- 
ten on Spatsizi: Mountahl Sheep 
and Man Iii the Northern Wilds by 
Valerius Geist, a scientist's per- 
sonal account of his life among 
the Spatsizi's mountain sheep; 
Spatsizi by T. A. (Tommy) 
While Serengeli s famous, 330-square-kilometre Gladys Walker, a guide in the area for 
Spatsizi remains largely un- Lake Ecological Reserve. many years who grew to know 
known, even to British Colum- But, wherever man has set and love the unique'Spatsizi wU- 
bians. The reason is partly its Io- foot, things have been altered derness. '. 
cation. The Spatsizi Plateau sits dramatically with wildlife the There are many summer, 
in the Northwestern Mountains, first victim. And, as writer pack-horse xpeditions for those 
one of the remotest areas of the Lois Crisler has stated; "wilder- who would like to see this region 
province. " ness without animals is mere for themselves. They last from 
But with developments, roads, scene~." eight to 17 days and cross hun- 
railway lines and industry-- In most of Norlh America, in- dredsofkilometresofwildemess. 
moving rapidly towards this wil- eluding set-aside wilderness. A word of adivce: only the able- 
demess region, a major step had areas, large mammals have all hut bodied and experienced should 
to be taken to preserve it: a disappeared, sign up. . 
6,700-square-kilometre a a was At Spatsizi, British Columbia More information can be ob- 
set aside as a provincial park. " has a chance to do it differently, it rained by contactifig the Western 
At the same time, an area couldbethepret0typeofasystem Guides and Outfitters Associa- 
within the park was given corn- of primeval wilderness parks tioh in Prince George, British 
pleteprotection--nohunting: he which would preserve part of Columbia. 
• : . '  , ' . . .  ~. ~ ~ :? j  ! . ~ : :  • . 
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unexpected benefits, that may still need care. 
(June 22 to July 23) (June 22 to July 23) ~--~ 
Stars warn against Not a day for fordug issues or 
• vacillating, chauging plans or deliberately bringing up con- 
pro~'ts before they have been troverdal subject& Hold your 
givm~ a fair chance to prove peace for the time being. 
themselves. Steady does itl 
24 to 23) (July 24 to Aug. 23) 
The odds are against you A bit of news received 
right now, so it'e no t:~me to unexpeetedty could have a 
todde the opposition. Postpone haRPY impact on your Job~ 
action until Tuesday when status; may concern a new' 
you'll have a better chance of responsiblltyandcempeusatory' 
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decisions, Travel and eodal extra maneuvering, revise ~"~"~. .~ '~ / , (~  "~.~v-'~/./~"'~c'~'-~-'r~--'~.~I ! 
interest favored. . ~ some plans. Don't gn tno far out ~ . ~ ' ~ ' ~ - ~ £ 7 ~ . . ~ - - ' ~ - I  
CAPRICORN 1.~t---o n a limb however StabLUtv ~. - - -~  r . .~ ,~ m,,-- v .  "~_ - .~ .Nf / , z J  .~ 
(Dec.,..,.. 22 to Jan. ~) YO ~"  needed" ' ' " " ~ . - -  _ ~ "..-.] .. .:. ; .,: ~ ;.q_" 
Itsuptoyou~e~me'oI ............... :~;~;¢'-"e ~=~,.Io have heIieied that geraniums could drive. " ,,,.. ,,(,~, 
the overtures necessary to CAPRICORN t=~t~-~ . . . . . . . .  ~.. 
'bring about cougad~lity and (De(:. 22 to Jan. 20) ¥0 ~ °%'(ri~'h"~ ' , 
helpful agreements. Start right Don't antidpato problen~. • ' , . . . 
off with vim and self- Study, act, think in a careful APAKYMENT GROWERS: •Winnow ooxcs, oatcony 
confidence. ~ manner. Mixed influences plantersand hangin$ baskets add greatly to balcony beauty. 
AQUARIUS ~ (~ prevail, so be ndndful. Avoid Tub planting is popular with apartment dwellers, and rve 
tJsu. 21toFeb. 19) .~g~goesips and rumor-mmger& evenseeubalconieswithever~eemplantedinhalfawhiskey ~ ............. _.....~,.~ 
Trend is toward the unmunl, barrel.After 'the evergreen is planted, cascading types of 
annuals could be used to add more decor to the evergreen. ~ wtzAtm or SD b~ ~mt  ~.~k,~ ,ad mo~ 
Ann,lssuohaslobelia, caseadisgpotunias, various vines, i--THr~r~l~.lrT~T.~Ed=d.~U~ ~1~"'~'-'~'-~ I ~ " ~  
your pet indoor iwand even wgetablas can be grown ina l h~I~ ~'I:~F~.E~ AIz~I.d:~IN~ ~1 1 1 ,-~v;..-~ \ I . ~  ..'_'__L'T~'Y'~_7. I 
tub. If you like fresh small v~etables for your minds, you ~ L~PA~I.-.T" ~ PAITH IN' r~ ~I  [/ ~ " ~  ~ I -~- -~"=-- -~~ ~_F.4~II~I.I-yN~-~I 
High abow ground, these plants will dry out more quickly than 
those on the geouqd, so most important isproper watering. 
)~ '  Plant contnincrs dry out quickly on hot apartment bal- 
~ conies, so check them daily. They may have to be watered 
each day. It's a good idea to purchase a moisture meter to 
indica~the amount of water available to your plants. The 
meters can be used indoors as well. If you have problems 
getting one, drop me a note and 1'11 find one for you. 
Don't overwater halcbn lantern Excess water in the soil will yp • 
not permit oxygen to enter, and the root system likes to " DOONESBURY by Garry . Trudeau 
breathe. After flowers finish their first flush of bloom, re- ' " I ASARI~/~S~t~Y/~F,~BY or/ . . . . .  ~]~ ; .G~d~- - " l  
move the spent blossoms. This will allow fuetherblo om, and ~ U~,  ;~  ~ ~ .~ ,#.,i~'~ ./r W II . . . . . . . . . .  (,~eo0) I , ,  o~r4 ax~/  prevent the plants from making up seeds. ~'~"~. ,~ .ulllllll ~ v ~ . ~ - ~ w  I / /~ .  _ .o~u o~. ,u , , , ,~ '~ , ~ ~'~'~'.~ ~ (.4,me) u .L~, For fecding, youshould addafc, tilizarsuch as the oompletely /A~Y~TR~. ,~e~oulllllll ~eo~. ~e~o~ ~l~.  I l i ~ ~ ~  M . . . .  ,~.. . ,~=. , 
rlans soluble Instant Vigoro. , F O~1~ ~m' /  u.u. , ,  ,~,-=.-," ,,~.-, ~---~ . 
'¢I=" |OWN SIN)TS ON LAWNS. Brews spots on lawns could he ~ L4~J~.  F .A~,  Hi I' il ~ ~ / / ~ ,  I [ ' ] :~ '1~,  z u m o  
• dewecded' the~e spots are from the dying or dead wee~.l. / i yool I w~u/d 1LI~ mm~ ~ N  i I l n t~cnt~o~Z-  (e~00Otn~s)  I
rttlaL plants. Dos urino, or white grube in the lawn or even cmch ~l l l l I J I  ~ IIIlUl ~= k , . . . - . ,  Ho~ _r~_~@._~-- . . - - .  i
itive, bugs mayhe the root ofthe problem. Black Mold, I-~af Spot, ~ I ~ I I I ~  X " ~  ~l~g l~ I-I 1~. C~.G~D)~P ~ & I ~ l :  
($22~,000mb~,n Edmm'd~ ,--, "~ 
discase is suspected, take or send a sample of the !.nfec.t. ed turf , -~  - -o- [] ~(~.~,MO00)l~h~ ~ _ ~ ;  
~ULSie, to yoar local agricultural college for identifieatmn because ~ ~ ~  (,31,000) .I 
I.,l:t I each disease will reqnire a different chemical control. After E] Re,.'W'm.M 
need theoonditioniscorrectedboththcrootsundtopsofthegrass - ,.iii=~,~- iir.- --- tu IIl~/fT~q,~/~-~ . . . . . .  , . . . . .  ------I 
Rightiy handled, this can be AQUARIUS ~_~ 
profitable, challe~giug. Don't (Jan. 9.1 to Feb. 19) 
neglect everyday matters, This day should turn out . 
however, nstlMantorlly ff you are master 
mscm X~.  of your moUo~ under aU 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20~ - --~.~ circumstances. Espeeially 
Your "feelings" now are far favored: family concerns and 
more reliable ~mn advice Lmm creative interest. 
so.~called expert& Never an- 
derestimate your truly PISCES 
renarkable intuition. ' (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Shun centroverules which 
YOU BORN TODAY are merely take up t ime and 
endowed with many assets di~lpatoenergies. Change your 
mode of approach ff theo e= 
cation demand& 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
affectionate and domestically 
inclined= are endowed with 
great int~rity, loyalty ml  
compassion for your fel lowman. 
Yeur versatility is outstandi~, 
but you are less ambiti6us than 
most of your fellow Caneerlano 
and, unless you can conquer BR PO S : m espots   o l   
strong tendencies toward  
lethargy and indMe~enco, will 
never each your full potenti l. 1 
Once having found incentive, 
however, there are no heights 
you cannot attain -- espodalty • in the fields of sducati0a, music, If ease ected, ple inf ed 
sdenee or nodology. You are 
highly intuitive and an excellent 
organizer, but may 
a~/~tonea when it comes to will be weakened. Feed.the lawn with a balanced food such 
which, property used, can lead 
to a higldy suc~saful and 
satisfying life. Like most 
Cancorlans, you are a true 
humanitarian and could sue- 
ceed In such profeaslmm as 
medicine, nursing or sodolugy. 
• You also cold take an active 
part in institutional work and, 
having been endowed with a gift 
for words, could use your 
writiug ability to prmnele dvie, 
educational orwelfare proJeot~ 
You have a remarkably 
rotmtive memory and this, 
coupled with your affinity for 
bedtuge and tradition, would 
make you an outstanding 
historian or educator. Travel 
uppeulstu you more than it doe~ 
to many of this zodiacal~'sector 
and may actually lead you into 
the fields of exploration or 
archeology. Your "musical 
ability, love of and loyalty to 
family and frimds and your. 
patriotism outstanding. Bir- 
thdute of: Olivia de Havilland, 
film star. 
' ©i978 King gestures Syndicate, Ins, 
execution 0~ your plan& Here R 
would be well to choose a more 
dynamic individual -- 
We~erabty a Lecito or an Arlen 
- -  to aid you~ Birtlglato f: Olav 
v, Norwe~tan king. 
01~18 KIna l~turu 8yadkate, In¢ +. 
CO' '  
GARDENING 
with ' 
Doc Hartnol l  
SA co m   rsvov A  
ROSES CAN WIN AWARDS 
X0,=~o,~'--a=o--(~"=a==~o=~"Sthe~b=tbl°.="sf°r 
aatJo~ and IDeal shows. It's a thrillto win an swam,even u 
it is the Novk¢ Award. It shows you've oom~te4 with the 
'big boys' and won, That's rme growing: tint gro w for enjoy- 
mant,;thento beat other growm. 
Yet ev~hing  doesn't always come up ~osm': Th.er.e a.~ W'c~l. s 
to control, soil to ke~ cool and spraying. ^no oon't get mc 
i idea gore can fred thdr ownnutdents. You'ilhava m supply 
somethiug tiim Vigor 0 Rose Food; wh~h has a natural base 
as Golden Vigoro. 
SECOND PLANTING: There is s~ll time for a second planting 
in your vegetable garden. Prepare the soil by digging and 
rakin&just as you did early in the season for your first plant- 
ing. Sow the seeds directly into the rows. Consider such 
seeds as radish, spinach or lettuce which have a short edible 
season, and plant hem two or three times during the grow- 
ing season. Remember, it's hot out, so keep the newly 
developed plants wet. plant foodis also needed foi 8cod 
str~sth. 
A reader has asked "should I hill up soilaround my tomatoes~' 
My answer is no, There is nothing to be gained and mound- 
ins could smother the root system. It's better to mulch 
around each plant or in the rows where they are growing. 
Mulchiug h =specially good around plants grown on supports. 
to keep the soil cool and wecds under control. Mulcinng cuts 
the strong rays of the son during the day and keeps the soil 
warmer on cool nights. As the mulch decomposes, it adde 
organic matter to the soil. 
Feed your tomato plants with sometl~g like Vigaro Tomato 
Food sine= the]fit n~d that I[tt~ boost about now, Your 
ehryasnthemmm will also apprec/ate a feeding for the 
produ~on of late fall bloom, 
LAST Bu NOTLEAST: If you planted strawberries in your 
garden this year keep the blossoms picked of. By this, you'll 
encourage tanner production and your plants will give you a 
much imter yield,next summed Strawberries should he 
treated as a two year crop with plant growth the first year 
and berry production tire second. 
~you have any questiot~, write to me dt the Garden lt~orma- 
t~on Centre, 16~ University Ave., Toronto, Ontario 
M3H $B8 enclo,#lng a ,tamped seOr-addre##ed envelope. 
II " °" 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN~ By Start Lee and John nomita 
THE IO~ 
I It'~ TOO LATE TO/HOLP~ I I ~ . . . . . .  • 
FALL ~ I  
ALBINOS - Totally white individuals of most cluck A l u m i n u m  
species occur ihrre, uently in the wild. These in- 
dividuals, IOlnos, k their normal coloring as e Sheets 
result of a "genetic accident" when the coloring . 
pigments normally found in feathers are not pro. 
duced during development. Such accidents ore, in 
the long run, usually fatal since unusual individuals 
ere conspicuouSi:.snd quickly attract the attention of 
predators. Albinos seldom live long enough to 
reproduce end pass on their traits, so rarely become 
common. 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
1405 Pembina Hwy, Winnipeg, Man. R3T 2 E2 O 247 - '71 I 
|8" x IIW 
I,,h.,, , , , .  3.16 . 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum Sl. Tenaoe 
Marsh World I I 
*'.,i The first electric fan was produced in 1882 by a company 
~ , . in New York. 
~..~.~ = • ... i i i i i i i i i i  I 
Do It Now 
f 
? ¢ 
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ANDERSON 
T,V. GUIDE 
Ill l i e t !np  subject to change without notice. 
Illllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll l l l l l  I I  
F~day, Juno 30 5 p.m. to midnight 
h~ 
:00 
10 ++ 
II+ 
KING 
(NBC) 
I 
Newlywed 
Game 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Seattle 
TonVht 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Rose on 
Broadway 
~.~ay 
The Boc~ord 
~es  
:New'~ 
CFTK 
(C6~.) 
Hourglass 
Hom'81ass 
Had'Mass 
Ho~r~tass 
Rich Man, 
Poor Man 
Rich Man, 
Poor Man 
Robin's 
Nest 
Mi~ Jones 
and Son 
The Raes 
The Raes 
The P, aes 
The Baes 
Dallas 
Dallas 
Dallas 
Dallas 
The 
Natin~ml 
Night 
Final 
Movie 
Sorry No 
details 
available 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Emergency 
Emergency 
Gong 
S~ow 
News 
Hour 
News 
Hour 
Operation 
Petticoat 
Julie 
Julie • 
Wonder 
Woman 
Wonder 
Woman 
Rockford 
Fries 
Fookford 
Files 
Quincy 
Quincy 
quincy 
quincy 
CTV 
News 
News Hour 
Final 
The Late 
Show 
Don't, :Push 
r l l  Charge 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Comvany 
Big Blue 
Marble 
Over 
Easy 
MadNetl 
Lehrer 
Crockett's 
Garden 
WesMnSton 
Week 
Wall Street 
Week 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Polderk 
Poldark 
World 
World 
World 
World 
world " 
World 
Dick 
Cavett 
I 
Search of 
Real America 
sign off 
Saturday, dune 3! 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
-k .... d N :0o 'Baay Pants Salurday [ George ' Sceame 
1 : 15 and Nitwits Morning * Ki~-C~" el Street 
I :3o Space quiz Ki -  tuff ~mme 
I • qd :45 Sentinek " Kids "~ S~. . .  
a l :00 i Baneball Kum Red Basically 
: 15 i Pro-game Ktun Fisher Baseball 
:30 I MaJor l~eagpe Death Valley Red What's 
| I I :45 Baseball Days I Fisher Cooing? 
d .00 MajOr League Mission IT hat's Gardening 
i " l  115 mu~u , Impouible Hollywood Gardening 
1 ~v :3O Major League Mission Flower Turnabout' 
~ : ~ ~ H  r Impmsible Spot Turnabout 
, ~ ,m ~or  LeaRue Cda. Discover Cons, Survival 
l 
 :0o Major g e I =15 Baseball Rellectiona Discover Kit 
/ =3o ~or I~e N.F.B. Frank's French 
I [i :45 Baseball N.F.B. Garden Cl~ef , 
• ~ .00 Wtmbledon . Space The War Crockett s 
-~  ':~5 Tennis 1999 Years Garden 
/ :30 Wimbladon S l~e The War Daniel 
4kin. :45 Tennis 1999 Years Foster, M.D. 
dM i :oo WimMedon • Sports All Star Magic of 
md F : 15 Tennis Special WresHlng Oil Painting 
| :30 Thiw Week Sports All Star Book 
~e :45 inBesehall Special Wrestling Beat 
:00 Hot Sports. Wide World Firing 
/ f i t  :~s Fudge Specias of Sports Line 
:30 World of Sports Wide World 
- J r  :,5 Survival . s~ ofsports 
mmmlgmmmmmmimmmmmmmamiiinmmimmmmmmmimiaiammmnmmmnmimmmmmi 
pme.t | 
INff 
Ng .-" 
Ib..flah -|  
.._ . |  oz. tails : 
~lM|llMlllllllllllllMlgligglllllgllgggllllllilllll l g l l l l l=  
Gordon an d Anderson Ltd. 
Store Hours. 
I Tues.-Sat, ,a,m,-5'3Op,na, 
J Friday 9a.m: -9 . ,m,  
: ~ OLOSED MONDAY , 
'0,00',,, 
. . o , .  . 
• - - - - -  - l AN DERSON 
T.V. G-U lDE 
Jill listings subject to change without notice. 
Illillllllllllllllllllilllllllllll.gl Im i i l i  lm l l l l l i l l l l l l  
Saturday, July I 
14S 
14s 
I I  
:,15 
KING 
(NBC) 
Adventure 
News 
News 
'News 
World 
Wild 
i Kingdom 
GOng 
Show 
Bionic 
Woman 
Bionic 
Woman 
Sat. Night 
at Movies 
The war 
Between the 
Tates 
Richard Crenna 
Elizabeth Ashley 
Cont. 
News 
News 
Saturday 
Night Live 
Cont. 
Cont. 
Cont, 
Cont. 
Sunday, duly 2 
! " | :15 Movie 
i :30 Chaplin's Art 
~ :45 of Comedy 
-~ :15 Humour 
: 30 
:co Sportsworld 
n~ : 15 Sportswcrld 
-1  :30 Cont. 
V .'45 ~ 
:30. Great I 
:CO Meet the 
: 15 Press 
: 3o News 
: 45 N e w ~  
:CO News 
i~  :15 News 
• • :30 Castaway ' ,  
' V :45 Castaway 
mW "00 I W~rldof 
X i lS [Disney 
' / :~  [Worldof 
• : 45 Disney 
• ~ :co I pro~t 
dr~k :30 IProJect 
V :45 UFO 
d~k :co ITheBig 
L J [  :15 IEvent 
• v j  :30 [Once an  
w :45 Eagle 
4 d l~ :co [Part One 
I M l :15 [Sam El l iot 
I • I :30 ]Glenn Ford 
| | :15 .lNews 
1 1 : 3o '[ Five Star • 
• m. .m.  :45 ]Movie 
. CFTK 
. (CBr.) 
Show 
The Canada 
Show 
The Canada 
Show 
The Canada 
Show 
The Canada 
Show 
The Canada 
Show 
Sat. Evening 
News 
Outdoor 
Education 
Outdoor 
Education 
Commonwealth 
Game 
The Two 
Ronniea 
One Day 
At a Time 
The' 
Natienni 
Provincial 
Affairs 
Night 
Final 
Late Show 
A Thousand 
Summer Ctry. 
Canada 
Sports 
CBC Sunday 
CBC Sunday 
Sports 
CBC Sunday 
Sports 
Announced 
Hymn 
Wild 
Kingdom 
Reach for 
the Top 
World of 
Disney 
World o f  
Disney 
The 
Beachcombers 
Rheda 
P, boda 
King of  %mm 
the Family . 
Super 
Special 
Super 
Special 
§ p.m. to midnight 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
W'W~d~World 
of Sport• 
Wide World 
News 
Hmir 
Show 
Biz 
The Blonci 
Woman 
Bionic 
Woman 
New 
Avengers 
New 
Avenger~ 
Perform ante 
Emergency: The 
Steel Inferno 
Cont. 
Cont. 
Cont. 
Cont. 
CTV 
News 
News Hour 
Final 
Late Show 
Alex in 
Wonderland 
Donald Sutherlan~d 
Terry 
L 
I Sunday 
[ Sunday 
lTheatre 
[Paramount 
[ Homt Koehler 
[ Question 
Untamed , [ 
Frontier [ 
Capitol I 
News [ 
Hour I 
Provincial [ 
gg * I 
s~tch I 
Switch t 
Switch I 
Switch . I 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Prevm & 
Pittsburgh 
Previn & 
Pittsburgh 
e~'ench 
Chef 
Once upon 
Classic 
Nova 
Nova 
Nova 
Nova 
National 
Geographic 
National 
Geographic 
Emily ,, 
Carr 
Emily 
Carr 
Emily 
Carr 
Emily 
Carr 
Austin City 
Limits 
Land [ Macle~r 
This Haft l Assignment 
Hour Maelear .
The [c~,  
National ]News 
Night ]News Hour 
Final / f ina l  
• • .+  , 
Week 
[ Advocates 
[ Advocates 
[ Advocates 
[ Great 
[ Performances 
[ Great 
ISp~lni 
~dounders 
Soccer 
Suuncers 
Soccer 
Black 
Perspective , 
Suundstage 
Soundstage 
Janis Ian 
Oasis in 
Space 
Prevtn.& ... 
Pittsburgh 
Theatre 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Wodehouse 
Playhouse 
World 
War I 
Sign Off 
1 A  'CO [Five Star ILate Show It, ate Show I 
-B  i+5 [Movie IGo Ask IRains of I 
f :30 [Mrs. Sundance [Alice [Ranchipur [ 
m... :45 Cont. William Shatner Lana Turner " 
TIDE 'i, / 
• ,O.b,. $5,22 
IIIIlinlllllilllllilnllllliinllUil 
• n and Anderson Ltd. 
Store Hours: . :':* 
Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-5.3Op,m. CHARGFLX 
• ' Friday 9a.m.-9p.m. ':i~+~ 4 r 
/ 
i. 
THE TERRACEIKITIMAT DAILY HERALD 
& 
LOCAL MERCHANTS 
-SALUTING 
THE TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
18th 
A NNUA L 
L,OGG 
SPO.RTS, 
f "  
OH 
SAT. & SUN. 
JUNE 3rd & 4th 
,% 
. .  , . -~  
IT 
LIONS--. PARK 
T 
THORNHILL 
ii ~ i ~:~'.I II~ ~U~IENiR SUPPL~ENT = I i  J'':':" . ' t l - . . . . . . . . .  o - " " ":" : 
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TERRACE " CHRYSLER LTD. 
~ r  ... DODGE TRUCKS " ~ 
i 
!1 
i 4916 W. Hwy. 16, Torraoe 3002 Kalum St. 
! ~ .11 j , I , ,  r l ,  f111~ r l ,  f l ,  f .  1 .  f ,  w. w ~ ~  
q 
k 
k 
t 
k 
q 
q 
k 
k 
k 
• H is tory  o f  Events  
~BOKERMAN'SRACE. whare they could be trucked, bucked (tr immed of their 
or floated, to the market, branches) and then the 
A choker is a long, length The chckormanwas the man choke~man went to work. 
of thick cable used to haul who attached the choker to Hanling the choker chain 
trees from where they are the felled trees. ' from the donkey engine 
felled to a central location The trees v;ere felled and. through the thick un- 
Mi•mMMIIMMMMIIMMMMMM ~ derbrush, slipping the cable 
i • around the log in such a way 
that it Wouldn't slip off, 
• fas~g the choker and 
i IMPERIAL' ,--= Competitions 
• " OIL LTD : , * . ram dev .  job, with ( 
u • newcomers tryi~ 
i . • the old hands 
=• --PLEASE CALL TERRACE-- __ hands rae~ for • • And this ~re 
! 636 6366 ° " ' " ~  want to see log~ i : this is one even i { want to ndss. 
Nigl~t Calls 635-2034 
• • • • 
• ss 4457 Railway Terrace _s ' Lo~ mm 
' • 
i We lcomej  ~'~ crowd pleaser. peU~ ,ra meeting log, ~ ach using a~ 
• , ,~ j . j~ , ,  . . • and skill; to ke i ~gin~wat  
from g ~  dunked. 
! Terrace,  i 
qlim/mummunmmumummmnmmmmmmummmlnnn~ 
thin stepping back to let the 
steam mgines go to work. 
As soon as the choker was 
free, he was at it again. 
between 
chokermen developed on the 
overzealous 
ing to outdo 
 and the old 
hands racing for the fun of it. 
~ g w into 
~ermm's  Race. If you 
~'s  sweat, 
b, t y~ don't 
G B ~NG 
Two com- 
titora tJng on the same 
, e h nlsw gility, speed 
s ill ep the log 
roll s In the water and keep 
.Fa.s~ and faster the log 
spins, now ~k way, mw 
that, w~rms flay and feet 
backtrack, then lunge ahead. 
Ultimately one of the two 
must go ~wn and in some 
WIN RIVER 
TIMBER 
LIMITED 
IN THE 
# 
 B,EST 
WISHES 
to all 
,CONTESTANTS 
/ .  
° • 
LOIGiGERS SPORTS DAY 
t ,  
/ , • 
TERRACE B C ° ,  • ' ~ U I I ,  
• , . ,  . , , ,  
f ' *  
cases its only a matter Of 
seconds before the second 
follows. 
Log birling • was most 
likely born on the booming 
grounds. It was in these 
areas that single logs whicii 
were floated downstream 
w~e gathered and formed 
intobsoms. From there they 
were towed to the mills for 
proce~ing into timber. 
The birlers were the men 
who lept from log to log in 
the water w~th long 'pikes' 
~nd"peaveek,' coralling t.l~, 
logs and forcing them into 
place in the boom. Out here 
a man lea~ed fast or wound 
up awfully wet "at the .very 
least. 
Again, it was a simple step 
from the days work to the 
competition with agility 
deciding the winner. 
POLE FALLING 
A'faller, in the past as is 
now the case, is a highly 
skilled man with an axe. Not 
only must he know what to do 
to fallthe tree, he must fall it 
to.a specific place. A tree 
'that fell on a rock out. 
cropping would be smashed 
to pieces, a tree in a gully 
makes the chokerman's job 
even harder, and so on. 
Through various 
calculations, made on the 
spot the result of long years 
of experience, a failer can 
drop a log within inches of 
where he wants it. And 
that's what the Pole Falling 
event is all about. 
Epch of the competitors is 
assigned a tall po~e which 
must be felled. Sound 
1 
STANDING BLOCK CHOP 
Ole E ide 
simple? Well there's a 
catch. The poles-must be 
felled at just the right angle 
so that when they drop they 
drive a positionedpeg into 
the ground. Therefore each 
logger must decide where 
the log has to fall and where 
tomakehis cuts, And, bethe 
first to do so. 
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Good Luok 
. to all 
Contestants 
75 Different Types of Sausages for your selection 
A large selection of exotic foods from 
around • the worl~l 
Catering for Banquets and Weddings a specialty 
Phone 63§.M40 
4603 Park, T.erraoo, B.O. 
GOOD LUOK 
CONTESTANTS!!! 
from 
Roy 
Saunders 
Hauling 
Ltd. 
632,71.16 
BOX 21 
KiTIMAT, B.O. 
• . *'. 
. ~,,n,,,,,w~,:~ 
i. 
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Rules oontinued 
LOG CHOPPING 
This is another event 
featuring block chopping 
where a smell block of thick 
timber is placed in a special 
stand and must be hewed. 
By the logger who is sten- 
cling atop iL 
THIS PROBABLY HAD 
ITS ORIGINS WITH THE 
MEN BUCKING THE 
WEL.OOME. 
" to 
TERRACE 
from 
/},~.: ' . ~... 
4928 Hwy. 16  
63§ -§274 
================================================================================= 
"'~erving The Northwest" 
KITIMAT LTD. 
• 330 Enterprise 
TERRACE LTD, 
• 3010 H Kalum St, , 
COMMERCIAL  
OVERHEAD DOORS 
k 
• ~, J~ '&-~ • W,~,,,,d, m 
"/f,'14~,~4~ • llooss Wlndom & I~.  
"/*"~ ~r '~ l  Replacement Glass 
~ A  .. '~ ,  • Patio Doors ~.~ 
~, . .~ ,~ ' :~/ /~p ~ ~ • Free ~t inmt~ 
,~.'.~/.,., 
/>,~ ¢ ~..~/,F~'~. ' 
•.,/,.~/,,~./~ 
638 1166 I i • ..... 
KIT iMAT.  • 
632-4141 
1977 "BULL  OF THEWOODS"  WINNER 
\ 
The Boykos of Port Alberni are the first family of 
• British Columbia logging sports and, Sunday in 
Terrace, father Alan and son Michael showed why 
they've gained that reputation. Fancy footwork and a 
sharp eye won Mike the axe4hrowing and Iog'birling 
events; dad took top honors in the Underhand log 
chopping and single hand bucking. As well, Alan won 
the "Bull of the Wends" award as top all-around " 
sportsman st Sunday's successful day of games. 
TIMBER. Oftm, for one 
reason or another, a log 
would have to be cut into 
sectlnos and in thick wooded 
country the best place to 
perform such a chore would 
• be from atop the log. 
BUCKING EVENTS 
The bucking events grew 
from the forest operations. 
After the failer had chopped 
or cut the tree down, the 
bucker went hrough and did 
the necessary trimming of 
the log. Rather than trim. 
ruing the branches and such 
from the trees, the loggers 
involved in competition are 
required to cut a disc from 
the end of a log, with several 
variations." 
There's the.power saw'. 
bucking, the hand bucking, 
which involves the use of 
cress-cut saws and the ob- 
steele becking, one of the 
most exciting. Either way, 
the actions thick and heavy 
and the Chips are flying. 
.The. obstacle bucking i s  
• done on a long pole close to 
the ground. The competitor 
is required to run along the 
lag, cut the disc and run 
hack. Without ouching the 
round. The trick here is 
balance. Not only does the 
loggor have to race along the 
log, but he must make his cut 
while standing atop the 
thing, and then run back. 
In all events the muscles 
strain to drive the chain saw 
or double cut saw through 
the wood, ahead of the 
nearest rival. .~ 
AXE THROWING. 
Axe throwing competitions 
are always big crowd 
drawers when loggers ports 
days are held. You have a 
muscular logger tensed at 
the line, experimently 
swinging the axe; loosening 
his muscles for the throw. 
Suddenly, he brings it back 
and sends it flying for the 
small wooden target. The 
• double blades of the axe glint 
in the san as it spins its way 
through the air. Then, with a 
~atisfyi~ thud, the head is 
buried deep in the woodes 
target. 
These are the axes that 
were used years ago, before 
the advent of such things as 
power saws. One, or several 
loggers depending on the size 
of the tree, would .go to work 
' with these, strainm~ and 
sweating, chips flying as the 
axe bite deeper end deeper 
into the fresh wood. After a 
slzito of feverish activity, t-i- 
ra-b-e-r, and dow~ came the 
tree. 
What more logical way for 
a man who spent the day 
with an axe in his hand to 
relax, than with his axe? As 
time passed, the past-time 
grew to be a competition a d 
thea furthe~ grew to the 
present day and the highly 
sldlled entrants in the axe 
~hrew event. 
TREE TOPPING 
Like the tree climb, tree 
topping was born from the 
~ys of the spar 'built on the 
spot. Here the contestants 
are stationed near the top of 
the pole, their . spikes 
securely dug in, leaning hack 
against he safety belt. 
At the word go, each man 
must chop the top of the spar 
off. Chips fly as the loggers 
perilously lean far out to get 
the necessary swing. A few 
hard, clean strokes on this 
side, more on the other and 
down comes the piece of 
timber, dropping over fifty 
feet to the ground below. 
LADIES NAIL DRIVE 
One of the Logger's Sports 
novelty events, the nkil drive 
is a chance for the women to 
prove themselves. Racing 
against each other the 
women are required to drive 
a spike into a piece of tim. 
ber, using a hammer of 
couse. 
It takes kill indeed for the 
loggers 'little Women' to 
hammer the big nail into the 
Wood without bashed 
thumbs, bent nails and a bad 
ease of nerves. 
It's all for fun and offers 
some pretty good prizes. 
The Sports 
The tools involved in these 
days were the long crosscut 
• ~ • . "i  ..{~ " ' • ".~. .' ... 
+ 
,:~. ,;.~:..~  . , .~  .... 1~ .~ , " 
LADI  ES NA IL  DRIV INGEVENT 
SLADE & 
.,,,.,,.., ,.r...,,.,. LTD.  
saws and the two-faced 
logger's axe and the men 
that used them were rough 
and burly.  The sports 
Terrace residents will 
witness this weekend, no 
doubt grew out of the 
boredom of a logging camp 
in the off hours when the men 
would gatl~r and put the  
skills they used during the 
day to work, in competitions 
and Just for the fun of it. 
The skills involved in the 
I thirteen Loggers spor!ing 
events - plus seven Novice 
events - that will be featured 
by the Downtown Lions 
Loggers Sports festivities,. 
636-9131 .=o,,,,,. ' 7 of logging, when much of the 
. . . . . .  I I II ,, work was,done'bY ~.nd. : : ! ' :  , 
• 4 '  : . '. ' ' . ,  , , '  .~;' !. . . . '  ',! . . , ' , ' : .  ' , .~L ' . : ' . "  " , ' , ' / . , ' . ,~ .  U. ' . '  : . . ,  " " : .  ' " '~ .  ' ; ' .  ~"  ; ; '  "~. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
WEL00ME 
~:-:..'.:~:::*:::¢-:.:;:*:.:.:.::~::::;::~._..'_-:-:.~:;:;:.: 
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/ l(IcEIl~r~j ! 
MeElhanney 
Associates 
90nsulting 0ivil Ensineers 
British uolumbia Land Surveyors 
AXE THROWING • ~ .  
Windup.Throw.  Bu l l seye  ~ Telex MT-oGrLm (6M) 636-7163 " 
- . . . .  . .... Z06-4830 Lazelle Ave., Terraoe,.B.O. 
• ' Rules . 0 . .d . , : , .  : 
"c""  WELCOME LOGGERS t Contestants Jnuat .have'st ~ . ,  
least .one foot flat on the ~ b ,~d.**~e.~ .  , & CONVENTION DELEGATES bins rope to be used ~" 
diameter with steel core. ~ • ! 
Cllmbib8 rope must be tied 0 
at all times, The side of the ;J ~ i. 
rope used for, tying-in and S ~ I adJustin8 is to be free of ~[ i 
snails " i " i 
~o-way Climb , . 
• Upon start, contestant e,) ! 
mint climb until he rings bell ~) @ 
with his per'son ~ some part a[ 
(dr.his equipmmt, and then { ~ i 
return to tbe ground. No 
accldmtal slilps o f - -  that " ~ : ' J  " _ ~ ' , , ta _ ~ i i , ls '  wi l l  be permitted. At " LOG BURL ING S 
}eastonespurmusttoneb .~e Owes  Carney  (on log) ,  Squamish  ' -~ . Buffet .Luncheon Im Leonora 8 Speolaliy Rode : " i tree every 15'. No 15' manta • - " u 
to be on * , - -  ' A rmond D id ie r  ( in  water )  . ,~ 
" ~amnlpl"oo~lp trees must ' . f romLodysmi th  - . . .  ~ . ! l , ,3 i | i  - 3 P l  Bail1 ~ ./ 
be'100' froni Mound to boll B/rUng Rides will apply to  dlalllet~f ~ tile _.o~used 4~ i ~ ." , ' . Phone  635,2231 . 5 
the diameter of the top this eve~. .  . ~. f~:  ~ prev ia~ h i l l  ~ ~"  '.' ' ' for. Banquets,. , . '  and  Speclal.'Occaslon. 
;16, to 16". With,or without C~tutot~ wiU draw for  '. Championship.,.,~iBirllall 2 
• Ix~k. Base o~ the tree ~ much as°rder of a~. th i s , ,  , , ,  -bracketedln as LoMi.'.imust be in near:, new 
:have .Hwdust  or ,6 I t  a condition. . ~ ' ,. i ININ| d l lV l~ .  IIAM - 131PM . ~ 
' TERRACE HOTEL '°- .S*withmdt.snd. imumofe' .  "byes". The]o,,a'~os,_ f~U. Umd.in shir~.ond tossed ~ k; " • . ,.,Top~tr~shldlbeoqtdlqMd shall hive Uam.co ice  O! ,ella • p~nts, cut .~tpl}rOldmste]y ~ ' .wlma.dov~cetoprov~tt~ udXosforme,~t.. ~aU, but ~be~fw~v b~v~o ~ k.ee ~ 5 'e, mbe, ~ ~ro,n So~ ~ ~ ~ .,~o./~d. to .,,~ . , ,~ . '  .. , .. ~-~ ,. • . . 
'overt~otopo~thets~o,-  . choose a. so~ ox mriKer . . . . .  . . ,~'~P~'~"~~"~P~"~"~P~"~'~"~I~"~'~I~'~',~41~'~ ' 
. : , , .  . ~ . . . .  ~ m .  ~ ~ . . . ; . . . . ' .~  ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . .  , .~  
,]MHka~ . '. 
,.o..._ ,,god Luok three'Red C ar]o~ aren' used: ~ Xe,~th. ~ '; J~m NO  1 - 17" 3 minutes 
No. 3 -15" 3 mhlutes ,~ 
NO. 3 -13~, '  to the finish 
Contest not to be started 
" ° ' - ° ' "  L'oggers have thdr.b~lance. ' Contmtant may ~p m, but not Over the foul , .e .  " 
Contest to stop and be 
restarted at time mnainf~ ~,~ ' ' '* 
iflog nears any obstacle ~r. . . . 
pond side& Two falld out of ~ 
_ _ . _  ,he 
tint birler.iosinS contact ~930 W. H ighway 16, Terrace 
with the log with both feet or ' ~.,,JHext,T.:o West End  Store ,,~.,. :::~. . ~,.~./* . . . .  .:,'~. ~:. :  . ~ : /~.,.~.,:~ i ~ , stepplng oVer:the foul line Is . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  -- ~ '  ' ' , '  . . . . . .  ~ .  '~ . . . . .  ~ '  ~M::: : ~' : . ' : : "  L~::~ . . . .  ~ ' ' " ' ' ' q . .' : '  4 
'the loser, International " ,~ 
• ' . . . . . . . . . . .  ~" '  " " "  ~ I 
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MADIGAN. 
EQUIPMENT 
TERRACE LTD. 
SALES & SERVICE 
PARTS 
Including Field Service 
INDUSTRIAL & 
FORESTRY 
EQUIPMENT 
• . :-Distributor of 
~eroc lu ip  
• Hydraulic Hose & Fittings 
PHONE 
,1635-7131 
W.R. Ross Res. 635-3210 
, I  
4926 Keith, Terrace 
Single Hand Bucking designated by judges. Each 
Starting cut depth shall be contestant will be allowed a 
determined by placing a thin "second" or manager to oil 
wire arounf the log and his saw, put in wedges, etc.. 
through the cut to determine The second must not touch 
equal amount of wood to cut. the saw after the wedge is in 
Saw must cut completely place and can only drive 
through log and saw must wedge as is necessary. The 
not be used to pry cut. Cuts wedge must not be worked 
to. be made within areas ,. back and for~. In this event . 
GLACIER 
L . " 
A Welcome  
S 
S 
s 
to  ~ 
Loggers 
Sports 
Wherever you, may go from Coast to Coast 
Phone. 635-3333 
free end of saw must be free 
of any handle or weight. 
Doable Handed Bucking 
Same as single man except 
no free end of saw. It is 
recommended that 16" or 
larger diameter logs be 
used. -In novice competition 
beth contestants must be 
rated novice sawgers. 
Underhand or Horizontal 
Chop , 
Block not to be cut through 
from one side only, .logs may' 
be secured at outside dges. 
Timing ends• when log 
completely s~ered by a 
blow of the axe while con. 
testant standing on,the lug. 
Any competitor cutting 
across or into the comer of a" 
foot-hold will be disqualified. 
Each competitor will" be 
allowed to make chalk 
marks on his log before 
starting, but  will not be 
allowed to make axe'marks 
except foot-holds.. It is 
recommended that 12" to 14'! 
diameter lugs be used, 
Standing Block Chop 
Logs not to be cut through 
from one side only and must 
be chopped clean. Timing 
ends when top hits ground.. 
10" to 14" diameter logs. 
Logs must not be touched 
4418 Legion Ave. - By the Legion - Terrace, B.C. ~ with axe before vent starts. 
GLACIER GLASS & ALUMINUM LTD. I !  
,.E.,.cY.o..~,., Good Luck 
We 'Wish y, u su,ccess 
OI 
6cod 
Luck 
from 
RWAITEA 
FOOD OENTRE 
3220 Eby 
Terrace . . . .  
% 
. . . x 
SINGLE HANDBUCKING 
" Ron  Har te l l  
Pole Falling 
Any tyPeaxe may be used. 
To qualify, pole must hit peg 
and must not roll on peg. 
Time limit 5 minutes. The 
]1~ should be 14" to 16" in 
~h and no wider than 12". 
The poles should be of the 
same length and the pegs a 
common distance from 
bottom of pole. It in 
recommended that the poles 
have standard I0" to 14" 
butts and be 20' to 25' long. 
Obstacle Pule Bucking 
(Power Saw) 
Saw shut off at start. 
Contestants must get on pole 
below, given mark, run up 
pole, start saw at  cutti~ 
point, buck from both sides 
with under~ide of bar, shut 
off saw bet'ore continuing on 
thereat of the race, rundown 
diameter. Saw must be 
carried beck to finish line. 
One inch rule to be measured 
inoluding remaining wood 
and width of saw ont. First 
initial cut will, at minimum, 
bury the bar and chela. 
Caulk footwear must be 
worn. 
Opm Power' Sew Bucking 
Rule no. 4 shall apply, cold 
start, hands must be flat on 
top of 14 end shall not leave 
log before word go. Make 
one or more cuts and time 
ends when last ring hits 
ground, cuts not to be pryed 
off. 
Any slab or ~lver over ½" 
thick that is hot dislodg~i 
from the main portion of the 
1o~ must be cut in hand saw 
and power saw events. 
pole past mark before get. Local Obstacle Power Saw 
ring off pole and return to Bucking 
startingpolnt. Finished cuts . 
must be within l"'off each 22'; to 26" log. "One man 
other at all points. I t l a  saw only. Contestants, start 
recommended that the saw and bury saw to depth of 
sawing end of the pole baa blade with underonL Cut 
standard size, 6".,to 8" in canootgopostredlinewhlch 
-- 4P 
Good 
Luel  :. 
," I 
Menu Delights 
I JKELSE, ,,UKE! ~ ,, .,,: ~N-~3! . , ; ,  
/ 
lapaintedapprox~atelyone 5. Cold start, hand pulled 
third of way ul~ log, with 6. Outinw'antomaUc start 
underside of had. Finished 7. One minute warm-up 
cuts must be w~thin I" of When show supplies aw, 
each other at .el| points, committee must supply 
Eventfmisheswhehring hits specification with the 
ground. (Saw mus~t not be general pull-start ruling to 
used to pry cut.) Contes~tants apply. 
starting point not to be more 
than 5' from log to be cut. Axe Trowing 
One inch rule to be messured 
theremalning wood only, not Target 36" in diameter. 
including saw cuts. Ceater of target 60" from 
There will be no ground, 5scoring areas 4".in 
limitattons in championships width, any part of blade 
power sawing except as makes core in area. Scored 
stated in Rules 4 & 5 of 5,4,3, 2 and 1 from bull's eye 
general regulations, out. Best Score in minimum 
of three throwswins. Throw 
Open Hot-saw line 20' from ' target. Axe 
must be double bitted, of at 
1. 140ce.stockdtsplecemmit least 2½ lbs., with 24" 
2. One cylinder minimum Overall length 
3, Open carburetion • handle, including axe head 
4. Supplied gas and the faco of the faco of the 
l~isde shall not'exceed 6". 
Practice "throws at com- 
petitive targets means 
automatic disqualification. 
Practice target will be 
provided. Axe need only cut 
outer edge of line of scoring 
area to win points of that 
area. Axe' must stick in 
"target o count. The leading 
edge of. the axe shell be the 
scaring edge. 
Chokerman's Race 
Contestants must  race 
from starting point with 
supplied new or near new 
chokers,, over desigliate( 
course, set ehr.ker on log and 
~rsturn over .'ourse to star- 
ttng point. Judge shall pull 
free md of choker;' i f  it 
comes undone contestanl 
will be ct~qualllled. High top 
PAGE 
manofactured (10" or more 
logging type caulk boot mm 
be 'worn. ". : 
All.Round Logger • Tropb 
l~uints will be given in a 
events as follows: 
First -- 5 points 
Second -. 3 points 
Third - 2.points 
Fourth .. 1 point 
In the event of a tie at th 
finish, the contestant wh 
has amassed the most Is 
place points will be th," 
winner. 
ff-there is still a tie th0 
contestant With the most 2m 
place points will be th, 
winner.: 
In double buck event 
earned points shall be spll 
between the two tean 
members." 
~_ 1 = - . - -C . - - -  - -  ~ ~ :1 ~ ----" !-~ - -  ) - -O  
Telkwa Rooling--  
& 
Sheet Metal ,Ltd. i 
"We're the. firm between i 
you & the weather i 
r 
: ors on Logg 
t 
' , 
t 
Remember-the seasons to call us i 
• , o 
. . . . .  2306 Pear !  Box 38  
• ' .  g ,  
636-2344 
-Torraoo, B,O, 
i 
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The Down Town• Lions 
have hosted the Terrace 
Loggers Sports for thirteen 
years including this year. 
During that time the event 
has always drawn big 
Loggers Sports in Review 
crowds and the'top loggers" in 
the province. 
Oedarland 
TIRE SERVICE LTD. 
' ASSOCIATE DEALER 
r'~--24 HOUR--'-'-! ~ ,  
Vulcanizing & Recappin9 
Nothing too small -Nothing too largo 
635-61"/0 
. , .  ==, . , . .= or 636-6161 
4929 KEITH ~ TERRACE 
~I ICHEL I I  
WELCOME & GOODLUCK LOGGERS 
IDiscover how 
easy  handling a 
crawler  can be. 
Tackle any loading or dozing job 
with our International 500E. You'll 
appreciate its easy-on-you features• 
Like minimum etfort power steer!ng. 
Likeatorque corwerter that 
automatically adjusts ground speed 
to work load. Like a decelerator that 
lets you slow down, inch forward or 
come to a complete stop.. ,  without 
changing the I~and throttle lever• 
Like the cycle speeding hydraulic 
.reverser. Like the wide open 
operator's compartment.., and 
easy-to-reach controls. Power 
galore, too, from a 44 net hp. diesel 
engine. Plus an extra rugged. 
undercarriage.. :hanks to 
interlocking track links and lifetime 
lubricated roller seals. See for 
yourself. Test drive the easy 
handling 500E this week. 
500E CRAWLER LOADEIP 
[OR CRAWLER OOZER 
r_, A E " MORSE LTD. OONNELJMUO~B~anchMsnager 
PAUl. RILEY, Parts Manager 
FORESTRY AND CONSTRUCTION DMSION mmam, s~,~,~m~ Phone: 635-6~t 
5012 West 116th Highway, TERRACE, B.C. YSG 4Bt 
Here is a history of the pages of the . .  Terrace. and then a dazzling clisplay, 
Loggers,. gleaned from the Herald's back issues, drop his brightly colored hat 
can be 
196o 
No information 
found. 
196t 
Close' to three thousand 
people were in attendance 
for the second Logger's 
Sports and saw Dean Hull of 
Quesnel, take the  top 
logger's prize. 
One of the highlights of the 
event was when the citizens 
donated about $280 to the 
Lions, for the right to watch 
the then Reeve of Terrace, 
Walter Tec, scamper up a 50' 
plus, spar pole. Mr. Yeo 
made the climb in an ad- 
mirable time. 
Yeo then issued " a 
challenge to the M.L.A. 
Dudley Little, offering a one 
dollar donation for ,~very foot 
that Little managed toclimb 
the pole. 
Little went o the task with 
zest and made it fifteen feet 
before stopping to light a 
cigarette. 
196Z 
The Loggers Sports were 
held on the Labour Day 
weekend at the Civic Centre 
Grounds. Again three 
thousand people saw the 
events, a '  total of eleven 
sports in all. 
This year the fun came 
when two brothers, Paul and 
Bob Dumont challenged 
anyone with a chain saw to a 
bucking race. The only 
catch was that Paul and Bob 
would saw with a eross.cut 
hand saw. Confident loggers 
decided to take them on - and 
wouldn't you know it - the 
Dumo.pts beat 'em with room 
to sparer 
19~3 
The Loggers Sports moved 
to the Agar Avenue Park this 
year, and a gala event it was. 
Not only Were there the 
loggers sports, but a 
women's softblal tour- 
" nsment,'aFallFair and eyed 
a live display of reptiles. 
One of thespeclal ttractions 
was a visit by Danny Sailor, 
a California man, who 
performed very admirably 
an the spar in less than thirty 
.seconds and then proceeded 
to do the 'Twist' on the 12" 
top ~f the spar. A couple of 
headstands and Various 
other acrobatic manpv ,eta, -
from the pole and raced it to 
the bottom. And woo. 
• Miss Barbara Letnns was ~ 
crowned Queen of the event 
and Peter Holmqutst wan the 
Bull of Woods title. Second 
place went to Ole Eide, 
1964. 
Again .it was Peter 
Holmquist finishing first in 
the Bull of the Woods race, 
and again second went o Ole 
Eide, 2,500 .people attended 
the show, two hundr'ed at- 
tended a Sl~ial teenagers 
dance and there were over 
three hundred people at the 
Loggers' Bali. 
Sailor was back again, this 
time competing. He won the 
three topping competition 
handily with a near-record 
time. 
1965 
Holquist and Eide wore at 
it again, running neck and 
neck t~oughout the event. 
Then came the axe throw. 
Eide took tl~t event and the 
Bul~ of the Woods honors. 
~ver ~,000 in prizes were 
up for grabs and again, they 
Loggers Sports were joined 
by various other events. 
There Were square dancing, 
children's games, games of 
chance and an old car 
smash. 
There were fourteen 
events at this Loggers Sports 
and it was a fantastic suc- 
cess in terms of competition 
and attendance. 
• 1066 
The Loggers Sports moved 
once more, this time to the 
Shodluad Hot Springs area. 
Bad weather forced the post. 
ponement of the Sports for 
one week, but when the time 
roiled around they went at it 
with s passion. 
Ole Eide topped the 
Loggers for the second year 
running and again Peter 
Holmquist placed second. 
This year "there was 
something different as a 
woman, Mrs. Faye Short 
took third place in the Giant 
Open Chain Saw event. Mrs. 
Short was the only female 
competitor. " 
196'/ 
', Ole Eide won permanent 
possession ofthe Bull of the 
-Woods trophy by taking his 
third title in as' many ears. 
This year Niek Palagin. 
Wdome Loggers to the 
,, SKEENA HOTEL- 
4529 Greig Terrace 
ou 
OC 
DK 
"Home of the iLoggors" 
" k Drop in and meet your [ 
k friends this weekendl I 
. Gre ig  -- 636- 19 
• started to make his move for 
the top and wound up in 
second place. 
A new event was added, 
the Ladies Power Saw 
bucking. 
The proceeds from the 
loggers Sports went to the 
Skate in '68 campaign as 
Terrace's attentien's were 
turned towards the building 
of an ice arena. 
1968 
The competition was 
moved to June 30 and to the 
Lions Park t~ present home 
of the Sports. Nick Palagin 
came through in high style to 
take the Bull of the Woods, 
bestiug out 40 o~er cont- 
petitors. 
19419 
Unfortunately these 
details are not available. 
1970 
Thirty.f "car competitors 
and seventeen events made 
the 1970 Sports the biggest 
yet, Armand Dldiar of 
Duncasi took the Bull of the 
Woods in grand style. 
Th~ Lions sponsored the 
Truck Logger's Rodeo at the 
same time-and it was a 
Terrace man finishing in the 
first in that competition. 
Bill Wigsley finished with 
a 83 points out of a possible 
hundred for the event. 
19'/1 
Ron Hartell won his first 
Bull of the Woods Trophy. 
The Seoke logger's tar was 
on the rise. There were 
fifteen events and a grand 
total of $2,700 in prizes. 
Again the acceptance was 
fantastic with huge crowds 
turning oiit for the favorite 
sports and compotitors. 
1972 
The .Loggers Sports 
continued the Downtowv 
Lions campaign'fer top rate 
competition with their 1972 
effort. Ron Hartell won the 
BUll of the Woods trophy for 
the second time in as many 
years. Like the past year's 
the crowds were. big, the 
action fast and furious and 
the competition keen. 
19/3 -, 
Ron Hartell made it three 
on a row, equalling Ole 
Eide's "dominance of the" 
Sports from the 1965.66 and 
67 campaigns. The event 
was the attraction of the 
summer season as far as 
many were concerned and 
the traffic line.ups oo both 
sides of the Skeena River 
Bridge was a true lndicatioa 
the popularity of the af- 
fair. 
IV/4 
The 19'/4 Logger's sports 
IZ'~ved to he historic on two 
fronts, First off, Ren Hartell 
did it again, beating out 39 
other competitors for Bull of 
the Weeds honours - hie 
fourth such honor in as many 
years, 
1975 
A crowd of over five 
hundred spectators cheered 
as Alan Boyko won the "Bull 
e[the Woods!'. ~lrophy. The ' 
winwea worth $250 ~ Boyko,. 
His win broke Ron Hartell's 
domination of the Terrace 
I,o~ers sports. Hartell had 
been sun~ng for his fifth 
straight Bull of the Woods 
title. 
1976 
Ron Hartell came back 
strong after finishing second 
in 1975 in his attempt for a 
fifth straight "Bull of the 
Woods" title, by winning it 
this year. On his way to the 
title, Ron finished first in six 
event anti third in the 
seventh. 'He was called upon 
.to compete against perennial 
top  challenger in Nick 
Paisian, Jack Brown-John, 
Ole Eide and Andy Lambert. 
Dispite the poor weather, the 
Loggers Sports were once 
again a great source of 
entertainment. A highlight 
of this years event was a 
Oon~ on p, 12 
WELCOME 
Terraoe 
International 
PRIOE.SKEENA 
TRUCK & EQUIPMENT LTD. 
@ 
INTIreNAlrlONAL 
HARVESTER 
• --------(3 (3 
Phone 636-7211 
6020 Highway 16 E, 
Terrnoe~ B.O, 
) . 
O 
0 
N 
G 
R 
A 
FUEL OIL U T 
SHELL CANADA "LTD. T 
(SKEENA VALLEY  DISTRIBUTORS LTD, )  
FURNACE OIL DEGREE DAY CONTROLLED 
CALL 
I 8 i 
& 
N 
S 
CLEAN MODERN SAFE LOW COST HEAT 
Brian Burdett - 
4759 W Highway, 16 Terrace 
t 
_ 
 Fmle lld, 
WetcomeS 
Logge rs 
For all your printing 
and etalionery needs, 
4664 Lazolle 
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FOREST 
PRODUCTS 
LTD. 
6330 W. Hwy, .16 
. .  , , 
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T ~ 8 1 !  ' 4.635 Lazelle 
t3ES T WISHES 
8 
Oontaot wJ for information 
on industrial Oftroad 
,fire preteofien 
635-3861 
635-3863 
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Sports and the i r  sponsors  
OANADIAN OHAMPIONSHIP 
DOUBLE HAND BUOKING 
Eurocan Majootio Jewellers 
Riohard's Oleanen 
1st-S200 OBSTAOLE POLE BUOKING 1st-$100 
2nd-$125 Twin River Eleotrio" 2nd-$ 60 
3rd-$ 76 3M4 4~ 
STANDING BLOOK OHOP 
Hr. Hikes ' Totem Ford 
lst-SlO0 
• 2nd-S 60 
3rd-$ 40 
LIE THROWING 
OAE Horse 
OPEN LOOAL BUOKING 
lst-$ 76 
2nd4 60 
3rd4 26 
• 1d-Pioneer Power Saw 
• 2nd-Husquivsrna Power Saw 
3rd-Pair of hulk Boots 
Terrace Equipment 
TREE TOPPING 
Royal Bank 
UNDERHAND LOG OHOP 
Canadian Oellulooe 
1st4100 
2nd4 60 
3rd440 
Ist4130 
2nd;4 10 
SINGLE HAND BUUKING 
Uodarland Tire Kalum Tire 
lot4 70 
2nd4 60 
3rd4 26 
POLE FALLING 
Finnini~ Traoto'r 
Kitimat Voile/Oonstruotion 
Arnim Sanders Welding 
lst-$100 
2rid4 60 
3rd4 40 
TREE OLIMBING ' ht4100 
SkoBlund Lor, Binl~ 2nd~ 60 
By-Town Diesel 3M440 
POWER SAW GIANT OPEN 
Iot.Homolite Power Saw (8240) 
2nd-Frontier Power Saw ($140) 
albed'& MoOaffor! "Srd4 60 
Omineoa Building Supplies 
LOG HURLING 1st4 16 
LADLES NAIL- DRIVING 
Ovorwaitca 
lst-$ 25 
2nd-$16 
Srd-S 10 
NOVIOE EVENTS 
OF ~I.tOLE POLE BUOKING 
Terrace & Oi|triet Oredit Union 
Braid Inluranoe 
lst436 
2nd426 
3rd416 
AXE TIIROWlIIG 
Jim defforleo Skoona Hotel 
Mounhlew Bakoq . 
Torraoe interiors 
t 
UNDERHAND LOG CHOP 
Terraoo Oo-op 
OilOKERllANS RADE 
Bank of Hontreal 
Skoena Rent-a-Oar 
SINGLE HAND BUOKIIIG 
LN&K LolZinl 
Imperial Bank of Oommoroe 
POLE PALLING 
lst420 
2nd411r 
3rd410 
Ist-$36 
2nd426 
3rd41D 
i,t-m 
2nd-S2G 
3rd416 
lst-$36 
2nd426 
Ord41D 
3rd-$ 60 MoGiilJo & Gibbs 2nd4 60 
~,HOKERMANS RACE 1st4 76 Ord4 26 1st-S36 
Ai's Shoe's "2nd-S DO BOLL OF TIlE WOODS $260 3rd41D 
Roy Saundon HaulinE 3rd-S 26 Crown Zellorbaok ' LOOAL NOVlOE HURLING lst-S2R 
Aloan 2nd.41B 
3rd-$10 I '  
SUBJeOT TO omn OTHER SPONSORS 
{~~ ~/~ "" Bud|et Rent-A.Oar *Terrnoe N rald 
) O,. i . .~. ig.il~i, 9 i., Et~. (, 
) . (' f f /e l come ) 
, 6oDd Luok Loggers ((',, :, Loggers 
) Partner Chainsaws and  . ' '" I" ~" ! ) .General Suppl ies for  the ~ OCO )' Logging Industry, ( ,~ i.i 
; . as! ,,~' CRAFTS ) , ( 4818 Hwy. 16 W. 6-6 ) ii ! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . .  SOD mS 
Moose Lodge 2nd-426 ' 
Speoial Show Rules 
Local open powersaw must be stock saws. 
Show officials reserve the right to refuse entries 
recei~d after Tuesday , May 31, 1978. 
Novice show starts at 6:30 p.m. Saturday, June 3, 
1978, contestants most b~ot park by 5:00 p.m. 
. Main show eliminations begins at 10:30 a.M., con. 
testants must be at park before 9:30 o.m, June 4, 1978. 
All other rules are Canlog. 
June 3 
r June 4, 
- , . - . -  - 8:30 a,m, 
Program of Events 
6 - 8:30 p,m, 
9'30 p,m, 
• Novioe 
! 
Logger's .Ball 
. Thornhill Oommu_n!ly Hail 
$3 per person 
MUSlO BY-  JIM RYIIN 
. Logger's Breakfast 
Lions Park " 
. . . . .  ¢ 
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~,-,'. ~-  .., • • " ,.. IMO a.m;:,~ 12-,noon Elimination Events 
i t • : :U - " - '~:  ' J ~ ; ~ ~  1:00 ' 6,OO p,m, .open & Final Events 
uNo R_oo  Ho zoN,ALcMoP 
• " RonHar te l l  ¶ ~, - . - , . -  ~ , -  v -  -v  ~-  ~, - - -~r  -v  - ,~  ~ ....- -~r : -~-  ~, -  ~ , -  v -  
r ~ i~°~m~° " : " " -'- " ' ~ 1 '  
i ~ ,~ i I ,," 
i , "WELCOM :6GER 
STRIBUTORS OF 1 
~ .  t _ f l ,  ' , B1 e s t rand  Wi re  Ropes  and  
¢/V~ 
,:..General Supp l ies  the  
i '~ . Logg ing  Indust ry  ~" " 
84 r , ;,636.61 • ', 4818 Hw ; 16 W.  ' " 635-6381 
| :~ ,  : ,  ,46.06 Gnt lG  TERRACE~ . , ,  , ,:~ ~ 4[  ' ' ' ' " , 
t ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ , , ~ , ,  . . . .  , 
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~ Paragon 
• :J4" insurance 
, T Agency  
DEREK FRANOIS , PAT ALLEN 
...continuing to provide the. insurance 
needs of the logging industry. Good Luck 
to your Loggers sports day. 
301.4630 Lazelle .live. Terraoe, B.O. 636-6371 
Above. Oanada Manpower 
oonti__oBd. , ,~ Review 
highwire acrobatic act stand on the top of the throe 
performed by Ron Williams climbing pole. He fell, aP- 
of Ladysmith, wthfle parently to his death, 
disquised as Canyon City however, was saved by ,a 
Sally. Williams performed safety line, hooked up by old 
an Irish Jig and an hand ~l ly . .  
.q,.-,'.,'..,,'.,,'.,.r.r.,r.r.,..r.,r.r.4 
sannmanm I 
Bes i hes 
o~ Loggers 
! I l l - I l l1  
41U I Iq,  I I  W, 
Terraoe, I.e. 
1977 
1977 saw the' return of the 
Bull of the Woods trophy to 
Alan Boyko of Port Alb~ni. ' 
Alan was joined ~ again 
in this years Lomaers Sports 
by his son Michael who won 
the axe throwing and loft - 
hurling events, Some of the 
familiar names from 
lxevious years once again 
w~e in the running, such as 
Jack Brown-John, Andy 
Lambert, Nick Palaglaa and 
Ole Eide. ...,';::;'" 
u#f' 
- o 
; | 
• ! 
Terrace T°tem F°rd ~ ~ 
• ,~.,~, SALES LTD. "* '  
e 
We say yes to al l  your Ford or Mercury needs. 
Let us say YES to a p ickup or  
recreational-vehicle. 
• , . ,  , 
WELCOME 
to  * 
CE . . . . .  m J~; r l i  #1~1 
s 
and 
GOOD LUCK! 
4631 Keith Terraoe, B.O, .. 
m 
Logger Sport governfung body 
• - CanLog 
The • Terrace Downtown 
Lions Loggers Sports is j=t  
one offour~n sudn meets in 
this province this year, all 
sanctioned by CanLog. 
CanI,og is the anssram of 
the Canadian Lo~ers Sports 
Association, a group that 
was formed in 1968 end has 
enjoyed tremondom growth 
in the ensuin~ years. 
The basic function o f  
CanLog is administratl~( 
and organizational. The 
group, is the provincial 
governing body of the 
Loggers Sports Day and 
each member is mtitl~ to 
hold a national cham- 
pionship. 
Just who gets what 
championship s decided at 
an annual general mestin~. 
Terrace, for example, will 
host this year's Canadian 
double Hand Bnekina 
championship. Other con- 
ters have ether events. 
The chairman of CanLog is_ 
Canlog 
W.D. (Bill) Moore of Winter 
Harbonr, B.C. Under Bill's. • 
watchful eye the CanLog 
organization has grown 
fromthe original six sports 
centers to the present fourteen 
and Moore predicts that 
within three years that 
figure will hit 15:  
The interest in I ,o l~S 
Sports in B.C. is apparent. 
The P.N.E.'s Logger's Show 
annually draws thousands of 
people and two years ego 
Loggers Sports were 
declared the official In. 
dastrinl Sports of British 
Columbia. 
Prize money for the 
competitors i growing, too. 
A good lo~er can 
"1-, ''~ 
o 
J 
himself .up anywhere bet. 
wee= ;34S,000 for the season 
which runs between 4. and 5 
month. 
As well as .co-ord~th~ 
the various ports days from 
the provincial level and 
docidin~ who gets what in 
the way of provincial 
championships, CanLog 
lays down the rules and 
regulations for the events. 
Became of this, there is no 
oonflmion to competitors who 
/e  the 'circuit' of the 
Sports Days..  
The local representative of 
the group is Dave Maron~y, 
Mayor of Terrace and owner- 
of, Terrace Equipment. 
)ldt 
o 
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LUOK ' |  
BILL'S T 
WINDOW CLEANING & JANITOR SERVICE 
Bonded. Insured - Fully Experienced 
W 
I! 
E 
. 
We Offer A Complete Janitor 
Service- Windows Floors Walls 
Carpets -General Office Banks Etc. 
5122 Mills Te'ace 635-6772 S 
Luck to the Loggers 
Best wishes to all the contestants in the challenging events of 
Loggers' Sports Days this weekend -- and let the chips fall where 
they may! 
We'd also like to congratulate the busy members of the Terrace 
Uons Club on being able to devote so much time and energy on 
plan,s .for the celebrations. We hope/that the 18th annual 
Loggers' Days will turn out to be the most enjoyable days ever. 
Alcan Smelters 
and Chemicals Ltd 
• . 7 . 
, .  . , .  
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Loggers Sports 
in the 18th Year 
Down To~vn Lions have built 
the Loggers Spor~s • 
, In 1960 the Terrace Down 
Town Lions Club picked up 
theLoggers Sports Day from 
a group of local loggers and 
in eighteen years, have built 
it into one of the highlights of 
the Ter~ce summer season. 
It was over twonty years 
ago that the first Logger's 
Sports was held and although 
things got off to a good start, 
within years the Show was 
floundering. In stepped the 
Lions - and now take a look. 
Although many of the 
sports haven't changed, 
there have been major 
renovations, a l l  guaran. 
teeing a fine Sports Day. 
This year, for example, the 
Lions have added seven 
novice sports, for the  
newcomers to the sports. 
Over the past t~  years, 
the Terrace LoKer's Sports 
Days have grown from a 
community event o a truly 
provincial sports happening 
Associating the Sports 
with CanLog, the Canadian 
Loggers Sports Association, 
made it possible for Terrace 
to host a Canadian Cham- 
pionship every year. This 
year, the boys will try for the 
DOUBLE HAND BUCKING 
CANA DIAN CHAMPIONSH I P-  1978 
Andy Lambert & Ole Eide, • 
Welaome To Terrace Loggers 
For the .18th Annual I.~ers Sports 
MacGillis&Gibbs Co. (B.C.)Ltd. 
635-2277 Terrace 
Single Hand Bucking championships and B,C. "ff~y have had tremendous 
championship. Festival of Sports medals for success 
CanLog also hell~d winners. For the people of Terrace, 
standardize the rules and These chang~ are but a all these changes mean two 
games that comprise the few of the.many (~at have days of e~elt~ tests of 
Lo~en Sports. That way, been initiated by the Down woods-related skills as the 
loggers following the Town L iom in thdr  bid to competitors chip, saw, climb 
Loggers Sports 'circuit,' bring top rated Loggers and scamper their w at~ 
would be attracted to ~ Sports entertainment to through the sixtcoh SlZX 
Terrace competition. Terrace, a bid with which " involved: " ' • , ' '  
The amount of prize 
money offered has grown in n c = :) 
leaps and bounds. From it's 
meager beginnings, the 
PEERLESS in cash prizes as. well as trophies, medals and cer- tificates. 
The Down Town Lions 
Loggers Sports i s also one of O & Equip ant  Ud ,  
the hundreds ofmajor events Pip [ ]  
in the B.C. Festival of 
Sports, and because ofthis. 
i~ eligible f°r Provincial G O 0  ~ i 
~l lq#/~,  " 
. .Z : . :# : /F , . .  . 
;,g,~"~"'" • 6239 loilh .6,15-71H 
c "~ c . > I  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t . . . . . . .  
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F INNING 
n] 
Equipcmmt for: Logging, construction, mining, materials 
handling, marine power generation, pipe- 
lining. 
J LG  '. " GARDNER-DENVER 
Hydraulic personnel lift Compressors, rock drills, 
GROVE . air tools , 
Hydraulic cranes . .  _ '~  . . . . . .  
~nm,  auo ,. RATSU WAOHIR 
r h .  nlllll~l~ ' " Log Stackers 
• Diesel engines, electric sets 
• Welcome Loggers -  
Tractors, loaders, graders, scrapers, off-highway trucks, skid- 
dots, hydraulic excavators, cranes and log loaders, lift trucks, 
diesel engines end electric s6tso compressors, rock drills, air 
tools, . 
• - ." . , .6 ~ s aMm~sr c(~ Lm 
4821 Keith Rd., Terrace, B.C. 
635-7144 ' 
Phone 635-6347 
4617 Grek Ave. Terraoe 
CO'O 
• . . . .  
Mon.-Thurs. 
9:00a.m.-6:00p.m. 
Friday 
9:00a.m.-9:00p.m. 
Saturday. 
9:00a.m.-6:00p.m. 
Welcome Loggers 
, .  • . ,  , • 
to Has • 
Lions Annual Loggers Sports 
/ 
/ 
I We hope you enjoy your stay in Terrace ; 
,y~:.:...:.-.-.-...-..~: ~ 0 ~ . ~ ' . . ~  -...:...~.;..... ~.......~. 
We are your one Stop shopp'mg centre for, 
6ROOERIES - MEAT .... BULK FUEL, 
PROOUeE, ; " HABOWARE, 
SPORTING HODS, 
BAKERY & eAFETER|A, 
FURHITURE AND APPLiJflOES GAS, _ OLOTHING, 
pl:npi z Uzi PIMP. pl:np| 
I 
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We wish you Luck 
on-Loggers Day 1 
THE 18th ANNUAL LOGGERS' SPORTS 
• Souven i r  Ed i t ion  
I 
of the 
Terraoe/Kitimat Daily'Herald 
was producecl. 
by 
Laurie Mallefl 
(Advertising Manager)  
in co-operation with 
THE TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
AND, WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF 
ANDY LAMBERT (lengtime competitor)  
and Herald Production staff  
RALPH TRELENBERG LARRY SHERMAN LEODE JONG GORDON HAMILTON I ~  / 
SalesManager Sa les  . Sales • Sa'les __~ ,,u I '~ ' J j l J~  w 
Lioeno ' rraoe, .O . ,  ~ . • 4136Lakelse 
' ~ n ~ u ~ n t l i  ~. MAI I ,~ ,  11a l  ~::: ~:,~,~c~ The power -paoked . r . , ing Comes complete  cha in  brake.with SThls Is 
' 1 ~ J : .... • i :~  • I~'\~< ~ d~k. :~: :  ,,: . .. ~,~,~.:~,.,,.~ ~ SaW suooonl' ly DUCK aurmg I 
l • ~ i  "~' ............................ .~ :  . . . . . . . . .  ~ ............ : .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . .~- - s : ; ;w~4~,~ ~<~i : : i i !~ : ; i~* . 'owmv'"~ " "  Chain brake brings the c~in  I 
SEHVIU[  • *~, Easy service and ma,.lenanu~! :i:~,~!!:~:! ,o ..~.,,.,..,op ,it, i . . .  
I I 
g lO l~ ~ ~ ~ *,~ ~ '  a r  • 
I - - - - : -  . , , , ,u~ "~::,~• ~ v i b r a t l n g  parts. . . | 
~:!~*~ ,~ ~'~! ~:i~.~:~ " A cha ln . . sawwhic 'h  vou' i l  i '  ' " ' ' " ' " I ~)t  ~ '~ '~ l J  . " : '~  ~!~; " .... . ;' '~ i  .. saw b i h"y q ,  
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J 
Father's Day 
Is Sunday,: 
June 18th 
If anyone deserves a 
d' ,o ,h , ,own,t ,  i 
good old Dad! Read 
on for ways to show ~i 
Pop he's really tops! 
I 
/ 
! / 
i 
• o .• • ° • 
"t  • 
Kindergar ten  - 
, q 
• " i I  
Grade 1 • i 
(Only one entry re0eived) / 
1st .% 
ram, 
V . . .  
p 
0 
(3 
.° 
/, 
! 
•i 
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Thank.you pop, I think you're tops 
No one chuus you with the mop 
To pay the bills that we can't stop 
l'm truly glad that you're no flop. 
.You work and work to keep us living 
And never stop your cheerful giving 
You're always ready for th.e driving 
And teaching us some "Nsat-O" diving. 
So on this paper, This note I'll drop 
THANK-YOU POP, YOU'RE REALLY TOPS! 
• .Sherah3n Reid, grade 7 
-k 
My dad is bad that 
be gets mad but 
alter a vhile he says 
I'm just a good little lad 
Ragblr T., grade 7 
"A Father is a Father" 
A Father is a Father 
So don't forget your dad. 
Because he's the rely father 
You will ever heve~ 
William Crom~rty, grade 7 
"My Dad" 
My dad is f~l 
Of lovi~ care 
And I'm sure 
He wmts to shere 
My joys and sorrows 
With me 
Ri~nrd Mohnlnger, grade 7 
A dad is a dad 
like any other dad 
So dou't forget your dad 
On'father's day. 
Joe Ptres, grade 7 
Fathers day 
Fathers day is coming soon, 
I will give him a big balloon, 
He helps me when I'm in trouble, 
AND l thank him double. . 
Rose Abbott, grade 3 
"k 
Pop, you're tops 
Dear pop 
I think'you're at you're top. 
On every Fathers Day, 
I.belp you on you're way. 
When .you get back, 
I rub your aching back, 
At the evening meal, 
I Cook roast seal. 
When I go to bed with Bey, 
My dear ~p Len. 
Kisses me on the cheek, 
And I am happy for a week. 
Grog Engen, grade 4 
Pop You're Tops 
My daddy is the very bestl 
He has a big hairy chest. 
My daddy earns a lot of money. 
And everyday he is so funnyl 
Hey! Pop what are you doing? . 
All I'm doing • is eating hanna pudding! 
l'm doing this I'm doing that 
And all I 'm getting is to fatt 
He b~lng me to the town. 
To s@ the city clown. 
Heylr Pop .you're the topsl 
• Sanna Manttari, grade 4 
My pop is tops 
My pop is tops, 
He is the best, 
He brings me on boat rides. 
He also buys me popsieles 
on hot days. 
lVl.isdy Rasslnghem, grade 4 
My Pop's top always POP's. 
every time he dosa't get a present 
Now's my chance, 
to get my advance, 
and buy my pop a present. 
Vaughn Williams, grade 7 
I like my father 
My father likes me 
If I do something wrong 
He would make me do it right, 
And if I was bad 
He would send me in my room~\ 
But best of all I like him 
Just the way he is. 
George Robinson, grade 7 
You gave me life, everlasting life 
and look where I am now. 
You' gave me everything I always need 
and look at me now. 
You gave me love, Joy and and everything 
a bey should need. 
Where would I I~e without you? 
Nobody knows. 
That's why I say "Pop, you're Tops." 
Sheld~ Maven, grade 7 
'k 
You gave me love, 
You gave me kindness, 
When I got in trouble~ 
You were there to help me. 
Altheug I am the only boyin the family 
you treat me Very well• 
When I have a problem, 
--You are there to help me. 
You gave me life that I can live, 
You told me how to live it, 
One thing I learn to doalone is, 
hew to love and how to like. 
Drew Meksy, grade 7 
"pop you're tops"~ 
Pops can live, 
and pops can die, 
but best of aH 
they can say Goodbye. 
Frank Gosnelt, gr~e 7 
MY Pop is top, 
But, He's not a cop, 
Niether does he own a. shop. 
But, He works at Alean 
at a desk 
Which is usually amess, 
He pro~ly cleans it up 
When he can. 
He earns our money 
Quite a bit 
Well, Quite enough for us I'd sayl 
Atall this I'm proud of you pop! 
And I'll say it again and a~gain: 
But Popl?? You're tops. 
Katbieen Thomson, grade 4 
t ". " .~  
"Pops is the tops, 
Tops is my pops, 
Pops likes cops, 
Cops like pops. 
Pops likes Dogs, 
Dogs like Pops, 
Lots like Pops, 
Pops likes Lots. 
Wnnda Tayes, grade 4 
Pop you're tops because I'thk|k 
,You are pop your tops 
because I know you are 
pop you'rethe best in the 
whole wide west pop you're 
tops all the tim e . for 
Me. 
-Corrina Wilson, grade 4 
My pop is topl ' , 
My Dad is sush a lad,, / 
All the things he 'does for me, 
• It ju t  won't be the fanflly. 
If it wasn't for nly pop. 
' - -Pop  you're top! 
Jennifer Peters, grade 4 
I treat my father with ca~e, 
for if he dies. 
,my life is bare . .  
thee is :'no o,e to turn to 
no one to love 
he.'s there when l.'need him 
/ he helps me and I help him 
So happy Pop's day . .. 
. . . .  Erlc.Wrlghk grade.7 ...,' .... 
YOU were the coolist dude on the street 
You kept "those" chicks off thief feet 
"Th~mz" d~s  are boulder 
But ~oure never getting older 
your still to~ to mel 
Lance Rmer, grade 7 
My Dad 
never made, always smiling 
never sad always working 
always glad, 
My Dad 
Sharon Heheushield, Grade 5 
My Father 
• When I am sad, 
He cheers me up. 
He gives me hugs everyday. 
I Love my Dad so very much. 
Pamela Zettergree, grade 5 
• , 
My Dad 
I think my dad is best of all, 
He's not too fat or not too tall, 
He has the love and care I need, 
For me to flourish like a soud. 
My dad will never hurry, 
If I m In a fury, 
For he knows I am mad, •.. 
So he himself, will not be glad, 
I love my dad, dearly so, 
And I will never be ~ foe, 
I will make him very proud of me, 
By trying to get along with thee! 
Romline Cordnire, grade 6 
",y Daddy" 
1 My Dad is a big man 
2 he is helpful 
3 he is nice 
4 My Dad toyght me to ride bikes 
Frousud Drlni, grade 2 
POps, You're Tops 
He gives me toys 
And he make me 
" He inbe8 mefor  rides 
He let's me drive the ear 
And He let's me do enythi~ 
David Currie, grade 2 
Pops You're tope 
You give me t ram 
tha~ usually sweets 
He is gooctlike He should 
He makes me better 
With a letter 
He ts ales 
like mice 
Pamela Liverddp, grade 2 
My Pops lie gives me treats 
like some beets 
My ded Is so bii 
You will think be Is a 
rigger He is so nice 
like somelee. , 
Patrieis Livmidge, grade Z. 
-k 
pop you're tope 
you shouldn't drink pop 
• If you drink pop you • 
look like a top 
Sybil Woods, grade 7. 
Ariens' best... 
GOES TWO BETTER! 
10 I1 
Your Ariens ~ealer has two new 10 hp Riding 
Mowers for you to test drive and compare. Ask for 
the best m ask for Ariens! 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ud. 
4439 I.akeho : 63§,0384 
My dad is good, 
My dad is great, 
My dad makes things _ .,~# 
Like everyone should. 
My dad is so great. 
Raymond Field, Grade 2 
• My dad is great 
He is good. 
but I think he should 
" loose some weight 
~ i ~  'My dad is nice to. 
.~ ' My'ded is fun " 
really fun. 
and he likes to run. 
sometimes he is sad, 
Dwayne, grade 3 
• My dad is great 
He isn't every ]ate 
He is very smart 
And he is all heart. 
Trevor Craft, grade 4 
• My dad help us do 
are Jolz. He helps 
cut the grau mow 
the  lawn and clean 
the  home. " 
Lesley Grant ,  g radeS 
I think my dad is  good 
I think my dad Is cute. 
He.doesn't pollute, ' 
I think my dad is nice. 
But he hates mice. 
Helen Thomopoulos. grade 2 
My dad '~ ,great  because he's 48. 
He h u n t s  when he Mways grunts. 
=/e likes fish on a dish, 
Oliver Hofer, grade 3 
to me. Because he sometimes 
gives me a dollar he brings 
us swimming, 
Nicele Adam, grade 2 
My'dad is so g'rait, 
He is going buy a 
pool for my. s iter. 
Kevin, grade 2 
I 
I think my dad is nice. 
He does things for us. 
My dad is nice he help me 
and my fami!y. 
Gine Woods, grade 2 
. ~ . L )  
My Dad goes to work and gets 
lots of money 
He got me a bunny and I named 
It Honey. 
Teresa Wagner, Grade 4 
My Dad's g~:eat 
Because'he swam across a lake 
On Friday he caught six Fishes 
'He always clesm the dishes. 
Craig Alexander Lourie, grade 4 
My dad is great because: 
he is very tall and . 
, i . he is very strong " .  - 
he is the hest. 
Jason.Giesbrecht,'grade 2 
., My dad is cute my dad is. ' " 
nice my dad is great because " .~  
he. helps me and my family, ~, V /  
Coletto Goncalves, grade 2
My dad is great • ' 
because he likes fish 
he fishes with a fancy hate 
then the fish is on a dish. 
Margaret Pfoh, grade 3 
My dad is great 
He is nice 
He wants to loose weight 
He dosen't l i ke  mice • . . • . 
But he loves rice' . - - 
Debbie Irvlne, grade s 
• .My  dad is tops, 
• He's the best. " 
He's much bet ter , then  the rest.. 
. You,re great dadl. 
Lyle Grant, grade 4 . 
My dad is great 
He can swim across a*lake 
We always get to take ~ " 
The money that me makes ! ~. -  t .mp1W -- 
' Karea Hayer, grade 4. . 
, .  - : , 
• - . , 
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Mothers' and fa'thers are all the same but when it comes to My dad is nicel Irillylikedadheisin'thad 
fathers day, it is a really special day. dad. He isin't mien he isin't bad he is just a plan old dad. i 
So get out there pop, sing your way,there make it good and rilly rilly like my nice dad. 
you will get a special day, . .  He givesme anything I want o have my 
" Mike Da C~ta grade 6 ' dad is not bad. I like my dad. 
I love my father because he is nicelf we want  ~omething we 
usally get it. 
And I am a proud boy. Because my father is a boy" or man. 
I will always look up to him and I will always love him. 
The end. 
Kevin Montieth, grade four 
~ .-.",,.~! 
I'=.':. ~' 
DERKSEN,S 
'ORBIT 
JEWELLERS 
4615-A Lakelse 636.5453 
• .Lange: grade  2 . 
J Treat  Dad to D ,nner  
[ on Father'sDay. 
" •••Give Dad a treat z~nd let him dineon., 
a man-size entree from our. special 
Father's Day menu; Fine cuisine in lovely 
surroundings make d!ning out a treat. 
anytime. 
BIVIRIAN INN 
4332 Lakelse • 635-9161 
.11 [ Canadian Propane 6as & Oil 
t | l  "The friendly Fuel People" 
20% o,, 
leg, Prioes 
. Trailer or .  ., " 
Camper Frdps ,~,~. , 
' ' '~ ' *  Barb Q's ;: ~~V 
• " ~.  " l~  ...' 
• ~, /.-,.. :~. I~p  in Counter Ranges ~ ' ,~ i~°~~ 
• 'K.~,,"'-*"~' 
• # • 
-" "Satisfy All Your PrOpane Needs" 
• .  = % 
Open." ilon,-Sat. II a,m,-6p.m. " 
Q * A full range 
I of Outdoor, 
• Oamping 
.EqUiPment 
":.:/OLOSEDSUHDA¥' . Phone 636-3020 
I " I ]TI 
'~!6 Keith Avenue,.. " 
.(w°.t ond of n,..'b,dp).. I 
~ r  
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TERRACE-KITIMAT DALLY HERALD 
SOUVENIR 
FATHERS DAY SUPPLEMENT 
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LAURI E MALLET1" 
(advertising Manager) 
and the 
HERALD PRODUCTION STAFF, 
Grades 2, 3 i 4 
1st 
lie. o~fe.n 9ives, w,hi ~e w~, 
I'le ,~ys +~;~ year ,~;~ .r~e t~o; 
[[ Love my daddy mare ea~ol~ 
T_,cam 31cad he.never aoe.s ~ 
~d&rd 
will %0 , ' i~ a ¢n0p~ 
~v~d ~e~l~. ~.~.1 ~- .  
' /~B~- I 0  Gv, ad~ t/ 
Those horn under the sign The Sagittarian (Novem- 
of pisces (February 20 to bar 22 to December 21) gets 
March 20) are very crea- "'good vibrations" from 
tire. say astrology experts, light blue. according to star. 
Give the Pisccan Da, I some gazers, and is attracted to 
encouragemefit ~ith a set of the sea. Gift the Sagittarius 
watercolors and brushes or Dad with a seascape'or a 
even a beginner's guitar• light blue shirt, or both! 
G~I  Ad~f'~. to. Dials: 
• Ta~'c  t~m~ work-- 
It is the price of s~ccCss. 
.Take timeto think-- 
It is the source of [~ower. 
Take time to play-- 
It is the secret of perpet. 
ual youth. 
Take time toread- -  
It is the fountain Of wis- 
dom. 
Take t imeto  be friend- 
l y -  
It is the road to hap#- 
n~.  
Take time to dream-- 
It is hitching your wagon 
to a star. 
Take time to love and be 
loved-- 
It is ~he privilege of the 
gods. '~ " 
Take t ime to look 
around..- 
It is too short a day to be 
selfish. 
Take time to laugh-- 
It is the music oftbe soul. 
- -  Author Unknown 
"'-Taurus men (April 20"to 
May 20) love luxurious 
things, say astrologers, but 
don't like extravagance. The 
most luxurious-smelling 
soap you can find will please 
a Taurean Dad's senses and 
the small cost should win his 
approval. 
" If Dad's a Gemini (May 
21 to June 21) chances are 
he's interested in sell:im- 
provement, so march do~n 
to the bookstore and pick 
out one of those self-help or 
"how.to'" books for his 
Dear Dad: 
We Think You're 
The Greatest! 
Is Dad's birthday be. 
tween June 22 and July°21? 
Well. he's a Cancerian and 
is probably rather senti- 
mental and devoted to his 
family. A camera to record 
every happy occasion should 
. please this sign of the 
zodiac. 
Aries people are sup. 
posed to be ~artial to red, 
according to some star. 
gazers (Aries are those born 
between March 21 and April 
19.) Aries men are also sup- 
posedly interested in such 
diversions as ball games and 
fishing. How about a sporty 
red cap 'the-Aries Dad can 
wear to the ballpark or on a 
fishing trip? 
• Aquarian Duds (January 
21 to February 15) aregen- 
erally unorthodox and might 
very well go for that fur-uut 
shirt. 
"" Scorpios (October 23 to 
November 21) have inquisi- 
tive minds and enjoy men- 
tal Work, say astrologers. If 
so, the Scorpio Dad would 
• probably like a collection of 
detective stories or the latest 
word game. 
Tip to Dad: 
Did you know that a 
blackboard eraser is a great 
tool for wiping moisture off 
your car windshield, inside 
and out? The eraser does not 
leave lint in the glass and it 
is easy to store in your glove 
enjoyment. compartment. 
.7;- B~L ~, 
'~ " MENS " ' " MENS ' "  il ]i~. 
d ff Terry Sox [ i~  2n " e,., 20% o 
• ... - -  o u  to  u n n  h . 
' " lay  II FRESH.BAKE, DAILY IN OUR ~i 
-~  - .. ....... ........ : ...... ~; ~ Fathers  Day  Oakes  
%\, , _ . , , . . . , . _ . ,  II e Deoorated 
°I,- ,.I,::.0..,.:..,o,,.,.g;_.. ...  _ ..: ..77. ._/.i£= ~-  ~ i l  owua.  ounu~ d lmI  lU " ' - ~ i ) ]  
• . . .  _u.~3.z~Lke.~-.,__?I'~,~ . . . . . . . .  " ~  . l  RVNll ,  MHi lO  • I I  ~ i /  l~ iA  
• .- , e..nU  The Vireo'Dad (August ~Leo personalities (July ~.7 '  ~ ~A0/  - ' .  II ~!  
22 to September 22).is prone 22 to August 21.) love to'en- ~:! '  \ '  ~ ,~UT,~. 01'1'  II A"OlUD,SA.OI.T.ENT ~! 
to practicality and might terrain, say. the experts. ~ . ...,.~ m ~  ,?w. vmm - ' ORDER YOURS EARLY '~. I 
very well be pleased with How.about gifting the Leo ~,  ~.' ' '  ~ ] L _ ~  ' ~ '  " " . - ~"-J 
simply a wardrobe of socks DaiJ witch accessories for his ~ l ~ ~  " ~ ; -  ' - -. • -- . . ' • ~:,,~i 
or a set of undershirts " bar' Ot with a box of per- ' ~ ~ ~ _ / .  ~,' . . . .  ~ " . • ~ 
' Libra men, (Septem;er 23 sonalized thatches? ' . - 
~o r Oec~ober 22)havca deep 'toCapr~c°~n~0(~)t~en~btor22e- I ~ T~l~l~l t~ l~ l~ l~ ~[~ ' • Mon..Thurs. m [ 
'pp 'arian of the aesthe- • ' mg:nn~t  - . 9 0Dam4 ®p tic side of life . . . . .  conservative and practncal,~, I I  (=( ] t= l [ ] l l~  A ur -  UU vr  , , . : ' "1  
"' say the experts No wild - . - • , Friday I~ookoranal~um'of~.~ic ""  ' n t l~ ' "~ " " ~  - • lODl ld l~ l lq l i lAH • ,:-.~.:-,:.,m,I 
' ' " • . , " Saturday 'probably more sport shirts for this, sign; woa,d be J IOOUUI I I I I lU l I  m 'stick t6 traditional 'dr~s ,6 ~~~Y.4617 Grolg 63§-0347.,'~,m.';O0P, 'I 
pleasing to this sign. ,, shirts for.Capricorn fath%rs.. 
Fath~s Day is 
1st 
-Or  . . . .  t - 
.Grades -6, 6. & 7 ' 
B 
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3rd 
q 
A, CA'r~I~RS ~y PO£N. 
. 
Z. ~. . .  ~',',~',~ ~o~ #or ,~s  ~" ~ '~s¢.  ~.~'~q$, 
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~,~, ~ 
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,. 
~-~;  .. 
., m / 
" 'l $490 '  
Gift Idea: 
Gift a bicycling Dad with 0t ILAD~ - "t. 
a handy bicycle emergency 
kit.  Dad' l l  be ready for that IV!ost fami l ies  mark  
minor crisis witha kit that •Father's Day with some 
contains a tire inflator, first kind -of get-together - - a 
aid. kit, raincoat, flashlight cook-oat, asit.down dinner, 
and a bike lock. 9 r a visit with Dad.l" - -  Exodus 20:12 Harpal Monhas, grade 2.. 
I l l l g  
Honor thy father and thy I love my Dad because he's 
mother; that thy days may Kind and a big Dad 
be long in the land which the and he is a good Dad 
Lord thy God giveth thee. and a bellini Dad " 
g 
g 
| 
| 
[ 
| 
:IB~,.WI' Dad overt ~- j C,+~.~.I~, .... .~" • .... ,- • 
,, If he's:a howling,buff,. Gift Certlfleate ' " :  " " " " U # '~- -C - -  • 
gifting Dad should .be i'ela- . "If you~'r'e"~t ~d 10ss for"'a' :;"*:.i :~ . " " ' " ~ I# '~ '  YJ't.~IdFID~I" ~ ]MM[~]P .d~__ ,~_  
ti{'ely simple. His own bowl. _ . . . . . .  .. . . . . . .  gift for, D~d;:inouir~ athis '.• ~' ~ : • ,' I L I ,# I /C4s  " IE IV lAPq , , , I  C, 9 Imw m.w~Jm~. , ,www • 
• - ing bali and bag would be favorite stDr.e about gift cer-. I~' ' ~" " ' ' " ' , " " " • 
apweci'ated, or a gift d:erti, tificafes..!'r~at:way."fie.c~n":: .' ,. " • ' ' - " " . . , - • i ,, ,, B ,, ,, o ,, I ficate f~r'a pair of .thelatcst .l~ick ~u'('. exactly ~what' he: i.: .'4604 Lazollo..: TUO$, Sat,.O 6:SO:F,." 0 a OLOSED MONDAY . 636 6376 , 
bowling.shoes, Wants~ " - igligiilllliilnnliiliilinllilnmlinimimilllllilllllglllllllgln • . . . .  
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My Dad is g~eat 
We played out side 
we played baseball 
we had a ride. 
Shami Dhansaw, grade 2 . 
J 
"My Grandad" ,, 
I Love" My grandad 
because he's never mad 
He wants to join a band ' 
and I think that's really grand. 
Joely Novik, grade 2 
'On Father Day" 
dy Dad is verey glad today 
md he is late 
~d he plays before super 
M~Ivin Perry, grade 2 
° .  
My Dad is good he Takes us out to the 
beach and we have lots of fun and we 
left from the beach and we went to 
bed and then the clay'is done. 
Cliffor d Moody, gralie 2 
[y dad is great he is never late /"?~ "/~,;"Or/' 
e is never unhappy and he's so great. ~ 
Todd Fonteyne. grade 2 
I like my Dad He's never bed. 
We traveltogether'. , : 
In all inds of weather. 
Brooks Randle, grade 2 
. , • , . 
~y Dad[" 
' f  daddy is su(~h a gladdy. 
t daddy is so nice, I don't know why. 
: is,so great, Oh my he's turning thirdey.eight. 
2hristiine Weber, grade 2 
"MY DadZ" 
Oh, my dad is quite a guy. 
never bad, never shy, 
Always nie~, Always gay, 
And a lwaysl happy everyday! 
Karen Karu, grade 2 
.My Dad" 
like my dad, 
ie isn't so bad. 
'o me he's quite great, 
:e is a good playmate. 
Peter He~butn, grade 2 
My Dad is great 
• ,"". because always tries 
to Eat plate the 
Darren, grade 2 
'My Dad" 
, 4y dad is never-bad 
' Jeeause if he was I Would be very sad 
~ometimes very great 
]yen though he is 28. 
Jlmmy'Rogers, grade 2 . , 
F like my Dad / " ;3~ 
'cause he's glad and  
never sad ' , 
Derek Phillips, •grade 2
& Father's Ten 
('ommandmenls 
I. I'sh~,ll teach tn~" cliild 
espcc! fi~r his t'cllo~(.m,m, t 
2. I .~hall teach him good 
'~ortslll;Inshil'~ ill ~ork and 
I:b, 
'3. I shall instill in him an 
,l)l~rcciation of religion and 
hc l'amil.~. [he hackhonc of 
6. I shall ¢ncourag.c him 
to appl.~ him.~clf lo difl'icul! 
tasks; 
7~ I shall leach him th~ 
imr~orl;mce of participation 
in ~:Ommunity affair~and Io.. 
" eal govcrnlnen[..  
8. I shall [each him "sell: 
reliance and • help him de- 
velop un indepcn.dcnt spirit. 
,oc ic t ) .  
9. i shall help him; devel- 
4. I sial slrivc for corn- op a sense of responsibility 
;ulionship and mUlui|l uli- . in plannin 8 for the fulurc." 
• rstanding.. " 
• . ' " ' I0. I shall. ,'zbo,.'¢'all, pre- 
,~. I sll;!ll i i!iparl ,to 'hi!l! .a pare hinl I~}rtlle duties and 
.sire to Im'C anu I1£11or ms  resp ~iz,~ihililies ' of 'citizen. 
:ounlrv ;rod ohe¢ its la~vL ~hip ~,1' ;I l'ri~L' s0cielv 
a space-saving 
recliner that 
actually moves 
automatically! 
WalI.A.Matic,  
Sits inches from the wall. 
Gently touch the Leisure 
Lever...it glides out . - ' 
automatically! 
Reclines effortlessly to an 
infinite number of positions. 
Features Pontiac's exclusive 
safety-glide bar and 
adjustable footrest! 
Stand up'and it automatically 
es back inches from the 
I. Choose from many 
rics and colors to suit. 
Jr" needs. Your choice of 
ing.., Early American. 
ditional or Contemporary. 
479 's 
Fathers 9ay ,Speoials 
Kroehler Recliner 15995. 
La-z-boy Rocker Recliners 32400 
Ohoioe from. over 40 Chairs 
g 
Fath~'s Day 
I Think Father's Day is a very neat day 
For my Father to be Happy on this day. 
I should have Something bean l i fu l  ~ 
after he has had a hard day. 
he had a very Sweet Smile on his 
Face when he returned From work. 
his Face was really/hot from 
the warm san out  
aft~" I reminded him that I had a 
Present For him. ha asked mnewhyY 
So I said itwas"Father's day"l he 
smiled at me he whent up stairs to 
take a shawer 
So he could sit at the BenutifuI table 
Smeliog clean and feeling greaL 
I relaly hope he will he happy on 
his special day 
I know that he will hug me For 
thinkh~ me of hlvlog him such a 
bi~ surpries about Fathers day. 
I nmily think my Dad likes Father's 
Day 
an~l am glad there is a Father's Day 
For all the Fathers in the world 
but apecialy my Father 
Patty Gmmdee, grade 6 
¥ 
';POp Your Tops" 
your r id i~ alon~ en your own little bike. 
~d you'stop where adog could really bite 
then you go'home crying for your might 
your mother comes 
and thais when you stop 
and than that's when you 
shout "POP"I 
Douglas G uno, grade ? 
you are a big tops 
you are tops mut 
you are a tops you will 
oove~orget thing you do. 
pop you are tops 
in school and how a great. 
tops and eat or mop in home. 
She tops is good to play. 
MeL, grade 7 
"Top's" 
Pop you're top's 
don't ake off you're top 
you Wili mnkemy head pop 
and[ my top to pop, • 
my body to drop. 
Freddie Clayton, grade ?
¥ 
Pop your tops we"ll drink 
My pop. We'll drink my pop 
and turn your tops 
We'll do it know ~. 
"Pop your tops." 
bZaybelllne Woods, grade 7 
From the love in ~is eye's, 
To the love in his soul, 
I say to land and skies, 
"From east to West, 
i~ My Dad is the Best," 
• Douglas  Oosnell, grade ?
"Ded icat ion"  .. 
~ino, 
Lovl~, Caring . . . .  
.Warm, Strict, Undersmn0mB, 
Old Fas~b!oned, Kind, 
My. Father 
• . Karen Soeater,.grade 2 
He was a lower 
With truth and enesty. 
For the law 
My'dad 
Was a very 
happy man: ~ . • . 
Michael Jophson, grade 3 
'You laugh with me when l 'm happy 
You comfort me when .I cry 
You scold me when I'm bad 
Yo~ murder me when I lie. 
Pop you are the. greatest 
And I 'm glad that you are mine ~, 
But one th l~ I am ~r~.~ to say. 
" This verse Just deeant rhyme. 
W .cindy (~reaina, grade 
My father is good, he did what 
he cguld for me, 
When l,m told 
to do something I do as I should. 
I never do ~omet~ nly Dad says 
isn't seed. 
He and me together make 
we, plus a sister, a brother, and 
of come a mother we aD make a 
family. A family of five we make 
a family of'five. 
My sister my brother 
,my father my mother and, of cease" 
me. 
DAD YOUR THE BEST 
BEST 
MichelleStrumeeki, grade 3 
my grandpa is nice and king 
wizen I lose something he finds it 
my grandpa is helpful 
his wonderful 
Jimmy Scadare~ grade 2 
I love my Dad .. 
He spanks me whan I'm had . 
He is a big man 
He is a good man 
Lloyd Moody, grade 2 Z' 
My Dad is very kind, 
And he has a good mind 
My Dad is very nice 
My Dad is not a bad Dad 
Terry Bartlett,, grae 2 
• But I'm mostly good. 
Bobby Bahr, grade 2 
My Dadis a Good Dad, 
My Dad gives me spanking when I'm bad. 
.My Dad teaches about wood. 
My Dad is a Good Dad. .  
Steve Williams, grade 2 
My dad is nice 
He is kind and helpful 
He spnks me when I'm bad • 
My Dad lov~ me. 
And I leave him be. 
My Dad is nice. 
And he loves rice. 
My Dad loves me. 
I love him too.. 
Barbie Peek, grade 2 
"I THINK MY POP IS TOP BECAUSE..." 
He Loves Me 
He's there when I need him... 
He took us on a good holiday..: 
He bought us a trailer... 
He takes m~swiming.,. 
He takes me out for supper... 
He, takes us camping. , .  
And I LOVE HIM 
Kflllni Mutsch;, .  
rases are red violets are blue" 
I never had a dad as sweet as you 
I love my dad baeccd he tucks me in at night 
and klasis me goodnlght 
• . .Robert Mer'eereau, grade 2 
• ~. '~) ; - :But  he,is~aice .... ' " 
.,. "L'. . . . . .  " ' : . . . .  i .:.~. '::~" Andhe lakes me to work .withh m 
• ..';i:::.:And~hes a playful Dad . - ." " 
• ~ ,. ~. ~,'~ :.':: .~:.:' .:(:,. Dean SWYer, ~rade 7.  '. . . . .  
A Father is... 
A father is hare when you need him. 
He helps you out when you are in trouble. 
He may feel mad, sad, or most of all happy. 
He helps you up when you flal off a bike. 
• He leads your way through Impplaess. 
He tells you what are good and bad. 
But most of all I lave him just the way 
he is. "So Pop you're Tops" 
Laurie Gosaell, grade 7 
My Dad takes me danoln~t and swimming, 
. He lets me help him with his work. 
• Dad, I love youl 
Julle Krause, grade 2 
i love my D2becauso he 
is not Bad and He is a Helpftd- 
grown man and He is very glad 
Jack Hundid, grade 2 
My uncle is nice 
But he hates ice. 
My uncle is good 
When he chops wood. 
I Love my uncle  all the time.. 
Shells Isatt, grade 2 
Z- 
My Dad is nice 
He daesn't like ice. , 
My Dad lakes' me places 
My Dad washes the Dishes. 
Stocey Szepat, grade S
I like Dad W3 his good. 
My Dad.is not rude 
My Dad has a very good mind 
My Dad is Kind to me 
Anna Medelres, grade 2
,4 . ,  
He helps me ~en l'm hurt 
Or when rm feelling had 
Tlmt is tlie renson. I lovemydadl 
My dad helps me all the. time. 
Heis so nice. If he leaven I don't 
know what l 'd do. 
Nicele Merc~eau, grade 4 
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My daddy i sa  special man, 
He does everything with us that he can. 
He ovtm gives us what we wish, 
And lots of t imes we all catch fish. 
My daddy likes to golf a lot, 
He says this year his game is hot. 
I love my daddy more each day 
l'am glad he never goes away 
To my daddy I say, 
have a happy father's day. 
Kathy Radford, grade 2 
Father is nice 
Father is nice. 
Father is kind 
Father is frelndly 
Father i~ mine. 
Father Work day 
and night, night and 
day 
Cindy Stark, grade 4 
¥ 
• I think my dad is great. 
I think he likes the state• 
• I love my dad becaesehe such a good 
playmate! 
Cheryl Flndlay, grade 2 
Father ' s  
Our Father's, 
They are very kind, 
They help you think; 
And change your. mind. 
Wendy Lewis, grade 3 
-k 
I like my Dad because 
He buys me some things like I want. 
Wayne Er, g~ade S 
4' 
'My dad works all day and when 
he comes home he still doesn't play. 
My dad is nice he feeds me rice. 
Brian Charles Romanow, grade 2 
j~ 
J . f  
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My Dad is nice . 
he dees'nt Ilk? rice 
he teaches: me how to 
r ib  our bike 
he'learns use ¢ldngs 
• .John Lamke, grade 2 
My Dad fs a nice man 
He fixs the fan 
My Dad can cook good 
My Dad.cuts the wood 
Michael Wong, grade 2 
I Love my Dad beeaues 
My Dad Love me my dad 
is nice to me and my friend 
and he is the bestist farther 
[ had 
Stephen Salanskl, grade 2. 
4y dad is not mad 
~e is glad 
ny dad is n ice  
te does not like spies 
Vivian Wright, grade 2 
~ly Dad is Kind. 
de helps me find stuff 
~Ie likes me when Im good. 
de lets me go under a hood 
.Gory Anaka, grade 2 
~Iy Dad is always kind 
|ut he doesn't mind 
~Iy Dad is very helpful 
[e is very good and playful 
Laverne Faithful, grade 2 
[y Dad is kind 
:e let's me have candys He 
oesnt mind 
like my Dad 
ad He isn't bad 
Manjit Sidhu, grade 2 
"My Dad" 
,~Iy Oad is nice, 
:e doen't like rice, 
• ~,~¢e my Dad even if, 
i'm Bad I love my dad. 
Carol Willoughby, grade 2 
my Dad is race 
But he doen't like rice 
my Dads teeth are white 
but in the morning 
they aren't briglit 
John Donahue, grade 2 
4t~¢ 
I love my Dad. 
My Dad likes me when 
I'm bad and sad. 
My Dad is helpful 
My Dad is thankful. 
Angela Wiebe, grade 2 ' 
~!~]i!i..~i:~:!!~~:!~!~!i~!~;~!~!~!~iN~ii~.:~;~i!~#~i!~i!~IN!~i~i~!~}~N~~:~i!~=~i~!!~=i !i i !~i~® !!!i ,~i!~!!! ~i!~t 
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Fathers Day Gift Suggest!ons 
O01NS & O01H SETS - BAR SETS-PIPE RAOKS l HUI 
- OLOOK RADIO- RAINS & PENDANTS -TRAVEL B 
WORLDS GREATEST FATHER & GRANDFATHER MUGS 
,I 
SOFT SIDE LUGGAGE - 
SPECIALS 
PAMPERS 
EXTRA 
ABSORBANT 
2,39 
Sonora Peach Nut 
Oil Conditioner 
Sonora Peach Nut 
Oil Shampoo Brut Sets 
) 
PAMPERS ~~ 
TODDLERS, 
1,49 
SECRET 
SPRAY 
9 oz, 
• 1 .98  1 .98  in X.s 
..... "00 169  ~, BUXTAN Maalox Plus " ~ ~  i 
UTILITY ,, o,.- t6  
,: $11.00 e 
"~ Cigarettes ~! 6~. 
Pop your tops, 
Just listen and you'll see, 
I feel very happy, :.: 
With the love you give to me. 
Debbie Ashton, grade 4 
Why Dad Is Special 
I love my dad, 
My Dad loves me. 
That's why he 
IS SO Spe ~inl *'~ ma 
Tanlar, 
Father 
Y~u are 
person I 
Ycu help 
I ,teed yl 
Nothing, 
m apartl 
Dinah 
"Pop Yo 
Pop you' 
You shot 
you ¢h 
look like 
• .Sybil 
° . ,  . . . .  
SCOPE 
I litre 
2.49 Y 
